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(57 ABSTRACT 
Spaced-apart light sources, a screen and means for re 
stricting light from each source to separate eyes of each 
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observer cause perception of a seemingly solid or three 
dimensional shadow of an object or objects. The 
shadow is detached from the object and does not neces 
sarily appear to be in the plane of the screen but may be 
perceived as floating in space in front of the observers. 
The seemingly solid shadows of objects including ac 
tive human performers or even an observer may be 
caused to appear to be within the context of a previ 
ously filmed 3D still or motion picture scene. The sys 
tem may be used for purposes additional to creating 
unique entertainment effects. The navigation of aircraft 
including instrument landing system approaches to air 
ports is greatly facilitated by creating a realistic three 
dimensional shadow depiction of an airport landing 
runway or the like in front of the pilot and by providing 
mechanisms, responsive to conventional radio and gyro 
instrument signals, which cause the apparent orienta 
tion, location and distance of the depictured airport to 
change as necessary to conform with the actual dispo 
sition of a real airport relative to the real aircraft. In 
stead of having to mentally translate data from dials, 
pointers and the like of conventional instrument flight 
aids, the pilot need only fly the depicted aircraft to the 
depicted airport using the controls of the real aircraft. 
At the final stages of landing, the pilot may look up to 
perceive the real airport in the same spatial relationship 
to the real aircraft as was the depicted airport to the 
depicted aircraft. Realistic 3D images of earth surface 
features, compass headings, localizer course line, glide 
slope markers and the like may also be presented in the 
artificial scene to further assist navigation. 

15 Claimis, 49 Drawing Figures 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS PRODUCING 
THREE-DIMENSIONAL SHADOW IMAGES 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
This invention relates to stereoscopy and more par 

ticularly to a method and apparatus for creating shad 
ows which are perceived as having a three-dimensional 
or seemingly solid configuration. In one form of the 
invention, three-dimensional shadow images are utilized 
to facilitate the instrument navigation of aircraft or 
other vehicles where the visibility of landmarks is lim 
ited or absent. 
The casting of a shadow by an object exposed to a 

source of light is a familiar phenomenon which has 
heretofore been used for practical purposes only to a 
very limited extent. The art of portraiture by silhouette 
is one example and the sundial is another. Shadows, 
sometimes animated, have been cast upon walls or 
screens for amusement and entertainment purposes. 

Considered as an image, conventional shadows not 
only exhibit a total lack of detail, aside from a flattened 
outline of the subject, but are also essentially two-di 
mensional. Technically, a conventional shadow may 
have three dimensions if cast upon a curved or angled 
surface but this simply results in distortion of the image 
rather than adding any true depth perception as far as a 
viewer's reactions are concerned. As an image, the 
conventional shadow is very low in information content 
and presents a very unrealistic representation of a solid 
object. The conventional shadow of an object having a 
frontal appearance which differs from the rear appear 
ance conveys no information as to whether the shadow 
is taken from the front or the back. 

Prior systems for causing observers to perceive a 
more realistic three-dimensional representation of an 
object or scene require complex processing of the image 
data and in most cases are not capable of providing a 
live or immediate representation. Stereoscopic still pic 
tures or 3D motion pictures and the more recently de 
veloped holographic techniques involve the projection 
of light through a film on which the image data must be 
previously recorded and stored. In each of these tech 
niques, the 3D image is not created directly from the 
depicted objects but is instead reconstructed from data 
stored on film and a sizable period of time and consider 
able processing effort is needed for this purpose. While 
a live or immediate 3D television image presentation 
may be arranged by using dual cameras and other acces 
sory equipment, in this case the image data must first be 
reduced to electronic signals and is then reconstructed 
into an optical image. 

Considering another aspect of the background of the 
invention, instrument flight and instrument landing 
systems for aircraft and the like use radio signals from 
ground stations and signals produced aboard the air 
craft by gyroscopic devices and the like to determine 
the lateral and vertical location of an aircraft relative to 
an airport or other geographical site and to determine 
the orientation of the aircraft about roll, pitch and yaw 
axes. This data is conventionally presented to the pilot 
through a series of visible dials, pointers, indicators, 
meters, and the like which may also advise if the aircraft 
is deviating from a desired course. This does not pro 
vide the pilot with a realistic visual depiction of the 
position and orientation of the aircraft relative to an 
airport or relative to the earth. Instead, the pilot must 
interpret the readings of the several instruments and 
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2 
mentally convert the data into a visualization of the 
situation of the aircraft. The pilot must then manipulate 
the controls of the aircraft in response to his under 
standing of the meaning of the various dials and indica 
tors instead of reacting directly to visual perception of 
the earth and the airport. Conventional instrument land 
ings on this basis are taxing and subject to serious misin 
terpretations of data by the pilot. Landing is generally 
considered to be the most hazardous stage of aircraft 
operation and this is particularly true when the landing 
approach must be made blind on the basis of conven 
tional instrument readings. This is a common situation 
where clouds or fog obscure the landing site. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
This invention provides a method and apparatus for 

causing the viewer of a screen to perceive a three-di 
mensional seemingly solid shadow of one or more ob 
jects. The shadow may be perceived as being at a loca 
tion apart from that of the actual object and is not neces 
sarily perceived as being in the plane of the screen but 
may seemingly be in front of or behind the screen or to 
be moving including movement in a direction normal to 
the screen. In one form of the invention the solid 
appearing shadow images of objects, which may in 
clude active human performers or even a viewer of the 
image, may be caused to appear to be within the context 
of a previously filmed realistic 3D still or motion pic 
ture Scene. 
The invention may be used to create unique optical 

effects for entertainment purposes and also has other 
usages such as aiding in the navigation of aircraft or 
other vehicles. In one form of the invention, an instru 
ment landing system approach to the landing of an 
aircraft or the like is facilitated by presenting the pilot 
with a realistic appearing three-dimensional image 
which may include a depiction of a distant airport and 
preferably a depiction of an aircraft or at least a portion 
of an aircraft such as a cockpit windshield through 
which the airport depiction is seen. Mechanisms are 
provided which manipulate the components of the de 
picted scene in response to radio location signals, course 
signals, gyroscope signals and the like to cause the de 
picted aircraft to maintain the same apparent spatial 
relationship to the depicted airport as the real aircraft 
bears to the real airport at which it is to be landed. 
Three-dimensional representations of designated course 
and glide slope may also be injected into the artificial 
scene if desired and the earth's surface including a hori 
zon line and compass headings may also be represented 
in the scene. 
The pilot need not rely on his interpretations of con 

ventional instrument flight aids which do not provide a 
realistic visual picture of the aircraft's relationship to 
the earth and to an airport. Instead, the pilot may simply 
fly the depicted aircraft to the depicted airport using the 
controls of the real aircraft. Provided legal landing 
weather minimums exist, as the final stage of the landing 
begins, the pilot need only glance up and out through 
the real windshield to perceive the real airport in the 
same relationship to the real aircraft as is depicted in the 
artificial scene. 
To create an apparent three-dimensional shadow 

image of an object, the object is situated between a 
screen and a pair of spaced-apart light sources. Light 
from one source is coded in one way, by polarization or 
color filtering for example, while light from the other 
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source is coded in a different way by being differently 
polarized or filtered to be of a different color for exam 
ple. The shadow of the object as cast upon the screen 
then consists of right and left penumbras each partially 
illuminated by light coded in a differentiatable manner 
and, under many conditions, a central dark area or um 
bra. 
Means are provided for causing light which is coded 

in one way to be received by only one eye of the viewer 
while light which is coded in the other way is received 
by the other eye. Eyeglasses having different polariza 
tion planes at each eye or having different colored light 
filters at each eye may be utilized depending on the 
form of coding employed in the light sources. Where 
the use of eyeglasses is inconvenient or undesirable, the 
primary screen may be supplemented with an analyzing 
lenticular screen which causes light originating from 
one source and its associated shadows to be directed to 
only one eye of the viewer while light originating from 
the other source and its associated shadows is received 
only by the other eye of the viewer, provided the 
viewer is situated in a predetermined position relative to 
the lenticular screen. Where the invention is used as an 
aircraft flight or landing aid as described above, the 
light sources, coding means, screen, and the objects 
which create the appearance of the earth, an airport and 
other components of the artificial scene are arranged for 
installation in the cockpit of the aircraft together with 
the mechanisms which manipulate the objects in re 
sponse to location and attitude signals. 
Under the conditions described above, the human 

biovisual system perceives the shadow pattern on the 
screen as a three-dimensional, seemingly solid represen 
tation of the object or objects. The apparent distance of 
the shadow image of an object from the viewer is deter 
mined by the position of the object relative to the light 
sources and the screen. By effecting relative movement 
of one or more of these elements, the 3D shadow may 
be caused to appear to enlarge and move nearer to the 
viewer or to shrink and recede. 

If the object is formed of a light transmissive colored 
material then that portion of the light spectrum which 
passes through the object does not contribute to the 
shadow formation. Consequently the shadow of the 
object created by the other light wavelengths carries 
the coloration of the object material resulting in percep 
tion of an apparently colored three-dimensional 
shadow. 

In one form of the invention, photographed or drawn 
stereographic still or motion pictures may also be pro 
jected onto the screen and the three-dimensional 
shadow of the object is then perceived as being located 
within the context of the filmed scene. While the viewer 
may be situated on the same side of the screen as the 
light sources and object, it is often more effective to 
utilize a translucent screen and rear projection tech 
niques as the object is then readily concealed from the 
viewer. Viewers positioned between the light sources 
and the screen perceive a three-dimensional shadow of 
themselves detached from their bodies and seemingly 
floating in space. 

Accordingly, it is an object of this invention to pro 
vide for the creation of shadows which are perceived as 
having depth as well as height and breadth. 

It is an object of this invention to provide for the 
creation of solid-appearing shadow images of objects of 
subjects, which may variously be stationary or moving, 
including animate living subjects if desired, which ap 
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4 
pear to be spatially separated from the objects or sub 
jects from which the shadow images are derived. 

It is an object of the invention to provide a method 
and apparatus for causing perception of apparently 
three-dimensional shadows of objects wherein the shad 
ows may be perceived as having coloration including 
colorations differing from that of the actual objects. 

It is another object of the invention to provide for the 
insertion of three-dimensional shadow images of se 
lected objects or animate subjects into the context of 
previously filmed or depicted three-dimensional still or 
motion picture displays. 

It is still another object of this invention to facilitate 
the navigation of aircraft or other operator-controlled 
vehicles. 

It is an object of the invention to provide the pilot of 
an aircraft or the like with a realistic-appearing three-di 
mensional visual presentation of the current attitude of 
the aircraft and the current spatial relationship of the 
aircraft to a fixed reference point such as the earth's 
surface or a landing runway or both whereby the pilot 
may fly a depicted aircraft to the depicted landing run 
way by manipulating the controls of the real aircraft 
and in the process the real aircraft is flown to a real 
landing runway or the like. 
The invention, together with further objects and 

advantages thereof, will best be understood by refer 
ence to the following description of preferred embodi 
ments taken in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

In the accomanying drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic perspective view illustrat 

ing equipment and techniques for causing an observer 
to perceive a seemingly solid shadow of an object, 

FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic plan view of modified appa 
ratus for causing perception of a seemingly solid or 3D 
shadow image and wherein the shadow image is per 
ceived as being within the context of a previously 
filmed 3D or stereoscopic still or motion picture scene, 
FIGS. 3A, 3B and 3C respectively depict the total 

shadow pattern cast on the screen of FIG. 2, the portion 
of the shadow pattern perceived by the right eye of a 
viewer and the portion of the shadow pattern perceived 
by the left eye of the viewer, 

FIG. 4 is a diagrammatic plan view of another varia 
tion of the invention wherein an observer is caused to 
perceive a seemingly solid shadow image of himself 
within the context of a previously filmed scene the 
image being perceived as being situated on the same 
side of a screen as the observer, 

FIG. 5 is a diagrammatic plan view of a variation of 
the invention wherein the viewer need not wear light 
analyzing eyeglasses as employed in the system of 
FIGS. 1 to 4, 

FIG. 6A is an enlarged broken-out perspective view 
showing a suitable detailed construction for a light 
analyzing lenticular screen used in the system of FIG. 5 
and FIG. 6B diagrammatically illustrates optical effects 
within the assembly, 

FIG. 7 is a view of a portion of the instrument panel 
of an airplane cockpit showing certain conventional 
instruments used to facilitate non-visual navigation and 
landing of the airplane and including components 
which generate electrical signals indicative of the dis 
played data, 
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FIG. 8 is a perspective view of the instrument panel 
region of an airplane cabin having a navigation instru 
ment in accordance with the present invention and 
illustrating, to the extent possible in a two-dimensional 
drawing, the nature of an artificial scene which may be 
presented to the pilot to facilitate instrument navigation 
of the airplane, 
FIG. 9A is a perspective view of certain basic inter 

nal elements of the navigation instrument of FIG. 8 and 
illustrates operating principles thereof, 
FIG.9B is a perspective view of a screen shown in 

FIG. 9A illustrating how dual two-dimensional shadow 
patterns cast on the screen are integrated by a viewer's 
biovisual responses into a three-dimensional visual per 
ception of the situation of the aircraft in which the 
instrument is used, 
FIG. 10A illustrates a light-analyzing lenticular 

screen and techniques for forming the screen for use in 
the system of FIG. 9A, FIGS. 10B and 10C illustrate 
stereo images of an aircraft cabin as presented to sepa 
rate eyes of a viewer by the screen and FIG. 10D is an 
enlarged plan section view of a portion of the screen, 
FIG. 11A illustrates the two-dimensional shadow 

pattern of objects in the system of FIG. 9A as cast upon 
a screen thereof, 

FIG. 11B illustrates the two-dimensional shadow 
pattern of FIG. 11A as altered by typical changes in the 
attitude and location of the aircraft in which the system 
is used, 
FIG. 12A is a perspective view, taken from the pilot's 

position in an aircraft, of a disc element of the naviga 
tion instrument of FIG. 9A as it would appear to the 
pilot if other structure shown in FIG. 9A were absent, 
FIG. 12B is a view of the shadow image of the disc 

element of FIG. 12A as it is actually perceived by the 
pilot in the presence of the structure of FIG. 9A and 
illustrating a reversal of the normal effects of perspec 
tive which is brought about by the system of FIG. 9A, 
FIGS. 13A, 13B and 13C illustrate a form of optical 

distortion which could occur in the navigation instru 
ment system of FIG. 9A under certain conditions and 
further illustrate techniques for avoiding such distor 
tion, 
FIGS. 14A and 14B, which may be juxtaposed end to 

end to form a single continuous figure, are broken-out 
perspective views showing a suitable detailed construc 
tion for an aircraft navigation instrument of the form 
depicted more generally in FIG. 9A, 
FIG. 15 is a cross section view taken along line 

15-15 of FIG. 14B and further clarifying the structure 
of certain components shown therein, 
FIG. 16 is an enlarged view of the area of FIG. 14B 

enclosed by dashed line 16thereon, 
FIG. 17 is an elevation view of the face of the naviga 

tion instrument of FIGS. 14A and 14B as seen by the 
pilot of an aircraft in which the instrument is used, 
FIG. 18 is a broken-out perspective view of one cor 

ner of the face of the navigation instrument of FIG. 14A 
and 14B showing a suitable construction for a Course 
Selector assembly of the instrument, 
FIG. 19 is a circuit diagram showing control circuit 

interconnections and additional circuit elements for the 
navigation instrument of FIGS. 14A and 14B, 
FIG. 20 is a perspective view showing a suitable 

detailed construction for a polarity reversing potenti 
ometer used in the circuit of FIG. 19, 
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6 
FIG. 21 is a perspective view showing a suitable 

detailed construction for an imbalance adjuster used in 
the circuit of FIG. 19, 
FIGS. 22A to 22G, illustrate the scene which the 

navigation instrument of FIGS. 14A and 14B presents 
to the pilot of an aircraft at successive stages of a typical 
instrument landing system approach to a specific exist 
ing airport, except insofar as the three-dimensionality of 
the depicted scene cannot be realistically represented in 
the two-dimensional figures, 
FIG.22H shows approach plate data for the specific 

airport of FIGS. 22A to 22G with airplane outlines 
added to depict the actual positions of the aircraft at the 
successive times represented in FIGS. 22A to 22G, 

FIG. 23 is a perspective view of the face of a second 
embodiment of an aircraft navigation instrument and 
illustrates the nature of a modified form of three-dimen 
sional artificial scene which a pilot is caused to perceive 
in order to facilitate aircraft navigation, 
FIG. 24 is a perspective view of certain basic ele 

ments of the navigation instrument of FIG. 23, 
FIGS. 25A and 25B, which may be juxtaposed in the 

manner outlined in FIG. 25C to form a single continu 
ous figure, constitute a broken-out perspective view 
showing a suitable detailed construction for the second 
embodiment of the navigation instrument of FIGS. 23 
and 24, 
FIG. 26 is a cross-section view taken along line 

26-26 of FIG. 25B further illustrating the detailed 
structure of the second embodiment of the navigation 
instrument, 
FIG. 27 is a cross-section view taken along line 

27-27 of FIG. 25A further illustrating the detailed 
structure of another portion of the second embodiment 
of the navigation instrument, and 

FIG. 28 is a perspective view of mechanism em 
ployed in the second embodiment of the navigation 
instrument for maintaining an accurate representation 
of aircraft pitch and roll in the three-dimensional artific 
ial scene produced by the instrument. 

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Referring initially to FIG. 1, basic techniques for 
causing an observer or viewer 31 to perceive a seem 
ingly solid or three-dimensional shadow 32S of an ob 
ject 32 are illustrated. The object 32 in the example 
depicted in FIG. 1 is a solid sphere but any other 
opaque or partially opaque object or objects of any 
configuration may also be employed. The object may be 
a moving one, such as a human performer, in which 
case the three-dimensional shadow 32S is perceived as 
undergoing related movement including movements 
towards or away from the observer. 
To create the apparent three-dimensional shadow 

image 32S, the object 32 is disposed between a screen 33 
and a pair of spaced-apart light sources 34L and 34.R. 
Light sources 34 are arranged to direct light towards 
the object 32 and the more distant screen 33 and in most 
instances are spaced apart a distance corresponding at 
least approximately to the average spacing of the two 
eyes of human observers although greater or less spac 
ing of the light sources may be used if exaggerated or 
diminished perspective of the shadow image 32S as 
perceived is desired. 

Light from each of the two sources 34L and 34R is 
differently coded so that light from one source may be 
restricted to one eye of the observer 31 while light from 
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the other source may be restricted to the other eye of 
the observer. In the example depicted in FIG. 1, this is 
accomplished by inserting a polarizing filter 3.6R in 
front of source 34R while another polarizing filter 36L 
is inserted in front of source 34L, with the polarization 
planes of the two filters being oriented at right angles to 
each other. As will be pointed out in connection with 
other examples of the invention, the coding of the light 
may also be accomplished anaglyphically by using fil 
ters of different colors instead of the polarizing filters of 
the arrangement of FIG. 1. 
The screen 33 in this instance is formed of a flat trans 

lucent material since rear projection techniques are 
utilized in the example of FIG. 1, the observer 31 being 
situated on the opposite side of the screen from the light 
sources 34 and the object 32. Since polarization is uti 
lized for light coding in this example, the screen mate 
rial should be of a non-depolarizing composition. 
Coated glass and various known plastics are suitable 
materials for the screen 33. In an anaglyphic system 
where color rather than polarization is used for light 
coding, frosted glass or thin paper are also suitable rear 
projection screen materials. 
Under the above-described conditions, object 32 cre 

ates a two-dimensional shadow pattern 37 on the screen 
which consists of a central umbra area 37U in the region 
where light from both sources 34 is blocked by the 
object 32, a partially illuminated left penumbra area 37L 
and a partially illuminated right penumbra area 37R. 
Left penumbra 37L occupies the area of the screen 
which receives light from source 34L but no light from 
source 34R while the right penumbra 37R is defined by 
the area of the screen which receives light from the 
source 34R but none from source 34L. Since the light 
received at the screen in each penumbra area originates 
at only a single one of the light sources, the light in each 
penumbra is differently coded, by exhibiting different 
polarization planes in this particular example. The fully 
illuminated area 38 of the screen, outside the shadow 
pattern area 37, receives light from both sources 34 and 
thus includes light coded in both ways. 

If the observer 31 were simply to view the screen 33 
without the assistance of means, such as analyzing eye 
glasses 39, for restricting light originating at one source 
34 to one eye and for restricting light originating at the 
other source to the other eye, the observer would sim 
ply perceive the two-dimensional shadow pattern on 
the screen in the form described above. The observer 
31, under those conditions, would see the umbra 37U as 
a flat dark area, the two penumbras 37 as partially illu 
minated flat areas and the remainder of the screen as a 
more brightly illuminated area. This would not provide 
a highly realistic three-dimensional shadow representa 
tion of the object 32. 
The eyeglasses 39 in this example have a polarization 

analyzing right lens 39R with a polarization plane ori 
ented similarly to that of the left light source polarizing 
filter 36L and have a left polarization analyzing lens 
39L in which the polarization plane is oriented similar 
to that of the right light source polarizing filter 3.6R. 
Therefore, when wearing the eyeglasses 39, the right 
eye of the observer 31 can see only light which origi 
nated at left light source 34L while the observer's left 
eye can receive only light which originated at the right 
light source 34.R. 
While wearing the eyeglasses 39, each eye of the 

observer perceives only a portion of the total shadow 
pattern 37 on the screen. The observer's right eye per 
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8 
ceives the central umbra area 37U and the right penum 
bra area 37R as a continuous dark area which is of 
circular configuration in this particular example owing 
to the spherical shape of the object 32. The observer's 
right eye does not perceive the left penumbra 37L since 
it is illuminated by light from left light source 34L and 
that light may pass through the right lens 39R of the 
eyeglasses. Thus to the observer's right eye, the left 
penumbra 37L appears as a lighted area continuous with 
the lighted area 38 which lies outside the shadow pat 
tern 37 on the screen. The observer's right eye does not 
detect any difference in the degree of illumination of left 
penumbra 37L and the surrounding fully illuminated 
area 38 since one-half of the light falling on area 38 is 
blocked from the right eye by analyzing lens 39R. 

For similar reasons, the left eye of the observer per 
ceives only the central umbra area 37U of the shadow 
pattern on the screen together with the left penumbra 
area 37L which are jointly perceived as a single circular 
dark area in the example. The observer's left eye does 
not perceive the right penumbra area 37R since the left 
eye perceives the illumination of this area by right light 
source 34R. 
Owing to the separation of the two light sources 34, 

the portion of the two-dimensional shadow pattern of 
object 32 on screen 33 that is perceived by one eye of 
the observer is cast from a slightly different angle than 
the portion of the shadow pattern perceived by the 
other eye. If the two light sources 34 are considered to 
be analogous to the eyes of a viewer of the object 32, 
then one light source may be characterized as looking 
slightly more around one side of the object 32 while the 
other light source is looking slightly more around to the 
other side of the object. The binocular human biovisual 
system reacts to slightly disparate views of a scene at 
each eye by perceiving the scene three-dimensionally. 
In other words the impression that various portions of 
the scene are at different distances from the viewer is 
created. Although the observer 31 in the example of 
FIG. 1 is situated on the opposite side of the screen 33 
from light sources 34, the analyzing eyeglasses 39 cause 
a perception similar to what would occur if the observ 
er's eyes were located in the position of the light sources 
34 except insofar as it is a shadow outline that is per 
ceived rather than the actual object 32. Consequently 
the shadow image 32S is perceived as being solid, that is 
the observer perceives different portions of the shadow 
image as apparently being at different distances from his 
eyes. In this particular example the shadow image 32S 
has the general appearance that a solid black ball situ 
ated in front of the observer would have. If the object 
32 is another person such as a performer, then the 
shadow image 32S appears somewhat like a black statue 
of the performer, illuminated from behind by more than 
one light source, although this analogy is strictly true 
only if the performer does not move. Any movement of 
the performer causes the three-dimensional shadow 
image to move in a similar, but mirror-imaged, manner 
unlike a fixed statue. With the observer on the opposite 
side of the screen from the object 32 under the condi 
tions depicted in FIG. 1, the solid-appearing shadow 
image 32S is perceived as if viewing the actual object 32 
from the side of the object that is remote from the ob 
server, that is from the point of view of the light source 
34, except for the mirror image reversal effect. 
While the sphere 32 shown for purposes of example in 

FIG. 1 is featureless and appears essentially the same 
from all angles, surface detail is detectable in the periph 
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eral areas of the solid shadows of other objects which 
do have distinctive configurations. When the object 32 
is a person, for example, such detail as hair on the back 
of the hands or at the top and side regions of the head 
and neck is detectable in the shadow image (assuming 
the person is facing the light sources). Loose threads on 
clothing or filmy or lacy clothing or the like is also 
detectable in the solid shadow. Surface detail in the 
more central areas of the solid shadow may not be de 
tectable although in the case of a human subject, there 
is an interesting tendency for an observer to mentally 
fill in known detail such as facial features which may 
not actually be represented in the image. In general, the 
solid shadow image of a person known to the observer 
tends to be recognized immediately. 

Considering now the apparent location of the 3D 
shadow image 32S, it has been pointed out that the 
shadow area on screen 33 which is perceived by one eye 
of the observer is slightly displaced in the plane of the 
screen from the shadow area perceived by the other 
eye. The right eye perceives a shadow area situated 
slightly to the observer's left while the left eye sees a 
shadow pattern located slightly to the right. Upon fo 
cusing on these perceived shadow patterns on the 
screen 33, the two eyes of the observer must converge 
slightly so that the optical axes of the two eyes cross at 
a point in front of the screen. The human biovisual 
system inherently triangulates in such a manner that the 
object is perceived as being situated at the region where 
the optical axes or lines of sight of the two eyes con 
verge while the eyes focus on the screen. Thus in the 
present example, the 3D shadow image 32S is perceived 
as being situated between the observer 31 and the screen 
33. 

This apparent distance of the shadow image 32S from 
the observer 31 is determined by the position of the real 
object 32 between the light sources 34 and the screen 
33. If the real object 32 is moved closer to the screen, 
the two-dimensional shadow pattern 37 on the screen 
diminishes in size, penumbra areas are diminished rela 
tive to the umbra area and the separation of the areas of 
the shadow pattern on the screen which are perceived 
by each eye is diminished. Under this condition, the 
observer perceives the 3D shadow image 32S as appar 
ently receding when in fact the real object is moving 
closer to the observer. For similar reasons, if the real 
object 32 is moved towards the light sources 34, the 
shadow image 32S is perceived as moving closer to the 
observer since the observer's eyes must then converge 
to a greater extent in focusing on the shadows on the 
screen, while the size of the shadow patterns on the 
screen has increased and the amount of penumbra has 
increased relative to umbra area. 

In practice there may be a large number of observers 
31 and more than one real object 32. The system may be 
used to create a variety of unique entertainment effects. 
A theater or nightclub audience, for example, may be 
caused to perceive seemingly solid animated images of 
any of various kinds of performers, such as pantomim 
ists, dancers or the like seemingly floating in space. The 
system also has uses in addition to entertainment as will 
hereinafter be described. 

In this discussion of the method and suitable appara 
tus for causing one or more viewers to perceive what 
appear to be solid three-dimensional shadows, the term 
"perceiving” or "perception” has been used with refer 
ence to the viewer's reactions instead of referring to 
"seeing' the shadow image although the latter term 
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might be loosely employed for the same purpose. 
Strictly speaking, one does not "see" a shadow whether 
of the 3D form or the conventional two-dimensional 
form. A shadow is actually a lack of seeing within a 
certain area or region. 

Referring now to FIG. 2, a variation of the system is 
depicted wherein anaglyphic or color filtering means 
are used for coding light instead of polarization tech 
niques. FIG. 2 further illustrates techniques by which 
3D shadow images of inanimate or animate objects may 
be injected into the context of a previously filmed ste 
reoscopic still or motion picture presentation, the 
shadow injection techniques being applicable to systems 
using polarization light coding, as described above, as 
well as to an anaglyphic system of the kind depicted in 
FIG. 2. 

In the example of FIG. 2, the spaced-apart light 
sources 34L and 34.R" are the objective lenses 41R and 
41L which define the dual optical projection paths of a 
3D still or motion picture projector containing film 42 
on which slightly disparate views of a scene have been 
recorded, light from suitable sources 43 being directed 
through the film and each objective lens 41 in order to 
project disparate stereo-images of the scene on a screen 
33' in the known manner. 

Color coding for restricting perception of light origi 
nating at source 34L to the right eye 44R of a viewer 
and for restricting perception of light from the other 
source 34R' to the left eye 44L of the viewer in this 
example is provided by color filters 46L and 46R re 
spectively which transmit different wavelengths. Filter 
46L may be a red filter disposed between source 34L 
and screen 33' while filter 46R may be a blue filter 
situated between source 34R and the screen. If a three 
dimensional object 32, again represented as a sphere for 
purposes of the example only, is disposed between the 
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light sources and the screen, the resulting two-dimen 
sional shadow pattern 37' on the screen would appear as 
shown in FIG. 3A to an observer having no color 
coded eyeglasses or other analyzing means, FIG. 3A 
being taken from the point of view of an observer situ 
ated on the opposite side of the translucent screen from 
the light sources and the real object. The shadow pat 
tern 37' again consists of a central dark umbra 37U', a 
right penumbra 37R and a left penumbra 37L'. In this 
connection it may be noted that the right penumbra 
appears on the left from the point of view of FIG. 3A 
while the left penumbra appears on the right. This re 
sults from the fact that FIG. 3A shows the side of the 
screen which is opposite from the light sources. The 
designations "right' and "left” are retained for the 
penumbras in FIG. 3A to be consistent with FIG. 2 and 
also since the right penumbra 37R' is perceived as 
shadow only by the right eye 44R of the viewer for 
reasons which will be explained. 

Referring again to FIG. 2, in order to cause light 
originating from source 34L to be perceived only by 
the right eye 44R of the viewer, another red filter 47R 
is disposed in front of the viewer's right eye. In order to 
cause light from source 34R' to be received only by the 
viewer's left eye 44L, a green filter 47L is situated in 
front of the left eye. 
The reason that the color of left eye analyzing lens 

filter 47L in this example does not match that of coding 
filter 46R at the right light source 34R" is that the com 
bination of filter colors described above results in the 
shadow image and the 3D scene from film strip 42 being 
perceived in shades of grey, in the so-called "black and 
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white' presentation familiar to movie and television 
viewers. The projected image which reaches the screen 
through coding filter 4.6L appears in shades of red 
whereas the disparate image which reaches the screen 
through coding filter 46R appears in shades of blue. To 
an observer not equipped with the analyzing filters 47, 
the areas of the screen 33' outside the umbra or penum 
bra shadows of object 32 would appear in shades rang 
ing from red through pink, purple to blue, depending on 
the contents of the projected scene. The left penumbra 
37L would appear solely in red while the right penum 
bra would appear solely in blue. The central umbra 
37U would appear black as no illumination reaches the 
umbra area. 
Red analyzing lens 47R passes only light in the red 

regions of the spectrum. Consequently, lens 47R causes 
the right eye to perceive the image on the screen solely 
in shades of red or pink except for the umbra shadow 
area 37U' and the right penumbra 37R' both of which 
are perceived as black since the blue light of the right 
penumbra cannot pass through the red analyzing lens 
47R. As the analyzing lens 47L at the left eye is green, 
the left eye perceives the scene on the screen in shades 
of cyan except for the shadow umbra area 37U and the 
left penumbra area 37L which are perceived as black 
inasmuch as the red illumination of the left penumbra 
cannot pass the green filter at the left eye. The scene is 
perceived by the left eye in shades of cyan since blue 
light observed through a green filter appears in that 
hue. Where one eye is presented with an image in 
shades of pink and the other eye is presented with the 
image in shades of cyan, the human biovisual system 
inherently reacts by combining the colors to perceive 
the scene in shades of grey. 

Thus, the observer, when equipped with the analyz 
ing lenses 47 or other analyzing means, perceives a 
filmed three-dimensional scene except that injected into 
the scene is a seemingly solid shadow image 32S' of 
object 32". If the object 32' is an animate human per 
former an arresting effect of something alive moving 
into a previously filmed scene is created. 
The injection of the shadow image 32S' into the 

filmed scene results from effects essentially similar to 
those previously described. Upon focusing upon the 
screen 33", the left eye 44L of the observer perceives a 
shadow pattern consisting of the central umbra 37U' 
and the left penumbra 37L'. As the right penumbra 37R' 
is not perceived by the left eye the total shadow image 
appears to that eye to be displaced to the right as de 
picted in FIG. 3C. For similar reasons the right eye 
perceives only the central umbra 37U' together with the 
right penumbra 37R', as depicted in FIG. 3B, and the 
perceived shadow area appears shifted to the left. Pres 
ented with these disparate slightly spaced-apart percep 
tions of the shadow pattern on the screen, the viewer's 
biovisual system synthesizes a solid three-dimensional 
shadow 32S as shown in FIG. 2. For the reasons previ 
ously discussed, the 3D shadow image 32S in this par 
ticular example appears to be between the viewer and 
the screen, while objects in the background 3D movie 
or still picture scene are perceived as being at varying 
distances from the viewer depending on conditions 
under which the filmed scene was photographed. 
Using the combined stereo film and three-dimen 

sional projection technique, four combinations of pre 
sentation are possible with respect to the apparent loca 
tion of objects in the scene. These include: stereo film 
scene behind the screen and 3D shadow behind the 
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screen, stereo film scene behind the screen and 3D 
shadow in front of screen, stereo film scene in front of 
screen and 3D shadow in front of screen, and stereo film 
scene in front of screen and 3D shadow in back of 
SCee 

The in-front-of or behind-the-screen perception of 
the stereo film scene is a factor of circumstances at the 
time of photography as understood in that art. The 
in-front-of or behind-the-screen 3D shadow is a factor 
of light coding. For example, using two 35 mm. slide 
projectors, each oppositely light coded, and using ana 
lyzing glasses to view the superimposed stereo film 
images, a 3D image will be perceived. If the positions of 
the projectors are then interchanged so that the left 
projector is on the right and the right projector is on the 
left the same filmed 3D image will be seen as before. But 
if a shadow-casting object is disposed in the projection 
paths in the first instance the shadow image appears to 
be on the opposite side of the screen from where it 
appears to be in the second instance. In other words, the 
disparate stereo views on the film have not changed but 
the disparate shadows have changed since the shadow 
casting coded lights have traded places. 
Where an image is injected into the context of a pre 

existing scene in conventional movie or television sys 
tems, by means of matting or the like, problems are 
often encountered from fringing or tear-through effects. 
The boundary between the injected image and the back 
ground often appears to have unnatural emphasis or to 
exhibit optical effects which make the superimposition 
apparent to a viewer. It is of interest that in the present 
system as described above, the fit of the 3D shadow 
images 32S' into any previously filmed 3D scene dis 
played on the screen 33' is exact and free from the ef 
fects described above. This results from the fact that the 
injected 3D shadow image is created simply by the 
blocking out of light from the filmed background scene. 
The system described above with reference to FIG. 2 

produces a 3D shadow image 32S' which appears black 
to the observer. It is possible to produce such shadow 
images having apparent coloration by utilizing objects 
32 formed of a material partially transparent to the light 
transmitted through one of the color coding filters 36 
but which is less transparent or opaque to the color of 
light received from the other filter. If the object 32' is 
formed of a material which transmits some red light, 
such as appropriately colored glass for example, some 
red light will be transmitted into the shadow pattern 
area 37U on the screen and impart a similar coloration 
to the shadow image 32S' perceived by the viewer and 
refraction effects may appear in and around the image 
depending on the configuration of the object. Other 
colorations may be imparted to the shadow images by 
utilizing other combinations of colored filters 46, ana 
lyzing lenses 47 and objects 32 formed of materials 
which are semi-transparent to the desired wavelengths. 
The range of shadow image coloration available by 

such techniques is increased if light coding by polariza 
tion, as previously described with reference to the sys 
tem of FIG. 1, is employed together with color filters 
situated between the light sources and a semi-transpar 
ent colored object, since the color filters and eyeglass 
lenses then need not be limited to those which will 
enable restriction of light from each source to a single 
eye of the observer. 
The 3D shadow-creating systems as described above 

with reference to FIGS. 1, 2 and 3, cause the perception 
of the shadow image as apparently being situated be 
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tween the observer and the screen. If, with reference to 
the system of FIG. 1 for example, the light coding is 
reversed, then the shadow image is perceived as being 
located behind the screen. In other words, if the polariz 
ing filters 3.6R and 36L of FIG. 1 are interchanged or if 5 
the lenses 39R and 39L of the viewer's eyeglasses are 
interchanged, the observer 31 will then perceive the 
shadow image 32S as being situated in the general re 
gion of the real object 32. The real object itself is not 
seen because of the presence of the screen. Such rever 
sal of the filters 36 or the eyeglass elements 39 causes 
the observer's right eye to perceive the left penumbra 
37L instead of the right penumbra while the left eye 
perceives right penumbra 37R. Under that condition the 
lines of sight of the observer's two eyes do not converge 
and cross in front of the screen but, instead, converge at 
a point situated behind the screen. The observer's bi 
ovisual system then construes the location of the 3D 
shadow image to be at that convergence point behind 
the screen. 
When the light coding is reversed as described above, 

the shadow image is perceived with a reversal of nor 
mal perspective. Specifically, portions of the shadow 
image which are perceived as being closer to the ob 
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server appear diminished in size while those portions of 25 
the shadow image which are perceived as being more 
distant appear enlarged in contradiction to the ordinary 
principles of perspective. This property of reversing 
perspective may be advantageously used in certain ap 
plications of the process as will hereinafter be de 
scribed. In instances where such distortion may be un 
desirable, it may be corrected for by shaping the real 
objects 32, which create the 3D shadow image, to com 
pensate for the reversed perspective. The portions of 
the real object which will appear to be closer to the 
observer in the shadow image, that is the portions of the 
real object which are farthest from the light sources 34, 
may be formed to have a larger size relative to the 
portions of the object closer to the light sources than 
would be the case in a similar object having normal 
proportions. A specific example of this technique will 
hereinafter be described in more detail. 

In the examples of the invention as described to this 
point, the observer has been situated on the opposite 
side of a translucent screen from the light sources and 
from the object which creates the shadow image. Refer 
ring now to FIG. 4, it is also possible to situate the 
observer 31' on the same side of the screen 49 as the dual 
light sources 51. Moreover, an observer 31' may be the 
object of which a three-dimensional shadow image 52 is 
created. In this arrangement, viewers may be caused to 
perceive seemingly solid shadows 52 of themselves 
seemingly floating in space. If the spaced-apart dual 
light sources 51 are defined by the two projection chan 
nels of a 3D still or motion picture projector 51, the 
observer 31' will perceive his solid-appearing shadow 
52 as having entered into the context of the projected 
scene and to be moving about within the scene if he 
moves himself. In this variation of the process, the illu 
sion of a seemingly solid shadow 52 arises in essentially 
the same manner as in the previously described embodi 
ments. If the light 53R projected through the right 
objective lens 54R of projector 51 is coded in one man 
ner by polarization or by anaglyphic means while the 
light 53L projected through the other objective lens 
54L is oppositely coded and if the observer-object 31' 
wears analyzing glasses 39' similar to those previously 
described then one eye of the observer perceives only 
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the umbra area,37U' and the left penumbra area 37L' 
of his shadow pattern on screen 49 while the other eye 
perceives only the central umbra area together with the 
right penumbra area 37R''. The observer's biovisual 
system responds to these slightly disparate views of his 
shadow by perceiving a three-dimensional shadow rep 
lica of himself. Owing to the slight convergence of the 
optical axes of his two eyes in focusing on these slightly 
separate areas of screen 49, the shadow 52 is perceived 
as being situated between himself and the screen at the 
point where the lines of sight of his two eyes cross and 
appears to be facing away from himself, provided that 
the analyzing lens 39R' at his right eye matches the 
coding filter 3.6R at the right light source 54R and the 
left eye analyzing lens 39L matches the left light source 
coding filter 54.L. If the analyzing lenses 39R" and 39L' 
are interchanged or if the coding filters 54L are inter 
changed, his shadow image 52 is perceived as facing 
himself and as apparently being located behind the 
screen and in the previously described reverse perspec 
tive, the effect then being somewhat similar to that of 
looking in a mirror except that the image reduces in size 
if he advances towards its apparent location. 

In the several examples of the invention described 
above, perception of the 3D shadow image depended 
upon the wearing of a pair of specialized eyeglasses or 
an equivalent disposition of right eye and left eye ana 
lyzing filters between the observer and the screen. 
Under some circumstances the use of such glasses may 
be inconvenient or undesirable. It is possible to dispense 
with the need for eyeglasses or the like, provided that 
the observer is positioned at a known point with refer 
ence to the screen. An example of such a system is 
depicted in FIG. 5. 
The object from which a shadow is to be derived, 

represented by a cube 56 in FIG. 5, may again be situ 
ated between a screen assembly 62 and spaced-apart 
light sources 58R and 58L in the manner previously 
described, the light from source 58R being coded by 
polarization or color filtering and the light from the 
other source 58L being differently coded by being po 
larized in a different plane or by passage through a 
differently colored filter in accordance with the tech 
niques previously described. The object 56 will again 
cast a shadow pattern on screen 62 consisting of a cen 
tral dark umbra 59, a left penumbra 59L illuminated 
only by coded light from source 58L and a right penum 
bra illuminated only by differently coded light from 
source 58R. 

Both eyes 61R and 61L of an observer stationed on 
the opposite side of the screen 62 would of course per 
ceive the same two-dimensional shadow pattern on the 
screen in the absence of some means for blocking per 
ception of the one penumbra from the right eye 61R and 
for blocking perception of the other penumbra from the 
left eye 61L. This blocking of perception of one penum 
bra from each eye, without requiring analyzing eye 
glasses, is accomplished by utilizing a screen assembly 
62 which may be characterized as being a light-analyz 
ing lenticular screen and which may have a construc 
tion as illustrated in FIG. 6 which is an enlarged brok 
en-out elevation view of one corner of the screen assem 
bly. 
As best seen in FIG. 6A, screen assembly 62 consists 

of a lenticular plate 64 having a flat planar light-analyz 
ing element assembly 66 disposed against a light-diffus 
ing surface 65 of the lenticular plate which is remote 
from the viewer of the screen assembly. Lenticular 
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plate 64 may be essentially of the form heretofore used 
in the manufacture of 3D postcards and the like and 
thus consists of a transparent material having a series of 
parallel, vertical, partial cylindrical lens elements 68 
formed in the surface which faces the viewer. The 5 
cross-sectional curvature of each such partial cylindri 
cal lens surface provides a focal point 67' located di 
rectly behind that particular lens surface and closer to 
the light-diffusing back surface 65 of the plate than to 
the lens surface. 

Light-analyzing element assembly 66 has parallel 
vertical light-analyzing bands 67 of which alternate 
bands 67R are transparent to light coded in a first way 
while being opaque to light coded in a second way. The 
intervening bands 67L are transparent to light coded in 
the second way and opaque to light coded in the first 
way. For example, in an anaglyphic system, bands 67R 
may be composed of red color filter material while 
bands 67L are composed of green or cyan color filter 
material. Where polarization is used for light coding, 
band 67R may have a first polarization plane while 
bands 67L have an opposite polarization plane. One of 
the bands 67R and an adjacent one of the bands 67L 
extend along surface 65 behind each partial cylindrical 25 
lens 68 at opposite sides of the focal point 67" of the 
associated lens except that there may be a slight dis 
placement of the boundary between adjacent bands, 
relative to the focal point as will hereinafter be dis 
cussed in more detail. Each such band 67 preferably has 
a width substantially one-half that of the associated 
partial cylindrical lens although narrower bands may be 
employed in some cases as will also be hereinafter dis 
cussed. The width of each partial cylindrical lens 68 and 
the width of the light-analyzing bands 67 are exagger-35 
ated in the drawings for clarity of illustration and in 
practice such widths may typically be a few thou 
sandths of an inch. 

Considering now the operation of the light-analyzing 
lenticular screen assembly 62, reference should again be 40 
made to FIG. 5. Solid arrows 65R and 65L respectively 
represent the optical path from the right eye 61R and 
left eye 61L of an observer to a specific single one 68' of 
the partial cylindrical lenses of the screen assembly. 
Owing to the extremely small width of the specific 45 
partial cylindrical lens 68, relative to the spacing be 
tween the two eyes of the observer, these optical paths 
65 are necessarily convergent. The optical paths 65 
from each eye to a specific individual lens should be 
distinguished from the lines of sight or optical axes of 50 
the two eyes, repesented by dashed arrows in FIG. 5, 
which are also usually convergent as previously dis 
cussed but which do not usually converge on a single 
one of the partial cylindrical lenses. Bearing in mind the 
convergence of the optical paths 65 from the observer's 55 
two eyes to any single one of the partial cylindrical 
lenses, reference should now be made to FIG. 6B 
wherein it may be seen that the lens 68' acts to limit 
visibility along path 65R to a band 67R while limiting 
visibility along path 65L to aband 67L. Thus only light- 60 
analyzing bands 67R are visible to the observer's right 
eye while only light-analyzing bands 67L are visible to 
the observer's left eye. While the optical paths 65 to 
every lens 68 have not been depicted in FIG. 6B in the 
interests of clarity of illustration, similar considerations 65 
apply to each of the other lenses 68 and the associated 
pairs of bands 67. As a consequence only light transmit 
ted through bands 67R reaches the right eye of the 
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observer while only light transmitted through bands 
67L reaches the observer's left eye. 

Consequently, referring again to FIG. 5, the viewer's 
right eye may perceive only the left penumbra 59L and 
umbra 59 of the shadow pattern on screen 62 while the 
viewer's left eye 61L may perceive only the right pen 
umbra 59R together with the umbra 59. In accordance 
with the principles hereinbefore described, the observer 
then perceives a seemingly solid shadow image 56' of 
object 56 apparently situated at the point of conver 
gence of the lines of sight of the two eyes as represented 
by dashed arrows in FIG. 5. Using the light coding 
employed in FIG. 5 for purposes of example, this point 
of convergence is behind the screen. However, as previ 
ously described, if the coded light sources 58L and 58R 
are then interchanged, right eye 61R will perceive right 
penumbra 59R together with penumbra 59 while left 
eye 61L perceives left penumbra 59L together with the 
umbra and, under that condition, the shadow image 56 
will be perceived as being between the observer and the 
screen inasmuch as the lines of sight of the two eyes 
then cross in front of the screen. 
Turning now again to FIG. 6B, the above description 

of the optical paths 65 between the two eyes of an ob 
server and the light-analyzing bands 67 was initially 
described with respect to one of the partial cylindrical 
lenses 68' which is centrally situated on the screen as 
sembly. At the centermost one of the partial cylindrical 
lenses 68' the two optical paths 65 enter the lens surface 
at equal but oppositely inclined angles. However, upon 
considering the optical paths 65L and 65R'between the 
observer's two eyes and a representative lens 68' situ 
ated towards one side of the screen assembly 62 it may 
be seen that this symmetrical relationship does not exist. 
If lens 68' is situated near the left side of the screen from 
the observer's standpoint, then the optical paths 65R' 
and 65L enter the screen at changed angles. As viewed 
in FIG. 6B, optical paths 65L and 65R' appear shifted 
counterclockwise relative to paths 65L and 65R respec 
tively since both paths 65L and 65L originate at a single 
point, the left eye of the observer, while paths 65R and 
65R both originate at the right eye. Accordingly, it is 
preferable that the paired light-analyzing bands 67L and 
67R be displaced progressively more leftwardly relative 
to the focal point of associated lens 68 as the left edge of 
the screen assembly 62 is approached. In other words, 
the paired bands 67L and 67R' associated with the 
centermost cylindrical lens 68' are directly behind that 
centermost lens as is evident from arrow A in FIG. 6B 
while the bands 67R'' and 67L' which coact with a lens 
68" at the left portion of the screen assembly are shifted 
to the left relative to the associated lens 68' as may be 
seen by reference to arrow B. For similar reasons it is 
preferable that the bands 67 be displaced progressively 
more to the right as the rightward edge of the screen 
assembly is approached. 

Considering the small width of the partial cylindrical 
lenses 68 and associated light-analyzing bands 67, it 
might appear at first consideration that manufacture of 
the screen assembly 62 would be a very tedious and 
exacting task. However, one convenient method for 
preparing such a screen assembly simply makes use of a 
color-sensitive photographic film transparency to form 
the light-analyzing band assembly 66. If the unexposed 
color film is disposed in position on the back surface 65 
of the lenticular plate 64, in darkness, the desired light 
analyzing bands may be established in the proper posi 
tion by simple photographic techniques. In particular, 
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with reference to FIG. 5, the screen assembly 62 includ 
ing the unexposed film may be situated in a dark room 
with a red light source at the position defined by the 
observer's right eye 61R in FIG. 5. Upon momentarily 
activating the red light source, red light is inherently 
directed to the desired positions of bands 67R on the 
film by the partial cylindrical lenses of the lenticular 
plate. Upon development of the film, red light transmis 
sive bands will be situated on the film in the positions 
described above. Similarly, during the exposing pro 
cess, a green light source may be positioned at the point 
defined by the observer's left eye. 61L in FIG. 5 and 
following development, green light transmissive bands, 
alternating with the red bands, will be present on the 
film transparency in the desired positions as described 
above. 

If the screen assembly 62 and the red and green light 
sources remain stationary during this exposing process, 
the resulting alternating red and green bands on the 
light-analyzing element assembly 66 will be extremely 
narrow and will be separated by sizable unexposed 
spaces owing to the anamorphic focusing effect of the 
partial cylindrical lenses 68. While this is a workable 
arrangement, it requires that an observer by very pre 
cisely positioned, in the transverse direction, relative to 
the screen assembly in use in order to properly perceive 
the desired image. In many instances, it is preferable 
that there be some tolerance to lateral movement of the 
observer's head. This may be provided for during the 
above-described exposing process by shifting the light 
sources laterally relative to the screen to spread out the 
bands of red and green exposure on the film transpar 
ency. The extent of such lateral shifting should not 
exceed the spacing between the two eyes of the ob 
server who will later utilize the screen assembly, 64 
millimeters being a typical value for human interocular 
spacing. If, for example, during exposure to red light, 
the red light source is initially positioned at the exact 
location planned for the right eye 61R of the future 
observer, then the light source may typically be moved 
as far as 32 millimeters to the right from that position 
and then 32 millimeters to the left from that position to 
spread out the red light transmissive bands which will 
be present on the film transparency after exposure. A 
similar operation may be performed during the green 
light exposure. This will typically provide for a lateral 
positional tolerance of up to about 6.4 centimeters for 
the observer's head during use of the screen. 
The photographic process described above is one 

technique for producing a light-analyzing element as 
sembly 66 suitable for use where the light from the two 
sources is coded by being passed through differently 
colored filters. An essentially similar process may be 
used where coding is done with polarizing filters since 
techniques for converting actinically exposed areas of a 
film transparency into polarized light filtering areas, by 
injection of polarizing dyes, are known to the art. Alter 
nately, the light-analyzing element assembly 66 may be 
formed of two superimposed sheets of polarized filter 
film which have polarization planes at right angles to 
each other. Techniques for destroying the polarization 
capabilities of predetermined areas of such films by laser 
beam irradiation are also known to the art. Thus the 
areas of bands 67R may be depolarized on one of the 
two films by this technique while the areas of bands 67L 
may be similarly depolarized on the other film. Super 
imposing the two films at the back of the lenticular plate 
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64 then provides a screen assembly suitable for use in a 
system where light coding by polarization is utilized. 
As previously pointed out, the method and apparatus 

of the invention may be utilized to create unique enter 
tainment effects in theatrical or night club performances 
or the like and in conjunction with three-dimensional 
still or motion picture displays. Utility of the invention 
is by no means confined to the entertainment and 
amusement of audiences. An extremely valuable adapta 
tion of the invention may be used to facilitate the guid 
ance or navigation of aerial, land or sea vehicles under 
conditions where visibility of the real scene surrounding 
the vehicle is impaired or absent due to clouds, fog, 
darkness or other causes. 
A system embodying elements of the above-described 

method and apparatus may be used, for example, to 
facilitate the instrument landing approach of an aircraft 
to a landing site. Basically, this is accomplished by caus 
ing the pilot to perceive, three-dimensionally, an artifi 
cal scene which may include an apparent airport, land 
ing strip or the like and which preferably includes real 
istic representations of other earth surface features in 
cluding a horizon line if desired. A representation of an 
aircraft or of some portion of an aircraft such as a cock 
pit windshield may also be presented in the scene which 
is presented to the pilot. The apparent location and 
orientation of the depicted airport or the like relative to 
the observer-pilot may be repeatedly adjusted, in re 
sponse to conventional radio locator signals, on board 
gyro signals, and the like, to cause the artifical scene to 
maintain correspondence with the real scene which the 
pilot would perceive from his aircraft or from a point 
behind his aircraft while approaching a real airport 
under visual flight. In order to enhance realism, the 
airport depicted in the scene may be caused to appear to 
enlarge and apparently become closer as the distance of 
the real aircraft from the real airport decreases. The 
orientation of the earth's surface, horizon line or the like 
as depicted in the scene may be repeatedly adjusted 
relative to the pilot or relative to an aircraft representa 
tion in the scene, in response to conventional aircraft 
attitude-measuring instrument signals, to enable the 
pilot to visually perceive such factors as pitch, roll and 
yaw of the real aircraft. Visual, stereoscopically per 
ceived representations of the location of a selected 
course line and also compass headings, established glide 
slope patterns and the like may be injected into the 
artificial scene and may be adjusted as necessary to 
conform with the real situation of the real aircraft so 
that the pilot may perceive any deviation of the real 
aircraft from desired courses and headings, and the like. 
Under these conditions, the pilot is not completely 

dependent on interpretation of conventional instrument 
landing system aids. The pilot need only visually fly to 
the airport which appears in the artifical scene using the 
controls of the real aircraft. In the process the real air 
craft flies to the real airport. At the final stages of an 
instrument landing system approach, the pilot may look 
out through the windshield of the real aircraft and see 
the real airport in the same spatial relationship to the 
real aircraft that exists at that moment in the artificial 
SCCC. 

The artificial scene also facilitates cross-country 
flight with reference to ground-based radio location 
signals such as omni stations as a three-dimensionally 
perceived selected course line indication in the artifical 
scene may be shifted as necessary in response to such 
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signals so that the pilot visually perceives the position of 
the real aircraft relative to the selected course. 

Understanding of suitable structure for implementing 
the process outlined above will be facilitated by briefly 
reviewing the instruments and procedures used in con 
ventional aircraft navigation including instrument land 
ing system approaches. As will hereinafter be discussed 
in more detail, the present invention, in a preferred 
form, may be controlled by means of the electrical sig 
nals produced by the conventional aircraft instruments 
which detect and indicate course deviation, heading, 
attitude and other data needed by the pilot. 

Referring to FIG. 7, instruments upon which a pilot 
relies for various purposes, including making a typical 
conventional precision instrument approach landing, 
may include an attitude gyro 69, a rate gyro 70, a direc 
tional gyro 71, a localizer-omni receiver 72, a glide 
slope receiver 73 and a marker beacon receiver 74, 
suitable detailed construction for these devices being 
known to the art. The data developed by these instru 
ments is conventionally presented to the pilot through 
indicators mounted on the instrument panel 75 of the 
aircraft cabin. These may include an attitude gyro indi 
cator 76, a turn-and-bank indicator 77, a directional 
gyro indicator 78, a course deviation indicator 79 and an 
outer marker beacon indicator lamp 81. 
The attitude gyro indicator 76 receives roll and pitch 

angle signals from the attitude gyro 69 and typically 
presents this information through a movable artificial 
horizon line 82 which tilts relative to a fixed horizontal 
aircraft symbol 83 to indicate roll and which rises or 
drops relative to the aircraft symbol to indicate pitch. 
Turn-and-bank indicator 77, controlled by rate gyro 70, 
may include a needle 84 which deflects to the right or 
left to indicate the direction and rate at which the air 
craft is turning. The directional gyro indicator 78, 
which operates from the yaw angle signals developed 
by directional gyro 71, may typically have an indicator 
card 86 which carries compass heading indicia 87 and 
which rotates relative to a fixed lubber's point symbol 
87 and a fixed aircraft symbol 88 to indicate the actual 
heading of the aircraft. 

Instruments 76, 77 and 78 as described above typi 
cally operate in response to gyros carried on the air 
craft. The course deviation indicator 79 and marker 
beacon indicator lamp 81 are responsive to radio signals 
originating from ground stations some of which may be 
situated at or near an airport which may be being ap 
proached. Most current aerial navigation is based on 
determining aircraft position in relation to such radio 
broadcasting stations. En route facilities are usually 
visual omni ranges (VOR's) which originate directional 
radio signals. Receiving equipment on the aircraft com 
pares the directional signal with a reference phase signal 
and from this the aircraft's azimuthal position with re 
gard to the broadcasting station may be determined and 
displayed on the course deviation indicator 79. 

During an instrument landing system approach, the 
course deviation indicator 79 is responsive to localizer 
radio signals which define a prescribed course to the 
airport. To facilitate precision approaches, broadcasting 
stations associated with the airport transmit four basic 
elements, an outer marker signal which may be associ 
ated with a non-directional locator beacon, a middle 
marker signal which may include the locator instead of 
the outer marker, a localizer signal and a glide slope 
signal. The locator beacon is used, ordinarily, in con 
junction with an airborne automatic direction finder 
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(ADF) and is the approach facility by which the aircraft 
is usually navigated to the localizer unless radar vector 
ing is accomplished from the ground. At the time an 
inbound localizer intercept is made a turn toward the 
airport is effected, the localizer is captured and the 
aircraft is flown to the outer marker following the local 
izer course. Approach plates available to the pilot spec 
ify various procedures, altitudes and headings for spe 
cific airports, including the altitude at which the glide 
slope crosses the outer marker. 
To facilitate this conventional instrument landing 

system approach, the omni-localizer course deviation 
indicator 79 may include fixed marks or indicia 91 pro 
viding a reference point indicative of the lateral position 
of the aircraft with respect to the localizer course to the 
airport. A localizer needle 92, controlled by the localiz 
er-omni radio receiving device 72, deflects to the right 
or left relative to the mark 91 to indicate the position of 
the localizer course relative to the aircraft. Course devi 
ation indicator 79 may also include a glide slope indica 
tor needle 93, responsive to the glide slope radio signal 
receiver 73, which shifts above and below mark 91 as 
necessary to indicate the position of the desired glide 
slope relative to the actual vertical position of the air 
craft. Thus the instrument approach is made by main 
taining the course deviation indicator needles 92 and 93 
centered on mark 91. The conditions represented by the 
attitude gyro indicator 76 and turn-and-bank indicator 
77 in FIG. 7 indicate that a descending coordinated 
right turn is being made as would be necessary to cor 
rect the course deviation indicated at instrument 79. 
The aircraft may also be equipped with distance 

measuring equipment 74 which produces a signal indic 
ative of distance from the airport and which may be of 
any of various known forms. The preferred distance 
measuring equipment is responsive to radio signals orig 
inated on board the aircraft and returned from a ground 
station but in less sophisticated systems, a signal indica 
tive of distance from an airport may be produced on 
board the aircraft as a function of time or of air speed 
starting from a known position such as the outer marker 
as detected by receiver 74. 
As pointed out above, suitable detailed constructions 

for the several attitude, heading and location fixing 
devices 69, 71, 72, 73 and 74 are known to the art. It is 
of interest relative to the present invention that such 
devices of known construction include electrical termi 
nals 69' and 69', 71, 73, and 74 respectively from 
which DC electrical signals may be obtained which 
have magnitudes and polarities indicative of the data 
detected by the associated device and which are con 
ventionally used in the control of an autopilot system. 
Such signals may also be used to control components of 
the present invention as will hereinafter be described. 
Using the information presented by various instru 

ments including those described above, a pilot on an 
instrument approach must make rapid mental solutions 
of geometrical problems concerning the three axes of 
the aircraft's attitude, roll, pitch and yaw, while relating 
the aircraft's attitude to its distance and lateral and 
vertical position relative to the earth. At this time the 
pilot may be flying blind toward the ground to as low as 
200 feet at speeds typically varying between 70 and 185 
miles per hour depending upon the aircraft type. The 
present invention greatly facilitates this task by provid 
ing the pilot with a realistic although artificial percep 
tion of a distant airport which may also contain current 
attitude information, heading information and the like. 
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In effect this presents some or all of the data developed 
by the above-described conventional instruments in a 
more realistic visual manner, the artifical scene being 
continually changed to conform with the attitude and 
course of the real aircraft and with the spatial position 5 
of the real aircraft relative to a real airport which is 
being approached. The scene may include visual indica 
tions of the localizer course, the airport and of the glide 
slope. The pilot may then visually fly to the depicted 
airport and as a result the real aircraft is brought to the 10 
real airport. This translation of the raw data from a 
number of sources into a three-dimensional visual image 
greatly reduces the possibility of misinterpretation by 
the pilot. 
Understanding of the construction and operation of 15 

the present navigation instrument will be facilitated by 
first considering the end result, that is the nature of the 
artificial scene which is presented to a pilot by the in 
strument. Referring now to FIG. 8, the navigation in 
strument 94 may be mounted at the instrument panel 70 20 
of the cockpit or cabin of an aircraft preferably directly 
in front of the pilot's position, below the windshield 96 
and above the yoke or control wheel 97. 

In approaching a real airport where visibility is pres 
ent, the pilot may of course see the airport and the 25 
surrounding terrain by looking out through the wind 
shield 96 and side windows 98 of the aircraft cabin. The 
navigation instrument 94 allows the pilot to glance 
slightly downward to perceive an artifical scene 99 in 
which an airport image 101 appears to be in the same 30 
spatial relationship to the aircraft as is a real airport 
which is being approached. To aid the pilot in visually 
sensing the attitude of his aircraft and the spatial rela 
tionship of the aircraft relative to the earth, a represen 
tation of the earth's surface 102 appears in the artificial 35 
scene and may include typical surface features such as a 
distant mountain range defining a horizon line 103. The 
earth's surface 102 image may be perceived as realisti 
cally colored, such as in green, while an apparent sky 
104 appears blue and the mountain range 103 and air- 40 
port 101 appear black. To indicate the heading of the 
aircraft, cardinal points of the compass such as the letter 
E for East appearing in FIG. 8 may be present in the 
artifical scene together with additional compass head 
ing markings 106 in increments of 5 for example, and 45 
numerals, if desired, at the standard 30 intervals. Such 
heading symbols are perceived in the artifical scene as 
apparent signposts on horizon 103. A fixed lubber's line 
107 may be present in the scene to aid in making course 
readings. The compass cardinal letters and lubber's line 50 
may appear in colors, such as red for example, which 
contrast with the background. The localizer course 108 
to a real airport may be represented in the artifical scene 
as a line extension of the runway of the airport image 
101 while the glide slope may be indicated in the scene 55 
by an additional pair of apparent lines 109 which con 
verge and slant down towards the apparently distant 
airport image. 
Under the conditions depicted in FIG. 8, the pilot 

would perceive that he is on the selected localizer 60 
course, on glide slope and the attitude and heading of 
the aircraft is also evident in the artifical scene. If the 
aircraft should be deviating from the localizer course to 
the airport, that condition is readily apparent visually as 
the airport image 101 in the artifical scene then appears 65 
to be to one side or the other of the center of scene 99 
instead of being straight ahead. The apparent localizer 
line 108 will then appear to extend to one side or the 
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other of the pilot. If the aircraft is above or below the 
glide slope, that is also readily apparent in that the pilot 
perceives himself as approaching the apparent airport 
101 at too high or too low an elevation by reference to 
the three-dimensional apparent glide slope plane indica 
tor lines 109 which will appear to extend below or 
above the pilot instead of being centered at his position. 
The attitude of the aircraft is also readily perceived in 
the artificial scene 99. If the aircraft is undergoing roll, 
the airport image 101 and the earth surface image 102 
including mountain range 103 will appear inclined rela 
tive to the face of the instrument 94. Similarly the pilot 
may judge pitch and yaw of the aircraft by reference to 
the artifical scene in essentially the same manner as is 
done under visual flight conditions. 
While the window 111 at the front of the navigation 

instrument 94 may be used by the pilot as a frame of 
reference against which to judge the orientation and 
distance of components of the artificial scene, the effect 
of flying an aircraft under visual conditions may be still 
further enhanced by injecting a three-dimensional ap 
parent image 122 of an aircraft nose, cabin, windshield 
and side windows into the artificial scene so that the 
components of the scene as previously described are 
perceived as if viewed from an aircraft cabin, tech 
niques for generating the three-dimensional aircraft 
cabin image in the scene being hereinafter described. 
Thus information is presented visually in a realistic 

three-dimensional fashion which enables the pilot to fly 
towards the apparent airport 101 using the controls 97 
and the like of the real aircraft. Since the apparent air 
port 101 is perceived as having the same spatial relation 
ship to the aircraft as does a real airport, the aircraft is 
readily flown to the real airport by this technique. If the 
navigation instrument 94 is appropriately placed, the 
pilot may continue to observe through the real wind 
shield 96 and side windows 98 of the real aircraft 
through his perpheral vision. At the final moments of 
the landing approach the pilot may simply glance up 
and out through the real windshield 96 to finish the 
landing on an ordinary visual basis or else declare a 
missed approach and commence climbing away from 
the airport. 
With respect to FIG. 8, it should be understood that 

true three-dimensionality cannot be accurately pres 
ented in a two-dimensional drawing nor can colors be 
realistically indicated in FIG. 8. The depiction of the 
artificial scene 99 in FIG. 8 is of necessity only an ap 
proximation of what is actually perceived by a pilot 
using the instrument 94. 

Considering now certain of the basic components of 
instrument 94 by which the artificial scene 99 is gener 
ated, reference should be made initially to FIG.9A. To 
free the pilot from any need to wear analyzing eye 
glasses, the screen 113 employed in instrument 94 is 
preferably of the analyzing lenticular form, with provi 
sions for directing oppositely polarized light to separate 
eyes of the viewer, as previously described. To cast 
shadows of objects, which are to appear in the artificial 
scene, on the screen 113, a pair of spaced-apart light 
sources 114R and 114L are situated on the opposite side 
of the screen 113 from the pilot in spaced-apart relation 
ship to the screen. An opaque partition 116 is situated 
between the two light sources 114 to prevent light from 
one source from reaching the other. As definition in the 
shadow images is increased to the extent that the actual 
origin areas of light at the sources can be minimized, the 
light sources 114 are preferably each of the form having 
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a small helical light-emitting filament 117 and are 
aligned with the helical axes of the filaments directed 
towards the screen 113. 

In order to code light from the two sources 114 in 
npposite manners, a right polarizing filter 118R is dis 
posed between source 114R and screen 113 in proximity 
to the source while another polarizing filter 118L is 
similarly disposed between source 114L and the screen. 
The polarizing planes of the two filters 118 are oriented 
at right angles to each other. To impart coloration to 
components of the scene, color filters 115 are disposed 
between the light sources 114 and the polarizing filters 
118. Color filters 115 in this example are of the form 
which preferentially transmit wavelengths in the blue 
regions of the spectrum. 
To provide a frame of reference for the pilot when 

viewing the artificial scene, which is similar to that 
which is present when one looks out through the wind 
shield of a real aircraft, a flat opaque mask 112A is 
disposed against the surface of screen 113 which faces 
the light sources. Mask 112A has a central opening 119 
with a configuration resembling that of the windshield 
of an aircraft except for an upwardly bowed lower edge 
and has additional openings 121R and 121L on opposite 
sides of opening 119 which are shaped to conform with 
the side windows of the cabin of an aircraft. The up 
wardly bowed curvature of the lower edge of central 
opening 119 provides for the impression of looking over 
the nose of an aircraft so that the artificial scene will 
conform more closely with the real view from the pi 
lot's position in an aircraft. 

If the mask 112A is simply a flat opaque element with 
cutout areas to define the openings 119 and 121, then the 
mask is perceived two-dimensionally in the artificial 
scene in contrast to other components of the scene. This 
does not interfere with the pilot's ability to form accu 
rate judgements about the spatial relationship of other 
components of the scene and is an entirely workable 
arrangement. However, if the added realism of a three 
dimensionally perceived aircraft windshield, nose and 
the like is desired as a foreground for the other compo 
nents of the depicted scene, as shown in FIG. 8, this 
may be accomplished by using techniques similar to 
those heretofore used for enabling three-dimensional 
perception, without analyzing eyeglasses, of photo 
graphed scenes. 

In particular and with reference initially to FIG. 10A, 
an unexposed sheet of photographic film 120 may be 
disposed against the flat side of the hereinbefore 
described lenticular plate 64 of the screen assembly. 
The plate 64 including the unexposed film 120 may then 
be positioned transversely, in darkness, behind the pi 
lot's position in the cabin 125 of an aircraft, or a model 
of such a cabin, which includes a windshield opening 
119 and side window openings 121. An objective lens 
130 may be disposed in front of lenticular plate 64 to 
focus an image of the forward portion of the aircraft 
cabin on the plate upon illumination of the cabin. 
With the plate 64, film 120 and lens 130 positioned as 

described above, a photographic exposure may be made 
by momentarily illuminating the interior of the aircraft 
cabin 125 while protecting the film 120 from light re 
ceived from any source other than through lens 130 and 
plate 64. 
During such exposure, image data received from lens 

130 is anamorphically compressed and recorded at 
spaced parallel zones of the film 120 by the lenticular 
plate 64 as hereinbefore described. If the exposure is 
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made with the lenticular plate and the lens 130 at the 
centered position P3 shown in solid lines in FIG. 10A, 
image data for that exposure is recorded at a narrow 
band behind each partial cylindrical lens 68 of plate 64 
but the lateral position of the band behind each partial 
cylindrical lens is slightly different since light from 
objective lens 130 reached each partial cylindrical lens 
from a slightly different angle. Thus, if the partial cylin 
drical lens surface 68 of FIG. 10A is considered to be 
the centermost one on the plate 64, that is the lens sur 
face which was transected by the optical axis of lens 130 
during the above-described exposure, then a portion of 
the image data for that exposure is recorded at a narrow 
band B3 centered behind lens surface 68. However, if 
lens surface 68 of FIG. 10D is considered to be one 
which was at one side of the optical axis of lens 130 
during the exposure, then image data for that exposure 
is not recorded at the band B3 which is centered behind 
the lens surface 68. Instead, the image data is recorded 
at some other band, such as B1, B2, B4 or B5 for exam 
ple, the exact location of which depends on the amount 
and direction of the displacement of the particular lens 
surface 68 from the optical axis of lens 130 during that 
exposure. 
A series of additional exposures are made with the 

objective lens 130 and plate 64 including film 120 being 
repositioned between each such exposure. In particular, 
objective lens 130 may be shifted sidewardly slightly to 
the position P4 in FIG. 10A, the lens 130 preferably 
being turned as necessary during this movement so that 
the optical axis remains directed at the same central 
point of cabin 125 as was previously the case. Plate 64 
with film 120 is also shifted sidewardly in the same 
direction to position P4 while preferably being turned 
slightly to remain parallel to objective lens 130. The 
sideward movement of plate 64 to position P4 is suffi 
ciently greater than that of objective lens 130 to cause 
the plate to be shifted relative to the optical axis of the 
objective lens. Consequently, when the second expo 
sure is made from position P4, image data is recorded on 
film 120 behind each partial cylindrical lens surface 68 
at a different area from that at which the image data for 
the first exposure was recorded. Thus, referring again to 
FIG. 10D, if image data for the first exposure was re 
corded at band B3 behind a particular lens surface 68 
then the image data for the second exposure is recorded 
at a different band, B4 for example, during the second 
exposure. 

Referring again to FIG. 10A, more exposures are 
made with the objective lens 130 and plate 64 being 
shifted to additional positions, such as P5, P2 and P1 for 
example, situated at both sides of the center position P3. 
Referring again to FIG. 10D, this enables image data 
for each exposure to be recorded at a different narrow 
band B1 to B5 behind each partial cylindrical lens sur 
face 68 of the plate 64. 
While a series of only five exposures has been de 

picted for purposes of example, in practice the ability of 
a lenticular plate to separate and laterally compress 
image data received from slightly different directions is 
such that as many as twenty exposures may typically be 
made without overlap of image data on the film. 
The film 120 is then developed and a print is prepared 

and put back against the lenticular plate 64 in the exact 
position which was occupied by the film during the 
exposures. When an observer views the plate 64, one of 
his eyes perceives an image of the interior of the aircraft 
cabin taken from a first angle while the other eye per 
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ceives an image of the cabin taken from a slightly differ 
ent angle owing to the optical action of the lenticular 
plate as hereinbefore described. Since the two different 
views of the cabin constitute a stereo pair as depicted in 
FIGS. 10B and 10C, a three-dimensional perception of 5 
the forward portion of an aircraft cabin occurs. 

In order to permit perception of the 3D shadow in 
ages of the other components of the artificial scene as if 
viewed through the windshield and side windows of the 
aircraft cabin image, the portions of the developed pho 
tographic print which correspond to the windshield and 
side window areas of FIGS. 10B and 10C may be cut 
away prior to emplacement of the print against the 
lenticular plate 64. 

Referring again to FIG. 9A, the objects which are 
disposed between the light sources 114 and screen 113 
to cast shadows that are perceived three-dimensionally 
as components of the artificial scene include a flat circu 
lar earth disc 102A. Disc 102A has a circular outer edge 
122 and a circular center opening 123 and is normally 
inclined slightly relative to a reference plane defined by 
the horizontal center line of screen 113 and the fila 
ments 117 of the light sources so that the portion 124 of 
the disc which is closest to the light sources is normally 
disposed in the light path between the sources and the 
lower portion of the screen 113. This position of the disc 
is described as normal since it is the disposition which is 
present when the aircraft is on a linear course to an 
airport at the proper attitude for the approach, but the 
orientation of the disc relative to the screen and light 
sources may be changed under other conditions as will 
hereinafter be described. 
The earth disc 102A is formed of a non-depolarizing 

color filter material which, in this example, is of the 
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type that transmits wavelengths in the yellow region of 35 
the spectrum more strongly than other visible light 
wavelengths so that light from sources 114 when 
viewed through both the disc and blue filters 115 ap 
pears green as it is predominantly a mixture of the blue 
and yellow wavelengths. To provide a well defined 
horizon line in the artificial scene and to provide added 
realism, the outer edge 103A of earth disc 102A is irreg 
ularly scalloped and may be turned upwardly as well to 
create the previously described appearance of a distant 
mountain range in the scene. Secured to edge 103A of 45 
the earth disc at 90 spacings around the edge are sym 
bols 126, such as elements shaped like the letters N, E, 
S and W, representing the cardinal points of the com 
pass. Other letter replicas, such as NW, SE and the like 
or elements shaped like numerals representing compass 
points may be appropriately situated between the cardi 
nal points. Degree heading markers 106A, which may 
be opaque pins extending a short distance outwardly 
from the outer edge 103A of the disc, are equiangularly 
spaced between the cardinal point symbols 126, typi 
cally at intervals of five degrees. To lend emphasis to 
the position of the cardinal point symbols 126 in the 
artificial scene, the symbols may be formed of a non 
depolarizing translucent color-filtering material which 
preferentially transmits a predetermined wavelength 
band, such as the red band, corresponding to a color in 
which the cardinal points are to be perceived. If de 
sired, the mountain range, cardinal points, heading 
marks and the like may all be formed on a single integral 
annular band which is secured to the periphery of the 
earth disc. 
To aid in determining heading of the aircraft by in 

spection of the artificial scene, a fixed lubber's line sym 
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bol 107A is disposed above portion 124 of the earth disc 
and may have the form of an arrow pointing down 
wardly towards the point on the disc which is closest to 
the light sources. To enable the lubber's line to be 
readily distinguished in the artificial scene, the symbol 
107A may be formed of the same non-depolarizing 
color filter material, such as red filter material, as are 
the cardinal point symbols 126. 

Referring now to FIG. 11A in conjunction with FIG. 
9A, the above-described earth disc 102A and associated 
elements create a multi-colored two-dimensional 
shadow pattern on screen 113 containing components 
which are typically seen in looking out through the 
windshield of an aircraft and also containing certain 
additional components such as the indications of com 
pass headings, the lubber's line and the like. There are, 
of course, two slightly spaced-apart disparate shadow 
patterns of individual elements of the scene, each in 
cluding right and left penumbras and in some cases 
umbras depending on the width and location of the 
element, if the screen is observed from the side at which 
the light sources are situated. If the lenticular screen 
assembly is viewed from the pilot's side, opposite from 
the light sources, the dual image components of the 
shadow pattern are integrated by the observer's bi 
ovisual system and are perceived as a three-dimensional 
scene in accordance with the principles hereinbefore 
described. 

In the shadow pattern on screen 113, the irregularly 
scalloped edge 103A of the earth disc creates an appar 
ent horizon line 103 appearing like a distant mountain 
range with the simulated distant mountain range being 
perceived as black since the upturned edge 103A is 
opaque. If edge 103A is simply scalloped without being 
upturned and opaque, a similar effect is created by the 
diffusion of light by the irregular edge. The portion of 
the predominantly blue light from the sources 114 and 
blue filters 115 which passes above the earth disc 102A 
creates a blue area on the screen above the apparent 
mountain range realistically corresponding to the ap 
pearance of sky. The portion of the originally white 
light which reaches the areas of screen 113 below the 
mountain range representation must pass through both 
the flue filter 115 and the yellow filtering material of the 
earth disc 102A and therefore appears green. Conse 
quently those portions of the screen below the mountain 
range horizon line appear green corresponding to a 
typical appearance of the earth's surface. Shadow pat 
terns of the compass heading markers 106A appear as 
darkened blue penumbra areas or in black where two 
penumbras overlap because of the opaque character of 
the markers. The shadow patterns of the compass cardi 
nal point symbols 126 and of the lubber's line symbol 
107A appear red because of the previously described 
filtering action. 

Referring to FIG. 9A in particular, the appearance of 
a distant airport in the artificial scene is created by a flat 
replica of an airport runway 127 disposed immediately 
above portion 124 of the earth disc. Airport replica 127 
may be formed of a transparent non-depolarizing plastic 
material covered with an opaque paint layer except for 
a series of aligned unpainted strips 127 extending along 
the center line of the replica to create the appearance of 
runway center line dash markings. As shown in FIG. 
11A, the two-dimensional shadow pattern of the airport 
replica 127 appears within the green earth's surface area 
of the shadow pattern on screen 113 as right and left 
penumbras of darkened green with any overlapping 
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areas of the two penumbras appearing as black umbra 
owing to the total blockage of light within the overlap 
ping areas. 

Referring again to FIG. 9A, the representation of a 
localizer or omnicourse line is injected into the artificial 
scene by a thin opaque rod 108A which extends from 
the end of airport replica 27 in parallel relationship to 
the earth disc 102A and in alignment with the runway 
dashes 128 of the airport replica. As the airport replica 
127 together with the attached localizer-omni course 
line indicator 108A must be movable independently of 
the earth disc within a plane parallel to the disc, for 
reasons to be hereinafter discussed in more detail, these 
two elements are supported independently of the disc. 
This may be conveniently accomplished by securing the 
localizer-omni course line indicator 108A to a rotatable 
and translatable member 128 which extends up through 
the central opening 123 of the earth disc. 

Referring again to FIG. 11A in conjunction with 
FIG.9A, the localizer-omnicourse rod 108A appears in 
the two-dimensional shadow pattern as right and left 
penumbra or partially illuminated linear areas 108R and 
108L extending from the right and left airport images 
127R and 127L respectively in alignment therewith. 
Referring again to FIG. 9A, an indication of the glide 

slope to the airport is created in the artificial scene by a 
pair of linear opaque glide slope whiskers 129 which 
extend from airport replica 127 towards screen 113 in a 
diverging relationship to each other and at an angle 
relative to the earth disc 102A in order to represent the 
glide slope along which aircraft should approach an 
airport. Referring again to FIG. 11A, the glide slope 
representations appear in the two-dimensional shadow 
pattern on the screen, when viewed without the analyz 
ing lenticular screen 113, as lines converging toward the 
airport 127 shadow areas from each side of the artificial 
aircraft windshield defined by mask 112A. Each such 
glide slope whisker creates two spaced-apart shadow 
areas each of which is a partially illuminated penumbra 
area except in the regions where penumbra areas over 
lap in which case the overlapping regions appear as 
black umbra. When the two shadow patterns cast by 
each glide slope whisker are viewed through the lentic 
ular screen and therefore integrated by the pilot's bi 
ovisual system into a single three-dimensional-appear 
ing line extending toward the apparent distant airport, 
the three-dimensional lines jointly define a sloping plane 
in the artificial scene representing the glide slope which 
the real aircraft is intended to follow. If these glide 
slope lines in the artificial scene appear to extend above 
the windshield in the scene, the pilot immediately rec 
ognizes that the real aircraft is below glide slope and 
that corrective action must be taken. Similarly if the 
glide slope lines in the scene appear to extend below the 
windshield of the scene it is immediately recognizable 
that the real aircraft is above the prescribed glide slope. 
As herein arranged, departures from the apparent glide 
slope appear exaggerated in the artificial scene and that 
is advantageous as it encourages prompt corrective 
action by the pilot. 
The two-dimensional shadow pattern on the screen 

and the structures which create the shadow pattern 
have been described above and depicted in FIGS. 9A 
and 11A as being in the positions and orientations which 
exist when the aircraft in which the instrument is used is 
approaching a real airport in straight flight on a pre 
scribed approach course and under conditions where 
roll, pitch and yaw of the aircraft are normal for the 
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approach but the aircraft is below glide slope. In other 
words, when viewing the shadow pattern depicted in 
FIG. 11A through the lenticular screen 113 so that the 
two-dimensional shadow pattern is integrated by the 
pilot's eyes and brain into a three-dimensional image of 
a distant airport, horizon line and the like, the pilot 
would perceive that the only corrective action needed 
at the moment is to decrease the rate of descent. 

Referring again to FIG. 9A in particular, mechanisms 
which will be hereinafter described continually adjust 
the orientation and positions of the earth disc 102A, 
airport replica. 127, localizer-omni course line indicator 
108A and, under certain conditions, glide slope whis 
kers 129 in response to signals obtained from the previ 
ously described on-board instruments so that the artific 
ial scene perceived by the pilot always conforms with 
the real situation of the real aircraft relative to a real 
airport or other navigational facility. Thus if the aircraft 
instruments detect a roll, all of the above-described 
elements on or associated with the earth disc 102A are 
correspondingly tilted, relative to the light sources 114 
and the screen 113, about an axis substantially normal to 
the screen to the extent necessary to maintain a correct 
representation in the artificial scene. Under that condi 
tion the various components of the two-dimensional 
shadow pattern on screen 113, such as the mountain 
range horizon line 103 and the airport shadow patterns 
127, appear tilted relative to the aircraft windshield 
opening 119 representation at the screen just as the 
corresponding real elements would appear to the pilot 
during a roll if such components of the real scene were 
visible through the real windshield of his aircraft. Simi 
larly, if a change of pitch of the real aircraft occurs, the 
light sources 114 are raised or lowered. Alternately, the 
earth disc 102A and abovedescribed shadow-creating 
elements could be tilted about an axis parallel to the 
screen as necessary to maintain correspondence with 
the real situation of the aircraft. Either action causes 
components of the shadow pattern on screen 113, such 
as the horizon line mountain range 103, the airport 
shadow patterns 127 and the like, to rise or fall relative 
to the windshield 119 depicted in the scene similar to 
what occurs when looking through the real windshield 
of an aircraft under similar conditions. 

If the aircraft directional gyro detects a change of 
heading, the earth disc 102A and airport replica 127 
including localizer-omni course line rod 108A are ap 
propriately rotated to bring the new compass heading 
indication symbols 106A and 126A into coincidence 
with the lubber's line indicator 107A and thus a corre 
sponding change appears in the artificial scene. 

FIG. 11B, basically similar to FIG. 11A, illustrates 
the changed appearance of the two-dimensional shadow 
pattern on the screen 113 which occurs if the real air 
craft should be above glide slope and to the left of the 
localizer course during an instrument landing with cor 
rective actions underway in that the aircraft has been 
banked in order to execute a descending right turn. 
The appearance of the shadow image has been de 

scribed above and depicted in FIGS. 9A, 11A and 11B 
as it would appear if the analyzing lenticular screen 
were absent, in view of the impossibility of realistically 
depicting a three-dimensional perception in a two-di 
mensional drawing. It should be kept in mind that the 
components of the scene as perceived by the pilot 
through the analyzing lenticular screen appear to be at 
varying distances, as better indicated in FIG. 9B, and 
that the dual shadow patterns of various elements 
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which are evident in FIGS. 9A, 11A and 11B are not 
perceived as such but are combined into a single percep 
tion of each element as hereinbefore described. 

Prior to considering the mechanisms which are used 
to manipulate the earth disc 102A and associated ele 
ments to achieve the results described above, the effects 
of reverse perspective and techniques for correcting a 
form of optical distortion which can otherwise be pres 
ent should be understood. FIG. 12A is a diagrammatic 
view of the slightly tilted earth disc.102A as it would 
appear from the point of view of the pilot in the absence 
of the other elements of the present invention, wherein 
rectangular grid lines have been drawn on the surface of 
the disc for purposes of comparison with FIG. 12B 
which illustrates the effects of reverse perspective. It 
should be understood that the grid lines which appear in 
FIGS. 12A and 12B are not actually present on the 
earth disc in use and are shown in these Figures only as 
an aid to understanding perspective effects in the sys 
tem. 

FIG. 12A thus represents the disc 102A as viewed 
under conditions where perspective effects are normal. 
The portion of the disc closest to the viewer appears 
enlarged relative to the more distant portions of the 
disc, as may be seen by comparison of arrows 131A and 
131B. Both arrows actually extend across equal dis 
tances on the disc, but in normal perspective the more 
distant arrow 131B appears shorter than arrow 131A 
which extends across a closer portion of the disc. Simi 
larly, although the rectangular grid lines shown in FIG. 
12A define squares of equal area, the squares appear 
increasingly foreshortened as distance from the viewer 
increases and those squares closer to the viewer appear 
to be of greater breadth. Central opening 123 appears to 
be situated more closely to the rear edge of the disc than 
to the closer edge although it is actually centered on the 
disc. 
For reasons hereinbefore described, reverse perspec 

tive in a shadow-casting arrangement, such as the pres 
ent navigation instrument, causes these normal perspec 
tive effects to be inverted, as illustrated in FIG. 12B, as 
far as perception of the shadow image 102 of the disc in 
the present invention is concerned. Portions of the disc 
image 102 which are perceived as being closest to the 
viewer because of eye convergence, such as the portion 
crossed by arrow 131A, appear smaller than portions of 
the disc image, such as that crossed by arrow 131B, 
which are perceived as being more distant from the 
viewer. The central opening 123' of the disc image 102 
appears to be closer to the near-appearing edge of the 
image than to the more distant-appearing edge. The 
squares defined by the grid lines, which actually occupy 
equal areas of the disc, appear to increase in size as they 
apparently become more distant. Grid lines which ap 
peared to converge under the normal perspective 
shown in FIG. 12A appear to diverge under reverse 
perspective, as shown in FIG. 12B. Owing to these 
several effects, one may tend to get the impression at 
first that FIG. 12B is a view of the underside of the disc. 
It should be understood that FIG. 12B is a reverse per 
spective image of the same upper surface of the tilted 
disc that is shown in FIG. 12A. 
This perception of the image of the disc 102A in 

reverse perspective does not detract from realism in the 
artificial scene of the present invention and, in fact, has 
certainstructural and functional advantages. For exam 
ple, since it is only the more distant portion of the disc, 
beyond central opening 123, which creates the shadow 
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image of the earth surface that is seen by the pilot, and 
since this portion of the disc appears relatively enlarged 
by the reverse perspective effect, a relatively smaller 
earth disc may be utilized than would be the case if it 
were to be perceived under normal perspective effects. 
Also, the apparent relative enlargement of the more 
distant portions of the disc image under reverse per 
spective tends to reduce the apparent curvature of the 
upper edge 132 of the disc as perceived in the image. 
This flattening effect, combined with the fact that only 
a limited middle portion of the edge of the disc is im 
aged, causes the artificial horizon line in the depicted 
scene to appear almost flat in conformity with reality. 

In contrast to the earth disc 102A, certain other ele 
ments of the depicted scene might appear to be distorted 
because of reverse perspective effects in the absence of 
corrective measures. If airport replica 127 were rectan 
gular in correspondence with a typical real airport run 
way, the far end of the apparent runway would seem to 
be of greater width in the image than would the near 
end in contradiction to realism. This effect may be elim 
inated by forming the airport replica 127, which creates 
the shadow image of an airport, to have a far end which 
is of less breadth than the near end, i.e., the replica 127 
is not made rectangular but tapers to the extent neces 
sary to counteract the effects of reverse perspective in 
the imaging process. 

Considering now another optical distortion which 
can be present and which it is usually desirable to cor 
rect, reference should be made initially to FIG. 13A. If 
the airport replica 127 and localizer course line 108A 
are aligned along the diameter of earth disc 102A which 
lies in a vertical plane normal to screen 113, then the 
shadow images 101 and 108 of these elements as cast 
upon the screen 113 appear undistorted. (Only a single 
light source 112 and single umbra shadow 101-108 are 
shown in FIGS. 13A, 13B and 13C, to avoid unneces 
sary complication, as it is not necessary to consider the 
dual shadows to understand the optical distortion under 
discussion.) If the airport replica. 127 and attached local 
izer course line rod 108A are then shifted sidewardly on 
earth disc 102A to the position 127A-1, 108A-1 shown 
in FIG. 13A, at which such elements remain parallel to 
their original positions, then the two-dimensional 
shadow image on the screen shifts to the position 101-1, 
108-1 which is distorted by being inclined relative to the 
former, vertical shadow position. FIG. 13B illustrates 
how the optical distortion described above may be com 
pensated for, when objects are moved relative to disc 
102A, to maintain realism in the image. In particular, as 
the airport replica. 127 and attached localizer course line 
rod 108A are shifted to the observer's right in the man 
ner described above, such elements may also be turned 
counterclockwise to the extent necessary to maintain 
the two-dimensional shadow image 101-2, 108-2 in par 
allel relationship with the original shadow image posi 
tion 101, 108 on screen 113. For similar reasons, if the 
replica. 127 and localizer course rod 108A should be 
shifted to the left, as viewed in FIG. 13A, then an ac 
companying clockwise rotation of such elements may 
be employed to eliminate distortion in the shadow im 
age. 

If the airport replica 127 and attached localizer-omni 
course line rod 108A are at the sidewardly shifted posi 
tions 127A-2, 108A-2 depicted in FIG. 13B and the 
earth disc 102A together with the replica and course 
line rod is then rotated 180' so that the airport replica 
and localizer-omni course line rod arrive at positions 
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127A-3, 108A-3 as depicted in FIG. 13C, a still greater 
angular distortion is introduced into the shadow image 
on screen 113, as shown at 101-3, 108-3. The reason for 
this is that the compensatory turning of the replica 127 
ind localizer course line rod 108A must be in an oppo 
lite rotational direction when such elements are dis 
placed to one side of the central plane of the system as 
opposed to the compensatory turning when such ob 
jects are displaced to the other side. 

If the airport replica and localizer course line are 
aligned parallel to screen 113, such elements may be 
moved toward the screen or away from the screen 
without apparent distortion. 

Thus, in general, the compensatory turning of the 
airport replica 127 and attached localizer-omni course 
line rod 108A should be counterclockwise while such 
elements are being displaced to the right of the central 
vertical plane as viewed in FIGS. 13A, 13B and 13C, 
and should be clockwise when such elements are being 
displaced to the left of the centerplane. The rate of such 
compensatory turning should increase as the distance of 
the replica and course line rod from the center position 
increases. Further, the amount of such compensatory 
turning which is required is dependent, in addition to 
the factors discussed above, on the angular relationship 
of the airport replica and localizer course line rod rela 
tive to the screen, the required compensatory turning 
being greater when such elements are aligned normal to 
the screen and being zero when such elements are paral 
lel to the screen. Mechanisms which control the amount 
of compensatory turning, if any, as the airport replica 
127 and localizer course rod 108A are shifted about will 
be hereinafter described. 

Considering now suitable detailed mechanisms for 
supporting and manipulating the earth disc 102A, air 
port replica 127 and other components which contrib 
ute data to the depicted scene in the navigation instru 
ment 94, reference should be made to FIGS. 14A and 
14B, which may be joined end to end to form a single 
continuous broken-out perspective view of a first em 
bodiment of the navigation instrument 94. 
Components of the navigation instrument 94 may be 

contained within a rectangular housing 133 which may 
be installed in the cockpit or cabin of the aircraft so that 
a face end wall 134 is nearest the pilot as previously 
depicted in FIG. 8. Returning again to FIGS. 14A and 
14B, the previously described analyzing lenticular 
screen assembly 113 including mask 112A is secured at 
an opening in end wall 134. 
A light source assembly 136 is situated within housing 

133 near the opposite end wall 137 and an image compo 
nent assembly 138 is disposed at an intermediate portion 
of the housing between the light source assembly and 
the screen 113. A multi-pin electrical connector 139 
may be mounted on end wall 137 in order to transmit 
operating power and electrical control signals to the 
internal components of the instrument as will hereinaf 
ter be described in more detail. 

In this example of the navigation instrument 94, the 
right and left light source lamps 114R and 114L are 
movable in three essentially orthagonal directions to 
provide for changing the apparent location and orienta 
tion of objects depicted in the shadow image in order to 
maintain correspondence of the artificial scene with the 
real situation of the aircraft. As the rear aircraft ap 
proaches a real airport, the symbolic airport depicted in 
the image appears to enlarge inasmuch as the light 
sources 114 are moved towards screen 113 while at the 
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same time the separation of the two light sources is 
decreased. This causes the two-dimensional penumbra 
shadow areas of objects such as airport replica 127 on 
screen 113 to enlarge and move closer together. Owing 
to the increasing size and the increasing convergence of 
the pilot's eyes in focusing on the airport shadow image, 
the pilot perceives himself as approaching the depicted 
airport. 

Light source assembly 136 also provides for joint 
movement of the light sources 114 in a vertical direction 
so that the apparent pitch of the symbolic aircraft repre 
sented in the depicted scene may be adjusted to corre 
spond with reality. If the light sources 114 are raised, 
the level of the horizon line image formed by the edge 
124 of earth disc 102A is lowered on screen 113 while if 
the light sources are lowered the level of the apparent 
horizon line in the depicted scene rises on screen 113. 

Considering now a suitable detailed construction for 
the light source assembly 136 to provide for such move 
ments, with reference to FIG. 14A in particular, each 
source 114 is mounted in a socket 141 which is in turn 
supported by an associated one of a pair of pivotable 
brackets 142. Each bracket 142 is attached to a plate 143 
through a pivot coupling 144, the rotational axes of the 
pivot couplings being normal to screen 113. As the 
effective origin points of light in the sources 114 are the 
ends of the helical lamp filaments 117, pivoting of the 
support brackets 142 in one direction will move the two 
origin points of light apart while pivoting of the support 
brackets in the opposite direction draws the two light 
origin points closer together. 

Plate 143 is disposed transversely within housing 133 
in front of light sources 114 and carries the opaque 
partition 116 which optically isolates one light source 
from the other. Coding and coloring filters 115 are 
secured in openings in plate 143 in front of the filaments 
117 of the light sources to oppositely polarize light from 
each source and to initially impart a blue coloration to 
the light which is transmitted towards the image com 
ponent assembly and the screen. 
To enable the above-described vertical movement of 

the light sources, plate 143 is vertically movable, the 
opposite side edges of the plate being received in verti 
cally extending guide tracks 146 secured to a rectangu 
lar frame member 147. Plate 143, carrying the light 
sources 114, may be controllably raised and lowered 
relative to frame 146 by an electrical pitch servomotor 
148. A vertically extending toothed rack 149 is secured 
to plate 143 and coupled to servomotor 148 through a 
compound pinion gear 151 which is itself journaled on 
frame 147. Servomotor 148 may be secured to frame 147 
by suitable bracket 152. Thus the light sources may be 
raised by operation of the pitch servomotor in one di 
rection and may be lowered by operating the servomo 
tor in an opposite rotational sense. 
Frame 147, together with the light sources 114, ser 

vomotor 148 and the other above-described structure 
attached to the frame, is slidable in a forward and back 
ward direction within housing 133. For this purpose, 
frame 147 is secured to slider members 153 which are 
received in guide tracks 154 that are attached to the 
floor of housing 133 through brackets 156. Guide tracks 
154 and slider members 153 slant upwardly towards the 
face or screen end of housing 133 so that as the light 
sources are moved forward or backward relative to the 
image component assembly 138, the level of the horizon 
line shadow image formed by the adjacent edge of earth 
disc 102A on screen 113 remains constant insofar as the 
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effects of the forward and backward movements of the 
light sources are concerned. To accomplish the forward 
and backward movement of the light sources, a distance 
motor 157 is mounted on the floor of the housing 133 
and drives a pair of lead screws 158 through coupling 
gears 159 supported on a cross member 161 extending 
between brackets 156. Each lead screw 158 engages one 
of a pair of threaded follower blocks 162 secured to an 
associated one of the slider members 153. Thus opera 
tion of distance motor 157 in one rotational sense acts 
through lead screws 158 to draw the light sources 114 
closer to screen 113 while opposite operation of the 
motor retracts the light sources away from the screen 
and objects depicted in the image scene are thereby 
caused to appear closer or more distant according to the 
direction of such movement. 

Considering now the provisions for decreasing the 
separation of light sources 114 as the light sources are 
moved toward screen 113 and for increasing such sepa 
ration when the sources are moved away from the 
screen, a tapered element 163 is secured to the floor of 
the housing between brackets 156, the tapered element 
being of progressively increasing width towards the 
back or screen end of the instrument. Each light source 
mounting bracket 142 has a downwardly directed ex 
tension 164 and a tension spring 166 is coupled between 
the two extensions. Spring 166 urges the extensions 
towards each other and thereby tends to pivot the light 
sources about couplings 144 in a direction tending to 
increase the separation of the two light sources. This 
action of spring 166 is resisted by a pair of vertically 
extending rods 167 which are contacted by the exten 
sions 164. Each rod 167 is secured to the end of an 
associated individual one of a pair of crossed scissor 
elements 168 which are in turn pivoted together at a 
pivot coupling 169 that is secured to frame 147 by a 
bracket 171. Another tension spring 172 is connected 
between the two rods 167 to urge the two rods and 
scissor elements 168 together. One of a pair of short pins 
173 extends downwardly from the opposite end of each 
scissor element 168 and rides againstone side of tapered 
element 163. 

Accordingly, as frame 147 including the light sources 
114 and other structure carried on the frame, is moved 
towards the face or screen end of housing 133, tapered 
element 163 forces pins 173 further apart. This increas 
ing separation of pins 173 is transferred to rods 167 
through the scissors elements 168. The increasing sepa 
ration of rods 167 acts to pivot light source mounting 
brackets 164 about couplings 144 to cause the filaments 
117 of sources 114 to move closer together. Upon 
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movement of frame 147 in the opposite direction, away 
from screen 113, a reverse action occurs which progres 
sively increases the separation of the light sources. 
To provide a feedback signal for the pitch servomo 

tor 148 for purposes to be hereinafter discussed in more 
detail, a linear resistive element 176 of a potentiometer 
is secured to the vertically movable plate 143 by suit 
able brackets 177 to undergo vertical movement with 
the light sources. The variable voltage tap 178 of the 
potentiometer is mounted on frame 147. Thus the point 
of contact of tap 178 with resistive element 176 changes 
as the vertical position of plate 143 and the light sources 
is changed relative to frame 147. In order to stop motion 
of the light sources towards the screen and away there 
from at the limits of such travel, limit switches 179A 
and 179B are secured to bracket 156 in position to be 
contacted and operated by follower block 162 at the 
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limits of travel. Electrical connections to the limit 
switches 179 will be hereinafter described. 

In order to accommodate to the above-described 
motions which occur within the light source assembly 
136, the electrical connections between multi-pin con 
nector 139 and the light sources, potentiometer 
176-178, and servomotor 148 are made through con 
ductors 181 of a flexible multi-conductor cable 182 
which may have a loosely coiled portion 183 disposed 
between a bracket 184 at the top of housing and frame 
147. 

Referring now to FIG. 14B in particular, a suitable 
detailed construction for the image component assem 
bly 138 may include a base bracket 186 supported 
through a pivot coupling 187 which is attached to the 
face or screen end of housing 133. The rotational axis of 
pivot coupling 187 slants upwardly towards the oppo 
site or light source end of the housing in alignment with 
the tilted earth disc 102A and in parallel relationship to 
the sidewalls of the housing. This enables the base 
bracket 186 and all components carried thereon includ 
ing the earth disc to be pivoted about an axis extending 
towards screen 113 so that the apparent horizon line and 
other features in the depicted image may be tilted from 
side to side, relative to the apparent aircraft windshield 
symbolized by mask opening 119, in order to depict roll 
of the real aircraft in which the instrument is used. To 
control the angular movement of base bracket 186 for 
this purpose, in response to signals from the aircraft's 
attitude gyro, a gear sector 188 is attached to the base 
bracket 186 and is engaged by the output gear 191 of a 
roll servomotor 189 which is attached to the floor of 
housing 133. 
To provide a feedback signal for roll servomotor 189 

for purposes to be herinafter discussed in more detail, an 
arcuate resistive element 192 of a potentiometer is dis 
posed on gear sector 188 while the variable voltage tap 
193 of the potentiometer is secured to the base of hous 
ing 133 to ride along the resistive element as the gear 
sector is turned by the servomotor. 
To provide for electrical connections to servomotor 

189, potentiometer 192-193 and the other electrically 
operated components to be described which are carried 
on the movable portion of the image component assem 
bly 138, individual conductors 194 of a multi-conductor 
cable 196 from the multi-pin connector 139 each con 
nect with one of a series of contacts 197 which ride 
against arcuate movable contacts 198. Contacts 197 are 
attached to the housing through insulative means while 
arcuate contacts 198 are attached to the gear sector 188, 
also through insulative means, to pivot with the gear 
sector. 

Earth disc 102A is supported on base bracket 186 to 
undergo the above-described sideward tilting move 
ment with the base bracket while being controllably 
rotatable relative to the base bracket so that the particu 
lar one of the course heading symbols 106A or cardinal 
point symbols 126 which is indicative of the course of 
the aircraft at any given time may be brought into coin 
cidence with the lubber's point line symbol 107A in 
response to signals from the directional gyro of the 
aircraft. Referring now to FIG. 15 in conjunction with 
FIG. 14B, earth disc 102A is attached to base bracket 
186through a rotatable plate 199 having angled fingers 
201 which extend upwardly to connect to the earth disc 
at angularly spaced-apart points around the central 
opening 123 of the disc. Plate 199 is in turn supported by 
a tubular rotatable shaft 200 which extends downward 
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through a bore 202 in the base bracket 186 and which 
has a flange 203 at the underside of the base bracket in 
order to secure the plate and earth disc in place while 
allowing angular movement of such elements relative to 
the base bracket. 
To controllably rotate the earth disc 102A in re 

sponse to aircraft directional signals, a gear 204 is se 
cured coaxially on the tubular shaft 200 between plate 
199 and the base bracket 186 and is driven by a direc 
tional receiver synchro 206. Synchro 206 may be se 
cured to the base bracket 186 and has an output gear 207 
engaged with gear 204. 
As previously described, the airport replica 127 and 

the attached localizer-omni course line rod indicator 
108A are situated immediately above the earth disc 
102A in parallel relationship with the disc so that the 
images of such elements in the depicted scene appear to 
lie upon the surface of the earth. The translatable mem 
ber 128 which supports replica 127 and course line 
indicator rod 108A extends upward through the central 
opening 123 of the earth disc. To maintain realism in the 
depicted scene, both the airport replica 127 and course 
line rod must turn when the earth disc 102A is turned as 
the aircraft undergoes a turn. However, as previously 
described with reference to correction of a potential 
optical distortion in the system, the amount of turning 
of the airport replica and course line rod needed to 
reflect a change of aircraft course may differ from the 
turning of the earth disc itself depending on the angular 
and lateral position of the replica and course line rod at 
the particular time. Thus, the rotational movement of 
translatable member 128 must be arranged for by means 
which are mechanically independent of the means 
which rotate the earth disc itself. In addition, the airport 
replica 127 and course line rod 108A must be movable 
in a direction parallel to the screen assembly 113, inde 
pendently of earth disc 102A, so that the depicted scene 
may be caused to accurately correspond to a situation 
where the real aircraft is situated to one side or the 
other of a localizer or omni course line. Suitable means 
for supporting the airport replica and course line rod to 
provide for these movements may best be understood 
by referring again to FIG. 15 in conjunction with FIG. 
14B. 
A support member 208 is disposed immediately above 

earth disc support plate 199 and is held in place by a 
tubular axle shaft 209 which extends downward 
through the shaft 200 which supports plate 199. An 
annular snap ring 211 disposed coaxially on axle shaft 
209, immediately below flange 203 of shaft 200, holds 
the support member 208 in place while allowing rota 
tion of the support member and elements carried 
thereon independently of rotation of the earth disc sup 
port plate 199. 
Support member 208 journals a transverse lead screw 

212 upon which a slider block 213 is threadably en 
gaged so that rotation of the lead screw shifts the slider 
block transversely within the instrument. A guide pro 
jection 214 extends downwardly from slider block 213 
into a transverse slot 216 on the upper surface of sup 
port member 208 to prevent rotation of the slider block 
with the lead screw. Translatable member 128, which 
carries the course line rod 108A and the airport replica 
127, extends upwardly from slider block 213 through 
the central opening 123 of the earth disc enabling such 
elements to be moved transversely by rotating the lead 
screw 212. 
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To drive lead screw 212 a Loc/Omni servomotor 217 

is secured to support member 208 and has an output 
gear 218 engaged with a lead screw drive gear 219 at 
the adjacent end of lead screw 212. To provide a feed 
back signal for servomotor 217, a linear resistive ele 
ment 221 of a potentiometer is disposed transversely on 
support member 208 while the variable voltage tap 222 
of the potentiometer is insulatively mounted on slider 
block 213 to ride along the resistive element as the slider 
block is translated by turning of the lead screw. The 
electrical connections to servomotor 217 and potenti 
ometer 221-222 are made through slip rings 223 dis 
posed coaxially on the lower portion of shaft 209 and 
sliding contacts 224 which ride against the slip rings and 
connect with a terminal block 226 mounted on base 
bracket 186. 
To rotate support member 208 in order to control the 

angular orientation of the localizer-omnicourse line rod 
108A and attached airport replica 127, a gear 227 is 
coaxially secured to the lower end of shaft 209. Refer 
ring now to FIG. 14B in particular, a course receiver 
synchro 228 is mounted on base bracket 186 and has an 
output gear 229 engaged with gear 227. Operation of 
synchro 228 in reponse to signals from the aircraft di 
rectional gyro, as corrected to avoid optical distortion 
through means to be hereinafter described, thus changes 
the apparent orientation of the airport and course line in 
the depicted scene as necessary to conform with reality. 

Referring again to FIG. 14B in particular, glide slope 
whiskers 129 are supported through a pair of angled 
arms 231 which extend upward from base bracket 186 at 
opposite sides of the earth disc 102A and which have 
upper portions inclined in the direction of the screen 
end of the instrument. The glide slope whiskers 129, 
when in the active position, slant upward from each side 
of airport replica 127 in the direction of screen 113 and 
also diverge in the same direction. A cross member 239 
connects the ends of the whiskers which are at each side 
of the airport replica so that the two whiskers are 
formed by a single integral angled rod-like element. To 
counteract the effects of reverse perspective as previ 
ously discussed, the glide slope whiskers 129 may be 
formed to be of progressively diminishing diameter 
towards the airport replica. 
The inclination of glide slope whiskers 129 relative to 

earth disc 102A must be adjustable to convey to the 
pilot a visual indication of the vertical position of his 
aircraft relative to the actual glide slope to an airport 
which is being approached. It is also desirable to be able 
to eliminate the glide slope depiction from the image 
scene under certain conditions, such as when the receipt 
of faulty glide slope signals is detected, or if the pilot 
selects a mode of operation which does not involve 
glide slope data. Considering now the means which 
support and manipulate the glide slope whiskers 129 for 
these purposes, one of a pair of ratiometers 241 is se 
cured to each angled arm 231 with the rotational axes of 
the two rationeters being aligned with each other along 
an axis defined by the cross member 239 of the glide 
slope whiskers when the glide slope is in the above 
described active position. The output shaft of each rati 
ometer 241 carries an associated one of a pair of long 
needles 242. Each needle 242 extends to a pivot cou 
pling 243 at which the upper end of the adjacent one of 
the glide slope whiskers 129 is pivotably coupled to the 
needle. A support bar 244 attached to each needle 242 
near the adjacent pivot coupling 243 extends under the 
adjacent portion of the glide slope whisker 129 to limit 
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downward pivoting of the glide slope whisker about the 
axis of the pivot couplings 243 at the point where cross 
member 239 is immediately above airport replica 127 
without being in actual contact with the replica. 
As the glide slope whiskers 129 are supported by the 

rationeter needles 242, the inclination of the whiskers 
relative to earth disc 102A may be selectively adjusted 
by transmitting appropriate electrical signals to ration 
eters 241 through means which will be hereinafter de 
scribed. 
To counterbalance the torque exerted on rationeters 

241 by the weight of the glide slope whiskers 129 and 
the long rationeter needles 242, a counterweight 246 
may be carried on the end of each needle which is re 
mote from pivot coupling 243. Lubber's line symbol 
107A may be supported above the center of the upper 
most edge 124 of the earth disc by a bracket 247 which 
extends between support arms 231 at a sufficient dis 
tance above the earth disc that the bracket is not shad 
ow-imaged on screen 113. 
To provide for raising the glide slope whiskers 129 

sufficiently to remove the glide slope depiction from the 
imaged scene, one of a pair of cylindrical solenoid coils 
248 is secured to the upper end of each support arm 231. 
Referring now to FIG. 16 in conjunction with FIG. 
14B, the pivot coupling 243 which couples each glide 
slope whisker 129 to the associated rationeter needle 
242 is formed by the lower end of a solenoid core rod 
249 which extends through a first eyelet 250 at the 
upper end of needle 242 in a press-fitted non-pivoting 
relationship therewith and through an adjacent eyelet 
251 near the upper end of the glide slope whisker 129 
with a loose fit which enables pivoting. Thus the lower 
end of each rod 249 constitutes the pivot axis of the 
pivot coupling 243 which attaches the adjacent glide 
slope whisker 129 to the adjacent rationeter needle 242. 
The upper portion of each core rod 249, which is 

formed of a ferromagnetic material such as iron, is an 
gled in order to extend upwardly into the lower end of 
the adjacent solenoid coil 248 when the glide slope 
whisker assembly is at the above-described lowered or 
active position. By electrically energizing coils 248, 
core rods 249 may be drawn upwardly into the coils to 
raise the pivot couplings 243. This action of coils 248 is 
sufficiently strong to override the force of the ratiome 
ters 241 which tends to hold the pivot couplings 243 at 
a lower position. 

Glide slope whiskers 129 have extensions 252 which 
project a short distance beyond the pivot couplings 243 
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and an angled stop element 253 is secured to the end of 50 
each support arm 231 in position to be contacted by the 
adjacent glide slope whisker extension 252 when the 
core arms 249 have been partially drawn up into sole 
noid coils 248. This causes the final portion of the up 
ward movement of the core arms 249 to pivot the glide 
slope whiskers 129 upwardly, about pivot couplings 
243, to the elevated position depicted by dash line 129 
in FIG. 14B. At that elevated position the glide slope 
whiskers are above the region which is shadow-imaged 
on screen 113. Accordingly, the glide slope depiction 
may be removed from the imaged scene by energizing 
coils 248. 

Referring now again to FIG. 14B in particular, mech 
anism has been hereinbefore described for tilting the 

55 

entire image component assembly 138 about the axis of 65 
the supporting pivot coupling 187 so that any roll of the 
real aircraft may be accurately represented in the de 
picted scene. This sideward tilting of the earth disc 
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102A results in raising of one side of the earth disc 
relative to the light sources and screen 113. As the roll 
of the real aircraft increases, a point may be reached at 
which a side region of the earth disc and even one side 
of the central opening 123 of the disc might be elevated 
sufficiently that these portions of the disc could be shad 
ow-imaged on screen 113, in the absence of corrective 
measures, and thereby detract from realism of the de 
picted scene as perceived by the pilot. To avoid this 
effect, a transverse linear opaque element 252 may be 
secured to base bracket 186 to extend across the optical 
path along which shadow images of the adjacent por 
tions of the earth disc, including the area of central 
opening 123, might otherwise be imaged on screen 113 
in the presence of extreme sideward tilt of the disc. 
Thus, at most, a slanting black area may appear at one 
lower corner of screen 113 in the presence of extreme 
roll of the real aircraft. A dark area of this kind in a 
lower corner of the image does not significantly inter 
fere with the pilot's perception of the scene. Opaque 
member 252 is not needed for this purpose in instru 
ments where the earth disc 102A can be made larger in 
relation to the screen 113 than is the case in the present 
example but this adds substantially to the bulk of the 
instrument 94 and may often be undesirable where the 
instrument must be installed in the crowded cockpit 
region of an aircraft. 

Additional components utilized to control the several 
servomotors described above or to present additional 
information to the pilot within the context of the artific 
ial scene are disposed within housing 133 near screen 
assembly 113. These include a comparator repeater 
synchro 253 of the differential type and a polarity-rev 
ersing potentiometer 254 secured at a corner of the 
housing, near the screen end in this example, an imbal 
ance adjuster 256 and another differential synchro 257 
which may be disposed in the same region of the hous 
ing. The detailed constructions, interconnections and 
functions of these devices will be hereinafter described 
with reference to the electrical circuit of the instrument. 
A course selector synchro 258 of the differential type 

is secured to the face end wall of the instrument below 
screen 113 by a suitable bracket 259 while another 
bracket 261 secures a course deviation indicator meter 
coil 262, a TO/FROM meter coil 263, and a LOC 
/OMNI meter 264 to the same wall of the instrument 
below the screen. An omnibearing selector 266 is also 
mounted on the housing wall below screen 113, the 
rotational axes of the synchros, meters and bearing 
selector 258, 262, 263,264 and 266 all being normal to 
the adjacent wall of the instrument. 
The course deviation indicator meter coil 262 may be 

of the conventional known construction which re 
sponds to signals from the localizer/omni radio signal 
receiver of the aircraft by deflecting a needle 267 in 
either direction from a centered position to indicate 
when the aircraft is left or right of a selected localizer or 
omni course. Referring now to FIG. 17 which shows 
the face of the instrument 94 as seen by the pilot, the 
needle 267 is visible to the pilot through a transparent 
window 268 situated below screen 113. The information 
presented by course deviation indicator needle 267 is 
also presented visually in the depicted image by the 
course line indication in the image and thus the safety of 
redundancy is added by making the indicator needle of 
the meter visible on the face of the instrument below the 
depicted scene. 
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Referring again to FIG. 14B, to TO/FROM meter 
coil 263 may also be of the known construction which 
responds to visual omni range signals from ground radio 
stations by signaling passage over the selected omni 
station. The TO/FROM meter coil has an arm 269 
carrying a transparent or translucent flag 271 which has 
one end marked “TO', another end marked “FROM' 
and a center marked "OFF" or “INVALID". Upon 
passage over the radio transmitting station, coil 263 
reverses the position of arm 269. In the present example 
of the navigation instrument, this TO/FROM indica 
tion is injected into the context of the depicted scene. 
This is accomplished by cutting away a portion of mask 
112A below the opening 119 which defines an apparent 
aircraft windshield in the depicted scene to form a small 
window 272 in the mask at the position which is occu 
pied by the “TO” portion of flag 271 when the aircraft 
is in the reciprocal area of a selected radial of the omni 
signal source. Upon passing the omni signal source, 
meter coil 263 turns arm 269 to bring the “FROM’ 
portion of flag 271 into coincidence with window 272A. 
Referring again to FIG. 8, this causes a small TO/- 
FROM indicator window 272 to be perceived by the 
pilot in the depicted image 112 of an aircraft cabin. 

Referring now again to FIG. 14B, if the aircraft over 
passes a directional signal source such as an airport at 
which VOR signals are originated, due to a missed 
landing or for other reasons, maintenance of reality in 
the depicted scene requires that the apparent airport in 
the scene be eliminated, although it is usually desirable 
that the selected course line of the aircraft continue to 
be depicted in the scene. For this purpose the signals 
which operate the TO/FROM meter coil 263 are uti 
lized to trigger a reversal of the signals being applied to 
the course synchro 228 so that the member 128 which 
supports airport replica 127 and course line indicator 
rod 108A is rotated 180 except insofar as the precise 
amount of rotation may be modified to correct for the 
optical distortion effect hereinbefore described. This 
removes the airport replica 127 from the region in 
which objects are shadow-imaged on screen 113 while 
bringing the opposite end of course line indicator rod 
108A into that area to continue to provide an indication 
of the selected course line in the depicted scene. This 
signal reversal to take the airport replica 127 out of the 
imaged region is used where the instrument 94 is em 
ployed to follow a visual omni range course instead of 
an airport localizer course. Control components which 
interact with the course synchro 228 and TO/FROM 
meter coil 263 for these purposes will be hereinafter 
described. 

Localizer/omni meter 264 may also be of the known 
form which responds to detection of selected localizer 
or omni signals of sufficient strength by deflecting an 
arm 273 carrying an invalid signal warning flag 274. An 
additional small window 276 is cut out of mask 112A 
below windshield opening 119 along the arc of move 
ment of warning flag 276 in a position where the win 
dow is blocked by the opaque flag 274 when the locali 
zer/omni signal is of suitable strength but is uncovered 
by the movement of the flag if the signal is weak and 
unreliable. Thus, referring again to FIG. 8, an invalid 
signal is indicated by a lighted area at 276 in the appar 
ent three-dimensional image of an aircraft cabin in the 
presence of weak signals. This indicates to the pilot that 
the course line in the depicted scene should not be relied 
upon. In the presence of directional signals of adequate 
strength, area 276 appears dark. 
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Referring again to FIG. 14B, an invalid signal from 

the conventional glide slope signal receiving means of 
the aircraft energizes solenoid coils 248. This causes the 
glide slope whiskers 129 to be lifted from the lowered, 
active position to the elevated, inactive position 129' at 
which the glide slope indication no longer appears in 
the depicted scene, the control circuits which energize 
the solenoids being hereinafter described. This disap 
pearance of the glide slope indication from the depicted 
scene signals to the pilot that reliable glide slope data is 
no longer being received. 
Course selector synchro 258 is a differential synchro 

which may be manually adjusted by the pilot through a 
course selector assembly 277 on the face of the instru 
ment as shown in FIG. 17. Omni bearing selector 266 
may also by manually adjusted through an omnibearing 
selector assembly 278 at the face of the instrument as 
shown in FIG. 17. The internal construction of both the 
course selector assembly 277 and omnibearing selector 
assembly 278 and the coupling of these assemblies to the 
associated mechanisms may be similar and may be as 
shown in FIG. 18 which depicts the course selector 
assembly 277 in particular. To better illustrate internal 
detail, the manually rotatable annular knob. 279 of the 
course selector assembly is shown removed from its 
normal position and turned 90' in FIG. 18. 
The rotor shaft 281 of course selector synchro 258 

extends through an opening in the face of the instrument 
94 in coaxial relationship to an annular heading indica 
tor 282 which is secured to the face of the instrument 
and which has standard compass markings 283. In use, 
the rotatable course selector knob 279 is fitted on the 
end of shaft 281 to enable manual turning of the shaft to 
select a desired course. Knob 279 fits over indicator 282 
and is formed of transparent material so that the com 
pass marking 283 of element 282 may be read through 
the knob. A pointer marking 284 on knob 279 turns 
along the compass markings 283 as the knob is rotated 
to indicate the selected course heading. A leaf spring 
286 secured within knob 279 has ends which bear 
against an annular surface 287 of element 282 to create 
limited frictional resistance to turning of knob 279. 
Forcible turning of knob 279 by the pilot causes syn 
chro 258 to add or subtract an angular correction factor 
to the directional signal from the aircraft's directional 
gyro so that the resultant signal is indicative of a desired 
course. As will hereinafter be described, this resultant 
signal may be used to control the course synchro 228 
that establishes the angular orientation of the airport 
replica 127 and course indicator rod 108A of FIG. 14.B. 

Referring again to FIG. 17, the omnibearing selector 
assembly 278 may have a construction similar to that of 
the course selector knob assembly as described above 
except that it is coupled to the omnibearing selector 
mechanism 266 of FIG. 14B. Omnibearing selector 278 
is set by the pilot in the conventional manner when it is 
desired to follow a particular radial to or from a source 
of omni signals. While the pilot can ascertain when the 
selected radial is intercepted in the conventional man 
ner, by observing when course deviation indicator nee 
dle 267 is centered in window 268, this information is 
also evident in the depicted scene of the present inven 
tion as the course line in the scene then appears to ex 
tend directly under the aircraft windshield depicted in 
the scene. If a turn is then made along the heading of the 
selected omni radial, the desired course may be flown 
by simply flying along the course line indication in the 
depicted scene in a manner similar to conventional fly 
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ing by following a highway, railroad, shoreline or the 
like. 
The omni bearing selector 266 which is controlled 

through assembly 278 applies left or right signals to the 
course deviation indicator meter coil 262 and servomo 
tor 217 controls as necessary to cause display of left or 
right displacement of the aircraft from a selected omni 
course. Interconnections between the omni bearing 
selector assembly 278, course deviation indicator meter 
coil 262 and TO/FROM meter coil 263 may be conven 
tional and accordingly will not be further described. 
However, it is of interest that the present instrument 
simplifies the process of flying to and intercepting a 
selected omni radial. In particular, if the course selector 
assembly 277 is adjusted to a heading similar to that of 
the omnibearing selector assembly 278, instead of to an 
airport localizer course heading, then the course line 
indication in the depicted scene will shift to lie along the 
selected omni radial. If the real aircraft is left of the 
selected omni radial, the course line in the artificial 
scene will appear to be to the right. If the aircraft is to 
the right of the radial, the course line in the scene ap 
pears to be to the left. Thus the pilot may readily per 
ceive visually where the aircraft must be flown to inter 
cept the chosen track. 

Referring still to FIG. 17, an additional manually 
adjustable control on the face of the instrument 94 is a 
mode selector switch assembly 289 having a manually 
rotatable mode selector knob. 291. Knob. 291 may be set 
at any of five positions and controls a five-position ro 
tary switch 292 mounted on the inner side of the adja 
cent end wall of the instrument. Switch assembly 289 
enables the pilot to select any one offive distinct opera 
tional modes of the instrument. These include an Instru 
ment Landing System mode, a Localizer mode, a Back 
Course mode, a Gyro mode and an Omni mode. If 
switch assembly 289 is set to the Instrument Landing 
System mode, then the data presented in the depicted 
scene includes pitch, roll and heading of the aircraft. 
Localizer course position and glide slope position are 
also displayed and the image size and convergence 
point will change, after the aircraft has passed over the 
outer marker of an airport localizer course, in such a 
manner as to simulate the real appearance of an ap 
proach to the airport under visual flight conditions. 

If the mode switch assembly 289 is set to the Local 
izer mode, the glide slope indication is removed from 
the depicted scene but all other data are present as in the 
Instrument Landing System mode. The Back Course 
mode of operation is used if a landing is to be made from 
a direction opposite to that of the localizer course line at 
an airport. If switch assembly 289 is set to the Back 
Course mode, then the localizer course indicator rod 
108A of FIG. 14B, carrying the airport replica 127, is 
turned 180' since on a back course approach, the airport 
is in an opposite direction. Left-right signals to servo 
motor 217 are also reversed in the Back Course mode. 
In all other respects, the data displayed in the depicted 
scene remains similar to that which is present in the 
Localizer mode of operation except that the mechanism 
which increases image size and which changes conver 
gence point as a landing site is approached will be trig 
gered only if the back course of an airport which is 
being approached contains an outer marker. 
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If the switch assembly 289 is set for the Omnimode of 65 
operation the data displayed in the depicted scene is 
similar to what is present in the Localizer mode except 
that the apparent distant airport which is perceived 

42 
represents the radio station at which the omni signals 
originate, rather than a landing site and the apparent 
course line in the depicted scene represents the selected 
omni radial which is to be followed rather than a pre 
scribed line of approach to an airport. As the real air 
craft passes over the radio station which broadcasts the 
omni signals, the apparent airport in the depicted scene 
vanishes inasmuch as the course line indicator rod 108A 
carrying the airport replica 127 of FIG. 14B is rotated at 
that time through 180 plus or minus any angular cor 
rection which may be needed to avoid optical distor 
tion. 

Referring again to FIG. 17, the mode selector switch 
289 is set to the Gyro position when the aircraft is to be 
flown on the basis of compass headings only. In that 
mode the course line indicator in the depicted scene 
appears to be centered and to be aligned along a com 
pass heading determined by the setting of the course 
selector assembly 277. 

Considering now a suitable electrical circuit for inter 
connecting the several servomotors, synchros, control 
switches and other electrical components hereinbefore 
described with a source of attitude, directional and 
distance signals in order to realize the several modes of 
operation discussed above, reference should be made to 
F.G. 19. 
As will become evident, certain components of the 

circuit of FIG. 19 are DC devices while others require 
AC excitation, both of which are available on many 
aircraft. In instances where these are not available, 
suitable battery-operated AC and DC power supplies 
may readily be installed for use with the present naviga 
tion instrument. To avoid excessive complication in the 
drawing, conventional power supply connections to 
certain circuit elements are not shown while DC power 
supply connections to certain other circuit elements are 
depicted simply by -- or - signs indicative of the polar 
ity of the power supply voltage applied to the element 
as compared with circuit ground potential. Ground 
symbols shown in FIG. 19 should be understood to 
constitute a circuit ground conductive path such as a 
connection to the chassis of the instrument and the 
frame of the aircraft, the designation of signal polarities 
in the following description being with reference to this 
circuit ground. 

It has been previously pointed out that signals provid 
ing a basis for controlling the several servomotors, syn 
chros and the like of the present navigation instrument 
may be obtained from conventional attitude and loca 
tion sensing devices which are present in many aircraft 
as autopilot inputs. If not already present, conventional 
signal pick-offs may readily be installed on an aircraft 
for use with the present invention. 
As redepicted in block form in FIG. 19, these con 

ventional instruments, which are sometimes integrated 
as internal components of an autopilot mechanism, may 
include the marker receiver 74 which has an output 
terminal 74a at which a brief electrical pulse appears as 
the outer marker of an airport localizer course is 
reached, the pulse being conventionally used to briefly 
energize the marker indicator lamp 81 of the aircraft at 
that time. The outer marker terminal 74a may be used to 
control the distance or image size motor 157 of the 
present navigation instrument. 

In particular, the image size motor 157 may be a 
reversible DC motor having one terminal grounded and 
the other connected to a set of relay contacts 300a 
which are operated by a driver coil 300. When coil 300 
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is unenergized, contacts 300a connect the motor 157 to 
one side of an adjustable or variable voltage dropping 
resistor 301. When coil 300 is energized, contacts 300a 
are operated to supply negative DC operating voltage 
to the motor 157. The other side of the variable resistor 5 
301 connects to the positive terminal of the DC power 
supply through another set of relay contacts 302a which 
are normally open but which close upon energization of 
a driver coil 302. 
Accordingly, if driver coil 302 is energized while coil 10 

300 remains unenergized, positive voltage is supplied to 
motor 157. As has been previously described in connec 
tion with the 'mechanical structure of the invention, 
motor 157 drives a lead screw 158 which operates the 
mechanism which causes the apparent size of compo- 15 
nents of the artificial scene to increase while apparent 
distance of such components decreases. In order to 
initiate this operation, driver coil 302 is connected be 
tween circuit ground and outer marker signal terminal 
74a. When the outer marker of an airport localizer 20 
course is reached, the marker signal briefly energizes 
coil 302 thereby closing contacts 302a and applying 
positive voltage to motor 157. The rate of operation of 
motor 157 and thus the rate at which the pilot perceives 
himself to be approaching the symbolic airport depicted 25 
in the artificial scene is determined by the value of the 
voltage dropping resistor 301 which may be adjusted to 
make this rate correspond to the speed at which the 
particular aircraft approaches an airport during an in 
strument landing system approach. 30 

In order to continue this operation of motor 157 after 
termination of the brief outer marker signal at terminal 
74a, the previously described limit switch 179b is con 
nected between contacts 302a and coil 302. Limit 
switch 179b is of the normally closed form but is held 35 
open prior to receipt of the outer marker signal by the 
previously described follower block 162 which rides 
along the lead screw 158. Upon closing of contacts 302a 
in response to the outer marker signal, the motor turns 
lead screw 158 thereby backing follower block 16240 
away from limit switch 179b which then closes to con 
tinue energization of coil 302 after the marker signal 
terminates. An apparent increase in the size of the arti 
ficial scene components and a decrease in the apparent 
distance of such components then continues until fol- 45 
lower block 162 reaches the other end of lead screw 158 
and operates the other limit switch 179a. 

Limit switch 179a is of the normally open form and is 
connected between contacts 302a and ground through 
driver coil 300. Thus coil 300 is energized when the 50 
image reaches maximum size, the interval of time re 
quired for this purpose being set, by adjustment of resis 
tor 301, to be at least equal to the period required for an 
instrument landing system approach. 
The energization of coil 300 reverses the direction of 55 

operation of motor 157 to restore components of the 
artificial scene to minimum apparent size and maximum 
apparent distance. This result is brought about in that 
coil 300 operates contacts 300a to reverse the polarity 
of the voltage which is being applied to motor 157. The 60 
energized coil 300 also closes normally open latching 
switch contacts 303 which are connected between 
contacts 302a and coil 300. This maintains coil 300 ener 
gized after the reversal of motor 157 operation backs 
follower block 162 away from limit switch 179a. 65 

Reversed motor operation continues until follower 
block 162 again opens limit switch 179b. Coil 302 is 
thereby de-energized causing contacts 302a to open. 
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Opening of contacts 302a in turn de-energizes coil 300. 
Operation of motor 157 stops and the circuit reverts to 
the original condition as depicted in FIG. 19 in readi 
ness for a subsequent cycle of operation. 
The reversed motion of motor 157 to restore the 

image to minimum size occurs relatively rapidly as 
there is no voltage dropping resistor in the negative 
power supply connection to the motor through switch 
300a as is the case in the positive power supply connec 
tion made through the same switch during the image 
size increasing period of the operation. 

In order to stop the latching voltage, which is applied 
to coil 302 through limit switch 179b, from maintaining 
outer marker indicator lamp 81 on after termination of 
the outer marker signal, coil 302 is connected to termi 
nal 74a through a blocking diode 304 while lamp 81 
connects to terminal 74a independently of the diode. 
While the above-described system causes the image 

size to increase at a predetermined rate rather than at a 
rate determined by a measurement of actual distance 
from the real airport, there is a close correspondence 
with reality since the time interval between passage 
over the outer marker of an airport and the actual land 
ing is brief, typically less than three or four minutes, and 
since air speed remains fairly constant during that phase 
of the approach. In instances where the aircraft is 
equipped with distance-measuring equipment of the 
kind which produces a signal precisely indicating dis 
tance from a ground radio station, the motor 157 may if 
desired be replaced with a servomotor responsive to 
such signal. In general, the provisions for image size 
increase during the final phase of an instrument landing 
system approach are not essential in a navigation instru 
ment of the present kind but do offer a psychological 
comfort to the pilot by causing the artificial scene to 
still more closely conform with a real scene as viewed 
through the windshield of an aircraft during a landing 
approach. 
The aircraft's attitude gyro 69 in this example is of the 

form having a roll signal terminal 69a at which a DC 
voltage is present, when the aircraft is banked, which is 
positive relative to circuit ground when the aircraft is 
banked to the right and negative when the aircraft is 
banked to the left with the magnitude of the voltage in 
either instance being indicative of the degree of roll. 
Accordingly, the previously described roll servomotor 
189 may be made responsive to the polarity and magni 
tude of the voltage at terminal 69a. For this purpose, 
one input of servomotor 189 is connected to circuit 
ground while the other input connects to the output of 
a driver amplifier 309. Roll signal terminal 69a is con 
nected to one input of amplifier 309 through a summing 
junction 311 while the reference input of the amplifier is 
connected to circuit ground. Thus if a positive voltage 
is present at summing junction 311, servomotor 189 
operates in one direction while a negative voltage at 
junction 311 causes servomotor operation in the oppo 
site direction. 
As previously described, roll servomotor 189 drives 

the variable tap 193 of a feedback potentiometer 
192-193. Positive and negative DC power supply volt 
ages are applied to opposite ends of the resistive element 
192 of the potentiometer and the variable tap 193 is 
connected to summing junction 311. Consequently, the 
roll servomotor 189 operates only in response to 
changes of signal voltage at the roll signal terminal 69a 
of attitude gyro 69 and does not operate when the roll 
signal voltage at terminal 69a stays constant. Any 
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change of roll signal voltage causes the potentiometer 
192-193 to apply a feedback or cancellation voltage to 
summing junction 311 which is of equal magnitude but 
opposite polarity to the changed roll signal thereby 
stopping servomotor operation when the roll signal 
itself stops changing. Thus, through the previously 
described mechanical structure, roll servomotor 189 
causes elements of the artificial scene to be perceived as 
inclined from side to side in conformance with what 
would be perceived under visual flight conditions 
through the windshield of the aircraft in the presence of 
roll. 

Pitch servomotor 148 is controlled in an essentially 
similar manner from the pitch signal terminal 69b of the 
attitude gyro which terminal exhibits a DC voltage 
having a polarity indicative of the direction of pitch and 

O 
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a magnitude indicative of the extent of pitch. Servomo 
tor 148 has one input connected to the output of a driver 
amplifier 312 which in turn has an input coupled to 
terminal 69b through another summing junction 313. 
The other terminal of the servomotor 148 and the refer 
ence input of driver amplifier 312 are again grounded. 
Servomotor 148 moves the variable voltage tap 178 of 
feedback potentiometer 176-178 as previously de 
scribed. Positive and negative DC voltages are applied 
to opposite ends of the resistive element 176 of the 
feedback potentiometer while the variable voltage tap 
178 is connected to summing junction 313. 
Accordingly any change of the pitch signal voltage at 

attitude gyro terminal 69b in either the positive or nega 
tive direction unbalances the voltage cancellation at 
summing junction 313 causing driver amplifier 312 to 
operate servomotor 148 until the new pitch signal volt 
age level at the summing junction is canceled out by the 
feedback voltage from potentiometer 176-178. This 
servomotor 148 operation causes the apparent level of 
the horizon line and other components in the artificial 
scene to rise and fall in conformity with changes of 
pitch as previously described. 
The LOC-OMNI servomotor 217 which controls the 

apparent lateral position of the selected localizer or 
omni course line in the depicted scene may also have 
one terminal connected to the output of a driver ampli 
fier 314 which has an input coupled to a summing junc 
tion 316, the other terminal of the servomotor and the 
reference input of the amplifier being grounded. Servo 
motor 217 translates the variable tap 222 of feedback 
potentiometer 221-222 as previously described. Positive 
and negative DC power supply voltage is applied to 
opposite ends of the resistive element 221 of the potenti 
ometer and the variable tap 222 is connected to sum 
ming junction 316. 
LOC/OMNI receiver 72 of the aircraft in this exam 

ple is of the form having a course deviation signal termi 
nal 72a at which a DC voltage is produced that has a 
magnitude indicative of the lateral displacement of the 
aircraft from a selected localizer or omni course and 
which has a polarity indicative of the direction of such 
displacement. Summing junction 316 is selectively con 
nectable to terminal 72a and disconnectable therefrom 
through one set of contacts 289a of the previously de 
scribed mode selector switch 289. Contacts 289a con 
nect summing junction 316 to terminal 72a when the 
ILS, the Omni, the Back Course or the Localizer modes 
of operation have been selected by the pilot. The switch 
contacts 289a disconnect summing junction 316 from 
course deviation signal terminal 72a in the Gyro mode 
of operation. At those modes of operation at which the 
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summing junction 316 is connected to terminal 72a, 
servomotor 217 operates the previously described 
mechanism which shifts the apparent lateral position of 
the course line indication in the depicted scene as neces 
sary to conform with reality. If an operational mode is 
selected at which no signal is transmitted to summing 
junction 316 from LOC/OMNI device 72, the servomo 
tor 217 operates solely in response to the feedback volt 
age from potentiometer 221-222 until the null or 
ground potential point midway along the resistive ele 
ment 221 is reached by variable tap 222, at which point 
servomotor operation ceases and the course line indica 
tion in the depicted scene appears centered in the artific 
ial scene insofar as apparent lateral position is con 
cerned. . . 
LOC/OMNI devices 72 have another terminal 72b at 

which a DC voltage signal is produced to signify that a 
selected course signal is of sufficient strength to be 
reliable or valid. The previously described localizer 
?omni meter 264, which deflects the invalid flag of the 
depicted scene when reliable localizer signals are being 
received, may be connected between terminal 72b and 
circuit ground. The previously described course devia 
tion indicator meter 262 may be connected between 
switch contacts 289a and ground to respond to the 
lateral position signals at terminal 72a during those 
modes of operation at which switch contacts 289a are 
closed. The previously described TO/FROM meter 
coil 269 may be connected between the TO/FROM 
signal terminal 72c of LOC/OMNI receiver 72 and 
circuit ground. 
The aircraft glide slope signal receiver 73 has a verti 

cal position signal terminal 73a at which a DC voltage 
is produced which has a positive polarity when the 
aircraft is above the airport glide slope and a negative 
polarity when the aircraft is below the glide slope with 
the magnitude of the voltage being indicative of the 
extent of vertical displacement from the glide slope. 
The previously described rationeters 241, which con 
trol the apparent position of the glide slope indication in 
the depicted scene, may be connected in parallel be 
tween terminal 73a and ground through another set of 
contacts 289b of the mode selector switch. Switch 
contacts 289b are open at the Localizer, Omni, Back 
Course and Gyro settings of the mode selectof switch as 
a glide slope indication is not desired or would not be . 
valid in the depicted scene under those modes of opera 
tion. To lift the glide slope whiskers out of the region 
which produces an image during those modes of opera 
tion or if signal voltage disappears from the glide slope 
valid terminal 73b of the glide slope receiver 73, indicat 
ing that glide slope signals are too weak to be reliable, 
the previously described solenoid coils 248 are con 
nected between a circuit junction 317 and ground. A set 
of normally closed relay contacts 318 and another set of 
contacts 289c of the mode selector switch are connected 
in parallel between the DC power supply positive ter 
minal and circuit junction 37 so that the solenoids are 
energized to remove the glide slope indication from the 
depicted scene if either or both of the contacts 318 and 
289c are closed. The mode selector switch closes the 
contacts 289c at all mode settings except the ILS setting 
which is the operational mode in which a glide slope 
depiction is desired in the scene. Normally closed relay 
contacts 318 are controlled by a driver coil 319 which is 
connected between glide slope valid signal terminal 73b 
and ground so that the solenoid coils 248 are energized 
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to remove the glide slope indication from the depicted 
scene if glide slope signals are too weak to be reliable. 
The several output terminals of the marker receiver 

74, attitude gyro 69, LOC/OMNI device 72 and glide 
slope receiver 73 as described above produce DC volt 
age signals which in some cases may vary in magnitude 
and in polarity to continuously indicate a characteristic 
of the situation of the aircraft. The aircraft's directional 
gyro 71 usually differs in that signals indicative of the 
yaw of the aircraft are generated by a transmitter syn 
chro 322 in multiphase AC form. The directional signals 
are obtainable at a pair of synchro rotor output termi 
nals R1 and R2 and three synchro stator terminals S1, 
S2 and S3, suitable internal constructions for the trans 
mitter synchro as well as the receiver synchros and 
differential synchros to be hereinafter identified being 
known to the art. 
The previously described directional receiver syn 

chro 206 that turns the earth disc to maintain a correct 
heading indication in the depicted scene has rotor termi 
nals coupled to terminals R1 and R2 and stator termi 
nals coupled to terminals S1, S2 and S3 of the direc 
tional gyro 71. 
The course synchro receiver 228 which controls the 

apparent angular position of the localizer course line 
airport replica in the depicted scene is not coupled di 
rectly to the directional gyro synchro transmitter in this 
manner for several reasons. First, the yaw signal from 
the directional gyro must be given an additive or sub 
tractive correction so that it conforms with the align 
ment of a selected localizer or omni course line rather 
than to the yaw of the aircraft. An additive correction is 
defined as an increase in the angular position repre 
sented by the signal as expressed in degrees or compass 
heading taken clockwise from zero degrees (north) 
while a subtractive correction is the opposite. Second, 
an additive or subtractive correction may be needed to 
avoid optical distortion if the aircraft is to the right or to 
the left respectively of the selected localizer or omni 
radial course, the magnitude of this correction, if any, 
being a function of the amount of displacement of the 
aircraft from the selected course and also being a func 
tion of the angular orientation of the course line rod-air 
port replica of the instrument relative to the screen 
thereof as previously discussed with reference to FIGS. 
13A, 13B and 13C. As has been pointed out, this correc 
tion is maximal, insofar as it is dependent on angular 
position, when the course line indicator rod lies in a 
plane normal to the screen of the instrument and dimin 
ishes to zero when the course line indicator rod is paral 
lel to the screen. Insofar as it is dependent on lateral 
displacement, the correction is zero when the aircraft is 
on course and increases as a function of lateral displace 
ment from the selected course. Finally, when the instru 
ment is set for the Omni mode of operation and the 
aircraft passes over the source of course signals, the 
angular position signal to course synchro 228 should be 
shifted 180, except for such optical distortion correc 
tion as may be required. This removes the symbolic 
airport image from the depicted scene when the aircraft 
is outbound on a FROM radial Omni Bearing selector 
heading. 

Considering now the components which are con 
nected between the directional gyro signal terminals 
and course synchro 228 to accomplish the results de 
scribed above, with reference again to FIG. 19, the 
rotor terminals of the course synchro 228 may be con 
nected directly to rotor excitation current terminals R1 
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and R2 of the directional gyro 71 while the stator termi 
nals of the course synchro connect with the rotor termi 
nals of distortion compensating differential synchro 
257. The stator terminals of the course selector differen 
tial synchro 258 connect to the stator signal terminals 
S1, S2 and S3 of the directional gyro 71, the angular 
position of the rotor of the course selector synchro 
being determined by the manual setting of the course 
selector switch 277 as previously described. Thus the 
output at the rotor terminals of the course selector syn 
chro 258 is a signal determined by the heading of the 
aircraft as corrected by a selected angular factor to 
represent a selected localizer or omni course. This ad 
justed angular signal is delivered to differential synchro 
257 through a two-position three-way set of relay 
contacts 323 which are connected between the rotor 
terminals of course selector synchro 258 and the corre 
sponding stator terminals of differential synchro 257. As 
the rotor terminals of synchro 257 connect to the stator 
terminals of course synchro 228, the course synchro 
positions the course indicator rod in accordance with 
this adjusted angular signal except insofar as the ad 
justed signal may be further modified, to correct for 
optical distortion, as a result of the position of the rotor 
of differential synchro 257. Mechanism which positions 
the rotor of synchro 257 for this purpose will be herein 
after described. 
At the normal position of relay contacts 323 the con 

nection between course selector synchro 258 and differ 
ential synchro 257 is direct. At the operated position of 
relay contacts 323 the adjusted signal is routed through 
a signal inverter 324 of the form which shifts the phase 
of the signal from course selector synchro 258 to syn 
chro 257 by 180°. The driver coil 270 which operates 
contacts 323 is connected between circuit ground and 
the TO/FROM terminal 72c of LOC/OMNI device 72 
through a diode 325. Thus when the aircraft passes a 
selected source of course signals, the apparent course 
line indication in the depicted scene appears to turn 180 
and the airport image vanishes. The airport representa 
tion is similarly removed from the scene during the 
Gyro mode of operation by closure of another set of 
Mode Selector Switch contacts 289d connected be 
tween the power supply and driver coil 270. 

Considering now components which correct for opti 
cal distortion by positioning the rotor of differential 
synchro 257, the imbalance adjuster 256, polarity re 
versing potentiometer 254 and repeater synchro 253 
control the rotor for this purpose. The imbalance ad 
juster 256 has an angularly movable shaft 326 mechani 
cally coupled to the rotor of differential synchro 257. 
An arm 327 extending from shaft 326 is spring-biased to 
a position at which the rotor of differential synchro 257 
is at the 0 position wherein no angular signal correction 
occurs within the synchro. Thus by pivoting arm 327 in 
one direction, differential synchro 257 can be caused to 
apply an additive correction to the directional signals to 
course synchro receiver 228 while pivoting the arm in 
the opposite direction causes a subtractive correction to 
be applied to the signals. A permanent magnet 328 is 
carried on arm 327 within the field of a pair of solenoid 
coils 329 and 331 which are connected in series aiding 
relationship with one end of the two coils being 
grounded and the other end of the coils being con 
nected to the output of an amplifier 332. 
A negative output from amplifier 332 acts through 

coils 331 and 329, magnet 328, arm 327 and shaft 326 to 
turn the rotor of differential synchro 257 in a direction 
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which applies an additive angular correction factor to 
the angular position signals transmitted to course syn 
chro receiver 228 with the magnitude of the correction 
factor being determined by the voltage level of the 
amplifier output. Similarly, a positive output from am 
plifier 332 causes a subtractive correction factor to be 
applied to the angular position signals to the course 
synchro receiver 228. Thus optical distortion of the 
course line depiction in the artificial scene is avoided by 
causing the output voltage of amplifier 332 to be a func 
tion of both the angular position of the course line indi 
cator rod and of the lateral displacement of the aircraft 
from a selected course in accordance with the principles 
hereinbefore described. The output of the amplifier 332 
is regulated for this purpose by the polarity-reversing 
potentiometer 254. 

Polarity-reversing potentiometer 254 may consist 
essentially of a continuous circular resistive element 333 
having a first fixed tap 334 connected to circuit ground 
and another fixed tap 336 situated 180' away from tap 
334 and which is connected to the mode selector switch 
contacts 289a that receive the variable magnitude, posi 
tive or negative DC signal which is indicative of dis 
placement of the aircraft to one side or the other of a 
selected localizer or omni course. Thus a positive volt 
age gradient exists along both halves of the circular 
resistor 333 when the aircraft is to the right of a selected 
course which voltage gradient changes to negative if 
the aircraft is at the left side of the selected course with 
the magnitude of the voltage drop along the two halves 
of the circular resistor being a function of the amount of 
displacement of the aircraft from the selected course. A 
rotatable shaft 337 is coaxial with the circular resistor 
333 and carries a pair of wiper contacts 338a and 338b 
which contact the circular resistor at points spaced 180 
apart in the angular direction. Wiper contacts 338a and 
338b are respectively connected to the two inputs of the 
amplifier 332. 

Provided that the wipers 338a and 338b are not each 
equidistant between the fixed terminals 334 and 336 of 
the polarity-reversing potentiometer, in which case 
there is no output from amplifier 332, it may be seen that 
the polarity of the output of amplifier 332 will reverse in 
response to any reversal of the polarity of the lateral 
position signal from localizer omnidevice 72. The mag 
nitude and polarity of the output of amplifier 332 is 
determined not only by the magnitude and polarity of 
the localizer-omnilateral position signal applied to fixed 
tap 336 but also by the angular position of shaft 337 and 
wipers 338. By continually controlling the angular posi 
tion of shaft 337 to correspond with the adjusted angul 
lar position signal applied to the stator of differential 
synchro 257, the output of amplifier 332 is caused to be 
a correction signal which, through imbalance adjuster 
256, acts to position the rotor of differential synchro 257 
as necessary to correct for optical distortion. Shaft 337 
is controlled in this manner by being mechanically cou 
pled to the rotor of repeater synchro 253. Rotor termi 
nals of the repeater synchro are connected to the rotor 
excitation terminals R1 and R2 of directional gyro 71 
while the stator terminals of the repeater synchro con 
nect with the corresponding stator terminals of synchro 
257. Repeater synchro 253 therefor positions the wipers 
338 of the polarity-reversing potentiometers to corre 
spond with the adjusted angular position signal from 
course selector synchro 258, in either director inverted 
form depending on the position of relay contacts 323. 
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When the wipers 338a and 338b of the polarity-rev 
ersing potentiometer are equidistant from fixed termi 
nals 334 and 336 there is no output from amplifier 332 
irrespective of the lateral position signal from LOC 
MOMNI device 72. At that time, the localizer course 
line rod is parallel to the screen and therefore is not 
subject to optical distortion. A rising voltage difference 
begins to be applied between the inputs of amplifier 332 
as the wipers 338a and 338b are then turned towards 
alignment with fixed taps 334 and 336, the polarity of 
the amplifier output being dependent on the direction of 
the wiper movement. The course line indicator rod and 
attached airport replica are at that time also turning 
towards alignment with a plane normal to the screen at 
which orientation maximum compensation for optical 
distortion is needed except insofar as the amount of 
compensation is also a function of the lateral displace 
ment of the indicator rod from a central vertical plane 

I through the instrument. 
Thus by an appropriate selection of circuit constants 

and by adjustment of the gain of amplifier 332, the syn 
chros. 253 and 257 acting in conjunction with the polari 
ty-reversing potentiometer 254 and imbalance adjuster 
256 act to eliminate the potential optical distortions 
hereinbefore discussed. 
As the polarity-reversing potentiometer 254 and im 

balance adjuster 256 are not standard circuit compo 
nents, suitable detailed mechanical constructions for 
these devices are depicted in FIGS. 20 and 21 respec 
tively. Referring initially to FIG. 20 in particular, the 
annular resistive element 333 of the polarity-reversing 
potentiometer 254 may be disposed coaxially with re 
spect to the output shaft 337 of the previously described 
repeater synchro 253. Fixed taps 334 and 336 are se 
cured to annular resistive element 333 at positions 
spaced 180 apart thereon and have attached conduc 
tors 339 and 341 which respectively connect to circuit 
ground and to the lateral position signal terminals as 
previously described. Movable wipers 338a and 338b 
extend radially from shaft 337 in opposite directions to 
ride along the surface of resistive element 333 as the 
shaft is turned by the repeater synchro 253. Conductors 
342 and 343 leading to the previously described ampli 
fier 332 are electrically coupled to the movable wipers 
338a and 338b respectively through slip rings 344 and 
346 respectively carried on shaft 337. 

Referring now to FIG. 21, the imbalance adjuster 256 
may be supported on the previously described differen 
tial synchro 257 with which the imbalance adjuster 
coacts to control the angular position of the rotor shaft 
326 of the synchro. The arm assembly 327 through 
which the imbalance adjuster controls the angular posi 
tion of synchro shaft 326 may consist of four arm seg 
ments 327a, 327b, 327c and 327dextending radially from 
shaft 326. A first permanent magnet 328a is supported 
between the ends of arms 327a and 327b, the magnet 
being arcuate to lie along an arc of a circle centered on 
the rotational axis of shaft 326. A second similar perma 
nent magnet 328b is similarly supported between the 
ends of arms 327c and 327d and is similarly shaped and 
positioned to lie along an opposite arc of the same cir 
cle. A coil spring 347 is coupled between synchro shaft 
326 and the housing of the synchro to resist turning of 
the shaft in either angular direction from a predeter 
mined position, which is the 0 position at which the 
differential synchro 257 makes no angular correction to 
position signals transmitted through the synchro. The 
coil assembly 331 which exerts a torque on synchro 
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shaft 326 in opposition to the spring force thereon in 
response to signals from the previously described ampli 
fier 332 and polarity-reversing potentiometer may con 
sist of a first pair of coils 331-1 and 331-2 disposed coaxi 
ally with respect to magnet 328a and supported by a 
bracket 348a which attaches to the housing of synchro 
257. Coil sections 331-1 and 331-2 are connected in 
series but oppositely wound so that when energized 
through conductors 349a and 349b the adjacent ends of 
the two coil sections exhibit like magnetic polarities and 
thus the opposite ends of the two coils considered as a 
unit also exhibit similar magnetic polarity. As the two 
ends of the associated permanent magnet 328a have 
fixed but opposite polarities, application of positive 
electrical voltage to coil conductor 349a tends to turn 
the synchro shaft 326 in one rotational sense while a 
negative voltage received through conductor 349a 
tends to turn the synchro shaft in an opposite rotational 
sense. This angular motion is resisted by spring 347. 
Thus the extent to which an applied electrical voltage is 
able to turn the synchro shaft 326 is dependent on the 
magnitude of the voltage while the direction in which 
the synchro shaft is turned is determined by the electri 
cal polarity of the voltage relative to circuit ground. 
While the imbalance adjuster 256 might be con 

structed with a single magnet 328a and a single set of 
coils 331-1, 331-2 the signal strength required to operate 
the mechanism, and thus the power output of amplifier 
332, may be minimized if a second magnet 328b is pro 
vided in conjunction with a second set of coils 331-3 and 
331-4, the coils being secured to the housing of synchro 
257 by another bracket 348b opposite from bracket 
34.8a. If, as in this example, the two magnets 328a and 
328b are disposed with the ends of like polarity at the 
same side of the shaft 326 then the second set of coils 
331-3 and 331-4 are oppositely wound relative to the 
first set of coils 331-1 and 331-2. In other words, with 
the two sets of coils connected to input signal conduc 
tors 349a and 349b in series aiding relationship, the ends 
of coil assembly 331-3, 331-4 exhibit an opposite polar 
ity from that of the corresponding ends of coil pair 
331-1, 331-2. The magnetic interactions between the 
two sets of coils and the associated permanent magnets 
then aid each other to exert increased torque on syn 
chro shaft 326 in response to input signals. 

Understanding of the operation of the navigation 
instrument 94 may be facilitated by reference to FIGS. 
22A to 22G in sequence which show the image per 
ceived by the pilot at successive stages in making an 
instrument landing approach to a specific existing air 
port using an actual prescribed approach route, the 
landing site selected for purposes of example being 
Runway #9 of the Savannah Municipal Airport in the 
state of Georgia, U.S.A. While FIGS. 22A to 22G are 
described as illustrating what is perceived by the pilot in 
the course of an approach to this particular airport, the 
three-dimensionality of the depicted scene cannot of 
course be realistically portrayed in the two-dimensional 
drawings nor can the coloration of the components be 
illustrated in a truly realistic manner. 
FIG.22H shows approach plate data for the above 

identified airport on which a series of airplane symbols 
293A through 293G have been placed to indicate the 
location and course of the aircraft in relation to the 
Savannah airport at the times depicted in FIGS. 22A to 
22G respectively. At the initial aircraft position 293A of 
FIG. 22H, the aircraft is inbound on omni radial 283, 
identified as Victor-154, the reciprocal of which is 103, 
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towards a fix point known as Marlow intersection. The 
aircraft 293A is crabbed 5 left due to wind conditions. 
At that time, the depicted scene presented to the pilot 
by the navigation instrument appears as shown in FIG. 
22A. The course line indication 108 in the depicted 
scene appears to extend from directly underneath the 
nose of the depicted air craft slightly to the right of 
forward because of the crabbing of the real aircraft. 
Horizon line 103 appears level and centered in the 
windshield 119 of the aircraft cabin of the image indicat 
ing that there is no roll or pitch of the real aircraft at 
that time. Lubber's line 107, compass cardinal point 
symbols 126 and heading markers 106 indicate the head 
ing of the aircraft at that time. At this time the pilot will 
have received clearance for an ILS approach to Savan 
nah Municipal Runway #9. 

Referring again to FIG. 22H, the approach plate 
shows the course from Marlow intersection is 138 
which requires a 46 intercept of the 092 localizer 
course 108R to the Savannah airport 127R. As Marlow 
is about to be reached the aircraft is at position 293B of 
FIG. 22H and the pilot will have adjusted the mode 
selector switch of the navigation instrument from the 
Omni mode position to the ILS mode position and will 
have adjusted the course selector knob to the localizer 
course heading, 092 in this example, shown on the 
approach plate. As shown in FIG. 22B, this mode 
switching brings the glide slope indications 109 into the 
depicted scene and also reverses the mechanism which 
creates the depicted airport 127 and course line 108 so 
that the image of a distant airport is now present in the 
depicted scene. The depicted airport 127 and localizer 
course line 108 appear to be to the right of the aircraft 
of the depicted scene in conformity with the real situa 
tion at that time. 

FIG. 22C shows the depicted scene when the aircraft 
has arrived at Marlow intersection, to the position 293C 
of FIG. 22H and is banked to the right and undergoing 
a turn towards the prescribed heading for intercepting 
the localizer course 108R to the airport. The roll of the 
aircraft is evident from the tilt of horizon line 103 in the 
depicted scene and the changing heading is apparent 
from movement of heading markers 129 relative to 
lubber's line 107. 
FIG.22D illustrates the depicted scene when the turn 

has been completed and the aircraft is at the position 
shown at 293D in FIG. 22H at which it is heading 138 
along the prescribed course to make a 46 localizer 
intercept. The aircraft is at initial approach altitude at 
this point. FIG.22E illustrates the scene depicted by the 
instrument as the aircraft 112 is intercepting the local 
izer course 108 and is being turned left to capture the 
localizer. At this point, the aircraft is approaching the 
outer marker 296 shown in FIG. 22H. 
FIG.22F illustrates the scene depicted by the instru 

ment as the aircraft 112 is inbound from the outer 
marker and under conditions where the aircraft is on the 
localizer course 108 but slightly below glide slope as 
made apparent by the slightly upward inclination of the 
glide slope indications 109 in the depicted scene. 

Referring now to FIG.22G, the aircraft 112 is at the 
middle marker on the localizer course and is at the 
prescribed glide slope. The airport depiction 127 in the 
scene began to enlarge as the outer marker was passed, 
simulating the reality of a visual approach to the airport. 
At approximately this point the pilot will transfer his 
attention from the depicted scene of the present instru 
ment to the real view out the real windshield of the 
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aircraft and either complete the landing on a visual basis 
or declare a missed approach and commence to climb 
and to initiate the missed approach procedure if condi 
tions are not favorable to completion of the landing. 

Referring again to FIGS. 14A and 14B in combina 
tion, the changes of orientation of the several objects 
which are shadow-imaged on screen 113 to create the 
depicted scene and the changes of apparent distance of 
such objects as perceived by the viewer-pilot may also 
be accomplished by movements of the objects, the light 10 
sources, the screen and the like in a different manner 
from the particular movements employed in this em 
bodiment. For example, a realistic presentation of roll in 
the depicted scene is accomplished in this example of 
the invention by a sideward tilting of the entire image 15 
component assembly 138 about the axis of the support 
ing pivot coupling 187. However, roll information may 
also be realistically portrayed by maintaining the image 
component assembly 138 fixed about that particular axis 
while arranging for controlled angular movement of the 20 
screen assembly 112 about a longitudinal axis through 
the instrument. Similarly, in the described example, 
changes of pitch are introduced into the depicted scene 
by raising or lowering of the light sources 114 but this 
may also be accomplished by arranging for controlled 25 
tilting of the earth disc 102A and associated elements of 
the image component assembly about an axis parallel to 
screen 113. Still further, the described example of the 
invention might be chracterized as an "inside out' in 
strument in that the depicted scene which the instru- 30 
ment presents to the pilot is one in which the pilot per 
ceives himself as being situated within the cabin of a 
miniature aircraft and as looking out through the wind 
shield of the miniature aircraft. The same information 
may be realistically and visually presented to the pilot in 35 
what is termed an "outside in' instrument an example of 
which is shown in FIGS. 23 to 28. 

Referring initially to FIG. 23, in such an "outside in' 
variation of the invention the pilot is caused to perceive 
three-dimensionally a small entire airplane 401 seem- 40 
ingly situated in space in front of his eyes. Seemingly in 
the distance, beyond the little airplane 401, the pilot 
perceives in three dimensions the outlines of an airport 
runway 402. A course indicator line 403 appears to 
extend from the far end of the apparent runway 402 to 45 
a distant apparent horizonline 404 which appears essen 
tially horizontal although it may undulate slightly to 
conform with the outline of distant hills in a real scene. 
Glide slope indicator lines 406 appear to extend upward 
and forward from the near end of runway 402 and ap- 50 
pear to diverge in the direction of the little airplane 401. 
Below the depicted scene, an omni bearing selector 
assembly 278, a five-position mode selector switch 
assembly 289 and a course selector assembly 277 are 
visible on the face of the instrument 42" and may be 55 
essentially similar in construction and provide essen 
tially similar functions as the corresponding compo 
nents of the previously described first embodiment of . 
the invention. 
Mechanisms to be hereinafter described cause the 3D 60 

shadow image of the little airplane 401 to appear to 
undergo attitude changes relative to runway 402, course 
line 403, horizon line 404 and glide slope indications 406 
as the real aircraft in which the instrument 42 is dis 
posed undergoes corresponding attitude changes rela- 65 
tive to the earth's surface or to a real airport. Thus the 
little airplane image 401 appears to roll when the real 
aircraft undergoes a roll and appears to yaw when the 
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real aircraft undergoes a change in heading and appears 
to incline downward or upward when the real aircraft 
undergoes a change of pitch. If the real aircraft moves 
above or below glide slope, glide slope indications 406 
shift to appear to extend below or above the little air 
plane 401 while the apparent inclination of runway 402 
relative to the little airplane increases or decreases to 
present a scene conforming with the vertical position of 
the real aircraft. If the real aircraft is to the left of a 
selected omni or localizer course or an airport runway 
to which a landing approach is being made, the distant 
components of the depicted scene such as the course 
line 403, the apparent runway 402 and glide slope indi 
cations 406 shift and appear to be displaced to the right 
of the little airplane 401 and if the real aircraft is to the 
right of a selected course, such elements shift and ap 
pear to be to the left of the little airplane. As the real 
aircraft closely approaches a real airport at which a 
landing is being undertaken, the apparent runway 402 in 
the scene enlarges and appears closer to the little air 
plane. 
When the instrument 42' is to be used to navigate 

along a selected omni radial, in level cross-country 
flight for example, the apparent horizon line 404 is low 
ered to appear to coincide with the level of the apparent 
little airplane 401 and, together with course line indica 
tion 403, provides a realistic three-dimensional frame of 
reference enabling the pilot to fly the real aircraft along 
the desired course by using the controls of the real 
aircraft to fly the apparent little airplane 401 within the 
context of the artificial scene. 
Thus all of the attitude and horizontal and vertical 

positional information needed to navigate along a se 
lected course or to make an instrument landing ap 
proach to a real airport are continuously and realisti 
cally depicted in three dimensions in the display of the 
instrument 42'. This modification of the instrument is 
characterized as an "outside in' device since, in con 
trast to the first-described embodiment, the pilot per 
ceives himself as following along behind an airplane 401 
rather than as being situated within the cabin of an 
aircraft. In the previously described navigation instru 
ment embodiment, the apparent aircraft windshield of 
the depicted scene appeared to remain fixed relative to 
the pilot while distant components of the scene such as 
the horizon line appeared to tilt from side to side rela 
tive to the apparent windshield to indicate roll and to 
rise and fall to indicate pitch. In the outside in embodi 
ment of the instrument 42 shown in FIG. 23, the hori 
zon line 404 and other distant components of the de 
picted scene appear to remain level relative to the pilot 
while the little airplane 401 itself appears to roll and 
pitch in conformity with roll and pitch of the real air 
craft. 

Considering now suitable internal components for 
creating the three-dimensional, outside-in, symbolic 
scene of instrument 42" as described above including 
means for maintaining the significant characteristics of 
the scene in constant conformity with the real situation 
of an aircraft in which the instrument 42 is used, refer 
ence should be made initially to FIG. 24 which shows 
only certain basic elements of the instrument, the associ 
ated structures and mechanism for supporting and con 
trolling the basic elements being hereinafter described 
in more detail. 
This example of an outside-in navigation instrument 

42 is of the form which uses color oranaglyphic coding 
for the purpose of directing slightly disparate stereo 
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pair images of a scene to each eye of an observer-pilot 
although polarization can be employed for such coding 
purposes, as in the previously described example of the 
invention, if desired. Since color coding is utilized in 
this particular example, the analyzing lenticular screen 
407 at the face of the instrument is of the previously 
described form which has parallel, vertical light-analyz 
ing strips 408 of two different colors, red filtering strips 
being alternated with green filtering strips in this exam 
ple. The inner side of screen 407 is illuminated with red 
light by a first light source 409R and with green light 
from a second light source 409G. The two light sources 
409, which are spaced apart along a transverse line 
parallel to the plane of the screen 407, are shown sche 
matically in FIG. 24 and are shown closer to the screen 
than is usually desirable in order that other components 
of the drawing may be shown on a suitably large scale, 
the light sources including the preferred position 
thereof being hereinafter further described and depicted 
with reference to the detailed mechanism of the instru 
meat. 

An opaque miniature model of a little airplane 401A 
is situated between light sources 409 and screen 407 to 
cause an observer-pilot situated on the other side of the 
screen to perceive a seemingly solid shadow image 401 
of the little airplane, seemingly suspended in space at a 
location in front of the screen. In accordance with the 
principles previously described, this perception of a 
seemingly solid airplane 401 results from the fact that 
each individual eye of the pilot receives a slightly differ 
ent two-dimensional shadow image of an aircraft out 
line and this binocular information is integrated by the 
pilot's inherent reactions into the three-dimensional 
perception of an aircraft outline seemingly located at 
the position where the lines of sight of his two eyes 
intersect in front of the screen 407 while focusing on the 
slightly spaced-apart shadow images on the screen. 
The two-dimensional shadow pattern at the inner side 

of the screen 407 consists of green-appearing areas 411 
where light from red source 409R only is blocked from 
the screen by the airplane model 401A or other objects 
and red-appearing areas 412 where light from green 
source 409G only is blocked from the screen by the 
model or other objects. Umbra regions 413, where light 
from both sources 409 is blocked from the screen appear 
black. Owing to the previously described action of the 
light-analyzing lenticular screen 407, the right eye of a 
pilot situated on the opposite side of the screen per 
ceives both the black umbra areas 413 and the red areas 
412 as black shadow while his left eye perceives the 
umbra areas 413 and the green areas 411 as black 
shadow. The red illuminated shadow image areas 412 
are seen as black shadow by the pilot's right eye since 
the red light in those areas like red light elsewhere on 
the screen cannot pass through the green color filter 
strips 408 of the screen 407 and it is only areas occupied 
by the green strips which are visible to the pilot's right 
eye owing to the previously described lenticular action 
of the screen. Similarly, the areas 411 illuminated by 
green light only are seen as black shadow by the pilot's 
left eye since the green light does not pass through the 
red filter strips which occupy the areas visible to the left 
eye. 
Accordingly each eye of the pilot perceives a single 

one of two slightly disparate, slightly separated shad 
ows of the airplane model 401A and the pilot's biovisual 
system reacts by integrating these stereo views into the 
seemingly solid single 3D shadow image 401 of the little 
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airplane. Mechanisms to be hereinafter described ma 
nipulate the miniature airplane model 401A to cause the 
three-dimensional airplane image 401 to roll, pitch and 
yaw in accordance with the attitude of the real aircraft 
in which the instrument is situated. 
To cause the pilot to perceive three-dimensionally an 

apparent horizon line 404, course line 403, landing run 
way 402 and glide slope indications 406 seemingly lo 
cated in front of the screen but beyond the apparent 
little airplane 401 and in a position and orientation cor 
responding to the situation of the real aircraft in which 
the instrument is located, a framework 414 formed of 
opaque metal wire or the like is situated between the 
screen 407 and airplane model 401A. Framework 411 
may include a horizon line wire 404A extending parallel 
to the top and bottom of the screen 407 and may be 
formed to be slightly wavy to simulate the irregular 
outline of distant hills on a real horizon. As the horizon 
line 404 is to be perceived by the pilot as the most dis 
tant component of the scene, the horizon line wire 404A 
is situated adjacent the inner side of the screen while 
other components of the framework 411 extend away 
from the wire and the screen towards the light sources. 
Course line indicator rod 403A extends outwardly and 
downwardly from the central portion of horizon line 
wire 404A to connect with a transverse runway far end 
wire 416. One of a pair of runway side line wires 417 
extends from each end of wire 416 and the two wires 
417 are interconnected at the end closest to airplane 
model 401A by a cross wire 418 which defines the ap 
parently near end of the runway in the depicted image. 
Glide slope wires 406A extend from the ends of runway 
side wires 417 towards the model airplane 401A, the 
glide slope wires being divergent towards the model 
airplane and being angled upwardly relative to the 
plane defined by the runway 402A, course line wire 
403A and horizon line wire 404A. In order to create the 
illusion of a long runway 402 in the symbolic scene 
while actually utilizing a desirably compact framework 
414, the runway side line wires 402A may diverge 
slightly in the direction of the model airplane 401A, 
thereby exaggerating the apparent perspective in the 
depicted scene. Since in this second embodiment of the 
navigation instrument all components of the artificial 
scene are perceived as being situated between the pilot 
and the screen, the reverse perspective effect which was 
previously discussed is not present. 
The several elements of the framework 414 are shad 

ow-imaged on screen 407 and perceived three-dimen 
sionally by the pilot as horizon line 404, course line 403, 
runway 402 and glide slope indications 406 for reasons 
similar to those hereinbefore described with reference 
to the 3D shadow image 401 of the little airplane. 

Mechanisms to be hereinafter described shift the en 
tire framework 414 transversely relative to the screen 
407 and airplane model 401A in response to localizer or 
omni signals so that the pilot perceives the little airplane 
image 401 as being to the right of the runway and 
course line or to the left of the runway and course line 
when the real aircraft in which the instrument is used is 
in a similar situation. Other mechanisms to be described 
pivot the framework 414 about the axis defined by hori 
zon line wire 404A in response to glide slope signals so 
that the little airplane image 401 appears to be above or 
below the sloping plane defined by the glide slope indi 
cations 406 when the real aircraft is in a similar situa 
tion. Thus in an instrument landing system approach, 
the attitude of the real aircraft is visually presented to 
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the pilot by the apparent attitude of the little airplane 
image 401 while the vertical and horizontal relationship 
of the real aircraft to a real landing field is evident from 
the relationship of the little airplane image to the run 
way course line and glide slope indications which ap 
pear in the artificial scene. As the final stages of landing 
begin, other mechanisms move the wire framework 414 
towards airplane model 401 causing the apparent run 
way 402 in the depicted scene to appear to enlarge and 
become closer. Compass heading information may also 
be injected into the depicted scene by means to be de 
scribed. Thus the pilot may fly the real aircraft to a 
selected airport by using the controls of the real aircraft 
to fly the apparent little airplane 401 to the apparent 
runway 402 of the depicted scene. 

Considering now the structure of the instrument 42 
in greater detail including suitable mechanisms for ma 
nipulating the airplane model 401A and framework 414 
to accomplish the results described above, reference 
should be made to FIGS. 25A and 25B in conjunction, 
which Figures may be juxtaposed as shown in FIG. 25C 
to form a single drawing. The light-analyzing lenticular 
screen 407 may again be mounted at a conforming open 
ing 418 in the face end of a rectangular housing 420 and 
the light source assembly 419 may be situated within the 
housing near the opposite end. Light source assembly 
419 may consist of two spaced-apart lamps 409R and 
409G mounted in a suitable base 421 at points equidis 
tant from the screen 407 but which are on opposite sides 
of a central vertical plane through the housing 419. To 
isolate the red and green light sources from each other, 
an opaque partition 422 extends from base 421 between 
the two lamps 409. A transverse opaque member 423 
extends upwardly from the base 421 and has an opening 
424R, in which red filter 426R is situated, between lamp 
409R and the screen. An additional opening 424G in 
member 423 is situated between lamp 409G and the 
screen and contains a green color filter 426G. Thus the 
inner surface of screen 407 is illuminated by both red 
and green light originating from laterally spaced-apart 
points, except insofar as objects situated between the 
light source assembly 419 and the screen block light 
from one or both sources to create the shadow pattern 
on the screen. 
The wire framework 414 which creates shadow im 

ages providing a representation of a horizon line, course 
line, runway and glide slope in the depicted scene is 
supported within a rectangular frame 427 which is par 
allel to the screen and which is movable both trans 
versely and longitudinally within housing 420. To pro 
vide for this movement in two orthogonal directions, 
frame 427 is supported on a plate 428 having upturned 
edges 429 along each side which define a track along 
which the frame may slide towards the screen 407 and 
away therefrom. Pins 431 extend downward from each 
lower corner of frame 427 through slots 432 which are 
parallel to the adjacent upturned edge 429 of plate 428 
in order to attach the frame to the plate while allowing 
for the above-described longitudinal movement of the 
frame. To accomplish this motion a distance or image 
size control motor 430, secured to plate 428, drives a 
longitudinally directed leadscrew 431 which is engaged 
with a threaded opening 432 in a downwardly angled 
bracket 433 of the frame 427. 

Thus, operation of the motor 430 in one direction 
causes wire framework 414 to move away from screen 
407 and closer to the light source assembly 419 thereby 
causing the three-dimensional shadow image of the 
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frame to appear to enlarge and to become closer insofar 
as the perceptions of the pilot are concerned. Rotation 
of the motor 430 in the opposite sense draws the wire 
framework 414 closer to the screen causing the image of 
the airport runway and other objects represented by the 
framework to appear to diminish in size and to recede 
from the viewer. Distance motor 430 may be actuated 
by receipt of an outer marker signal and may be con 
trolled in a manner similar to the control of the distance 
motor of the first-described embodiment of the inven 
tion. 
To provide for the sideward movement of wire 

framework 414, plate 428 is in turn supported on a chan 
nel member 434 disposed transversely within housing 
420. Flanged pins 426 extend upwardly from channel 
member 434 through transverse slots 437 of plate 428 to 
attach the members together while allowing for lateral 
movement of plate 428, frame 427 and framework 414 
relative to channel member 434. To effect such motion, 
a localizer/omni servomotor 438 is secured to channel 
member 434 and drives a transverse lead screw 439 
which extends within the channel member and which is 
journaled in brackets 441 attached to the channel mem 
ber. A threaded tab 442 extends downward from plate 
428 to engage the lead screw 439 so that operation of 
servo motor 438 in one direction moves the plate 428 
and frame 427 rightwardly within housing 420 while 
opposite rotation of the servomotor moves these com 
ponents leftwardly. Servomotor 438 may be controlled 
for this purpose from a source of localizer or omni 
course signals in a manner essentially similar to the 
control of the LOC/OMNI servomotor of the previ 
ously described embodiment. 

In addition to the longitudinal and sideward motions 
provided for by the above-described mechanism, the 
wire framework 414 is also pivotable upwardly and 
downwardly about a transverse axis defined by the 
horizon line wire 404A so that the vertical position of 
the real aircraft in relation to glide slope may be accu 
rately conveyed to the pilot by the depicted scene. The 
wire framework 414 may also be manually raised or 
lowered relative to frame 427 for purposes to be herein 
after described. Considering now mechanisms for pivot 
ing and for raising and lowering the framework 414, 
reference should be made to FIG. 26 in conjunction 
With FIG. 25. 
The wire framework 414 is attached to frame 427 

solely through the horizon line wire 404A and a pair of 
glide sloperationeters 457 which are mounted in coax 
ial relationship at opposite sides of frame 427. Each 
rationeter is secured to an associated one of a pair of 
vertically slidable members 444 carried on the vertically 
extending portions of frame 427. To provide for the 
vertical motion of slider members 444, each such mem 
ber is attached to the frame 427 by pins 446 which ex 
tend through vertical slots 447 in the frame. The hori 
zon line wire 404A extends along the rotational axis of 
the rationeters 457 and is attached at each end to the 
rotary output element of the adjacent rationeter. Rati 
ometers 457 are controlled by the glide slope receiver 
equipment on the aircraft in a manner similar to that 
previously described in connection with the first em 
bodiment of the invention. Accordingly, the entire wire 
framework 414 pivots upwardly and downwardly about 
the axis defined by the horizon line wire 404A in re 
sponse to vertical position signals indicative of the dis 
placement, if any, of the aircraft from the glide slope to 
an airport. 
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To prevent the weight of wire framework 414 from 
exerting an unbalanced torque on the rationeters 457 
which might affect the accuracy of the rationeters, 
counterweights 462 are carried on arms which extend in 
the opposite direction from the rotary output elements 
of the rationeters. 
To enable manual adjustment of the level of horizon 

line wire 404A, a rotatable knob 448 is mounted at the 
face of the instrument for selectively turning a shaft 449 
which extends longitudinally within housing 420 
through the center of the lower portion of frame 427. 
Members 451 extend radially from shaft 449 in opposite 
directions and each is coupled to an arm of one of a pair 
of bell cranks 452 through one of a pair of links 453. The 
angle of each bell crank 452 is journaled to a lower 
corner of frame 427 so that turning of knob 448 acts 
through shaft 449, members 451 and links 453 to pivot 
the bell cranks. The other arm of each bell crank 452 is 
coupled to the lower end of the adjacent one of the 
slider members 444 by a pin 450 which projects from 
the slider member into a transverse slot on the bell 
crank arm. Thus manual turning of knob 448 acts to 
raise or lower the slider members 444 and this raises or 
lowers the entire wire framework 414 according to the 
direction of the turning of the knob. The frictional resis 
tance within this linkage system is sufficient to prevent 
vertical movement of the wire framework 414 except 
when it is deliberately initiated by manual turning of the 
knob 448. 
As the shaft 449 including knob 448 travels side 

wardly with frame 427, a transverse slot 455 is provided 
in the face of the instrument to accommodate to this 
movement. Since the shaft 449 remains fixed in the 
longitudinal direction while the frame 427 which sup 
ports the shaft may move away from the screen or 
towards the screen, the shaft has a square cross-section 
and members 451 extend from an annular slider collar 
456 which has a square opening through which the shaft 
extends. Thus the members 451 are slidable along shaft 
449 with frame 427 while being constrained to undergo 
turning motion with the shaft. 

Referring now to FIG. 25A in particular, the previ 
ously described miniature airplane model 401A is situ 
ated between light source assembly 419 and frame 427 
in order to be shadow-imaged on the screen as previ 
ously described. Airplane model 401A is supported by 
three vertical rods 463, 464 and 466 which extend up 
wardly from a pitch-roll controller mechanism 467 that 
will be hereinafter described in more detail. Support rod 
463 is coupled to the underside of the fuselage of air 
plane model 401A, at the pitch axis, through a ball joint 
465 which allows the airplane model to be rocked in any 
direction relative to rod 463. The second support rod 
464 is coupled to the underside of one wing tip of air 
plane model 401A through another ball joint 468 while 
the third support rod 466 is coupled to the underside of 
the airplane model through still another ball joint 469 
located closer to the tail of the model than ball joint 465. 
Accordingly, the airplane model 401A may be pitched 
upwardly or downwardly by lowering or raising sup 
port rod 466 and may be rolled right or left by lowering 
or raising support rod 464, these movements being real 
ized in response to signals from the aircrafts's attitude 
gyro by the pitch-roll mechanism 467 as will hereinafter 
be discussed in more detail. 
To provide for controlled yawing motion of airplane 

model 401A in response to signals from the aircraft's 
directional gyro, the pitch-roll mechanism 467 which 
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supports the airplane model 401A through rods 463,464 
and 466 is itself supported for controlled rotation about 
a vertical axis defined by support rod 463. Referring 
now to FIG. 27 in conjunction with FIG. 25, the pitch 
roll mechanism 467 is carried on a rotatable vertical 
hollow shaft 501 journaled in a stationary bracket 502 
for rotation about the axis defined by support rod 463. 
To effect such rotation and to thereby control the yaw 
of the airplane model 401A, a gear 503 is secured coaxi 
ally to shaft 501 and is drivingly engaged with an output 
gear 504 of a receiver synchro 506. Receiver synchro 
506 is mounted above bracket 502 through a support 
bearing 507 which enables angular turning of the entire 
synchro for a purpose to be hereinafter described. Re 
ceiver synchro506 is electrically coupled to the trans 
mitter synchro of the directional gyro of the aircraft. 
Thus the receiver synchro 506, acting through gears 
504 and 503, turns shaft 501 and thus airplane model 
401A whenever the aircraft undergoes a change of yaw. 
Accordingly, the three-dimensional shadow image of 
the artificial scene is perceived by the pilot as undergo 
ing changes of yaw which correspond to changes of 
yaw of his real aircraft. 

Receiver synchro 506 is made rotatable as a unit 
within support bearing 507 so that an additive or sub 
tractive angular correction to the signals received from 
the directional gyro, if needed, can be set into the sys 
tem mechanically by turning the whole synchro instead 
of utilizing a differential synchro for this purpose as in 
the first-described embodiment of the invention. In the 
absence of such a correction, the airplane model 401A 
will remain aligned with a compass heading of 0" or 
magnetic north. To cause the airplane model 401A to be 
maintained in alignment with any other selected course, 
the entire synchro including the body thereof is rotat 
able within the support bearing 507 by any selected 
angular amount as determined by the manual setting of 
the course selector knob 277 at the face of the instru 
ment. For this purpose a rotatable shaft 509 extends 
from the course selector knob to the region adjacent 
synchro 506 and carries a helical gear 510 which en 
gages another like helical gear 511 secured coaxially to 
the body of the synchro. 
Thus a selected course is set into the instrument by 

manually turning the course selector knob. 277. This 
rotates the entire synchro 506 and through gears 504 
and 503, shaft 501 and pitch-control mechanism 467 also 
rotates the airplane model 401A into alignment with the 
selected course. Thereafter, frictional resistance in the 
above-described mechanism holds the body of synchro 
506 fixed but the output gear 504 of the synchro turns as 
necessary, in response to the received directional sig 
nals, to maintain the airplane model 401A in that prede 
termined alignment regardless of the direction of flight 
of the aircraft in which the instrument is disposed. 

Slip rings 512 secured to synchro 506 provide for 
delivery of the directional gyro electrical signals to the 
angularly adjustable synchro, the stationary contacts 
513 which ride against the slip rings being coupled to a 
multi-pin connector 514 through a multi-conductor 
cable 516. Additional slip rings 515 on shaft 501 provide 
for transmission of control signals to the pitch-roll 
mechanism 467 through conductors which extend up 
wardly through the hollow shaft 501. 
To provide a representation of the aircraft's compass 

heading in the depicted scene, a cylindrical heading ring 
517 formed of transparent material is supported by a 
sleeve 519 disposed coaxially around shaft 501 while 
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being independently rotatable relative to shaft 501. 
Heading ring 517 carries opaque compass heading 
markings 518 preferably including cardinal point letters 
and degree markings around the upper portion of the 
ring. The upper edge of heading ring 517 is at a level, 
below airplane model 401A, at which the portion of the 
upper edge of the ring which is closest to screen 407 is 
within the region which is shadow-imaged on the 
screen while the other portions of the upper edge of the 
ring, which are closer to the light sources, are outside 
the region which is shadow-imaged. Thus the compass 
heading numerals and cardinal points which are closest 
to the screen appear in the depicted scene below and in 
front of the little airplane image. 
To rotate heading ring 517 as necessary to maintain 

correct heading information in the artificial scene, an 
other receiver 521 is secured to bracket 502 and has an 
output gear 522 engaged with a similar gear 523 which 
is secured coaxially to sleeve 519. Receiversynchro521 
is also electrically coupled to the directional gyro trans 
mitter of the aircraft and thus rotates the heading ring 
517 in response to the received signals to maintain an 
accurate heading indication in the center of the shadow 
image, below the apparent little airplane. 

Since synchros 506 and 521 which control the angu 
lar orientation of the airplane model and the heading 
ring respectively are both responsive to the aircraft's 
directional gyro the airplane model 401A and the head 
ing ring 517 always turn synchronously except during 
the periods when course selector knob 277' is being 
manually operated to turn the airplane model indepen 
dently in order to cause the nose of the airplane model 
to be directed at a compass marking 518 indicative of a 
newly selected course. 
The end result of the above-described structure is 

that whenever the real aircraft undergoes a change of 
yaw, the airplane model 401A and heading ring 517 
undergo a corresponding rotation about the axis defined 
by support rod 463 and the scene perceived by the pilot 
continues to accurately represent the orientation of the 
real aircraft relative to a selected course line and contin 
ues to accurately represent the compass heading of the 
real aircraft. 

It is preferable although not essential that the 3D 
shadow image of the airplane model 401A appear in the 
depicted scene as seemingly being unattached to any 
other object. For this purpose, the support rods 463,464 
and 466 which attach the airplane model to the pitch 
roll mechanism 4.67 may be formed of a transparent 
material. In the absence of further provisions, the trans 
parent rods would still cast some degree of shadow 
image which might be apparent in the depicted scene. 
To render the support rods invisible in the depicted 
scene, the airplane model 401A, the rods, the pitch-roll 
mechanism 467, synchros 506 and 521 as well as sup 
porting bracket 502, gears 503, 504,510, 511, 522 and 
523 and all other adjacent mechanisms as described 
above are situated within a rectangular fluid-tight tank 
528 which is also formed of transparent material and 
which is of sufficient size to transect the entire region 
between light source assembly 419 and screen 407 that 
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is shadow-imaged on the screen. Tank 528 is filled with 
a transparent liquid having an index of refraction and a 
light transmissiveness similar to that of the transparent 
material from which the support rods 463, 464 and 466 
are formed and which is also an electrically insulative 
liquid. Liquids having suitable properties such as fluoro 
carbon oils for example, are known to the art. As the 
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liquid is selected to have the same index of refraction as 
the transparent material of the rods which support air 
plane model 401A, there is no refraction of light while 
passing from the liquid into the rods and back again into 
the liquid nor is there any difference in the rate of atten 
uation of light in the two mediums. Thus the rods cast 
no noticeable shadow upon screen 407. As the liquid is 
an electrical insulator, there is no adverse effect upon 
the operation of synchros 506 and 521 or other electri 
cal components within the tank and the liquid may 
serve still further to lubricate moving parts of the com 
ponents within the tank. 
As the index of refraction of liquids such as that em 

ployed in the tank 528 may change with changes of 
temperature, maximum effectiveness in suppressing 
imaging of the support rods may be realized by main 
taining the liquid at a uniform temperature. An electri 
cal resistance heating element in the form of a wire 529 
is supported within the tank by insulators 531 and pref. 
erably extends around the inner wall of the tank in 
spaced-apart relation from the wall and at a level below 
that which is shadow-imaged on screen 407. Heating 
element 529 is energized from multi-conductor pin 514 
through a thermostat 532 set to maintain the tempera 
ture of the liquid at the value at which the refractive 
index of the liquid matches that of the model airplane 
support rods 463, 464 and 466. 

Sealing bushings 533 and 534 are provided at the 
points where course selector rod 509 passes through the 
walls of the tank 528. 

Considering now suitable detailed structure for the 
pitch-roll mechanism 467 that controls the attitude of 
airplane model 401A through support rods 463,464 and 
466, the center rod 463 in particular does not undergo 
vertical movement and may be secured directly to a 
base block 536 of the pitch-roll mechanism. Referring 
now to FIG. 28, the roll motion transmitting support 
rod 464 is pivotably coupled at the lower end to an 
angled arm 537 which extends outwardly from a sleeve 
538 disposed coaxially on an axle pin 539 that extends 
from block 536. A coil spring 541 is connected between 
the block 536 and sleeve 538 to resist rotation of sleeve 
538 on axle 539 away from the angular position at 
which arm 537 holds support rod 464 at a level at which 
the airplane model exhibits no roll. A pair of solenoid 
coils 542R and 542L are secured to block 536 on oppo 
site sides of axle 539. A curved solenoid plunger 543, 
formed of iron or other ferromagnetic material, has 
opposite ends extending into coils 542R and 542L. The 
plunger 543 is shaped to define a portion of a circle 
centered on axle 539 and is attached to sleeve 538 by an 
arm 544 which extends radially from the sleeve to the 
midpoint of the plunger. Solenoid coil 542L is coupled 
to the attitude gyro of the aircraft to receive signals 
indicative of left roll of the aircraft while coil 542R 
receives signals indicative of right roll of the aircraft. 

In the absence of any roll of the real aircraft, spring 
541 acting through arm 537 and support rod 464 main 
tains the airplane model 401A in a level or no-roll orien 
tation. A left signal from the attitude gyro of the aircraft 
energizes solenoid coil 542L. Coil 542L then interacts 
magnetically with plunger 543 to rotate sleeve 538 in a 
direction which lifts support rod 464 causing the air 
plane model to exhibit a roll to the left, with the extent 
of the left roll of the airplane model being determined 
by the magnitude of the signal applied to coil 542L. 
Similarly, if the aircraft's attitude gyro detects a roll to 
the right, the resulting energization of solenoid coil 
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542R interacts with plunger 543 to turn sleeve 538 in an 
opposite rotational sense. This motion, transmitted 
through support rod 464, causes the airplane model to 
exhibit roll to the right. 
The pitch motion transmitting support rod 466 is 

controlled in an essentially similar manner by the pitch 
signals from the attitude gyro of the aircraft. The lower 
end of rod 466 is pivotally coupled to the end of an 
angled arm 545 which extends radially from a sleeve 
546 disposed coaxially on an axle 547 which in turn 
extends from base block 536 at right angles to the corre 
sponding axle 539 of the roll mechanism. Another coil 
spring 541' is connected between block 536 and sleeve 
546 to urge arm 545 and support rod 466 to the position 
at which the airplane model exhibits no pitch. An arcu 
ate, ferromagnetic solenoid plunger 548 is disposed 
concentrically with respect to sleeve 546 and is attached 
thereto by an arm 549 which extends radially from the 
sleeve to the midpoint of the plunger. The opposite ends 
of plunger 548 extend into individual ones of a pair of 
solenoid coils 551P and 551N which are secured to 
block 536 at opposite sides of axle 547. Coil 551P is 
energized by the signals from the attitude gyro of the 
aircraft which indicate positive pitch and thus acts to 
draw the plunger 548 in a direction which turns sleeve 
546 and arm 549 to lower the pitch motion-transmitting 
rod 466. This causes the tail region of the airplane 
model 401A to be lowered relative to the nose to estab 
lish positive pitch of the little airplane in the depicted 
scene. Similarly, coil 551N responds to attitude gyro 
signals indicative of negative pitch of the real aircraft by 
raising pitch motion transmitting rod 466 to raise the tail 
and lower the nose of the model airplane. 

In order to prevent any rotational or yawing motion 
of the model airplane relative to pitch-roll mechanism 
467, a stiffener bracket 552 extends from block 536 in 
the direction of airplane model support rods 463 and 
466 and has a slot 553 in which the two support rods 463 
and 466 are received. 

Referring again to FIGS. 25A and 25B in conjunc 
tion, the horizon line wire 404A is manually adjusted to 
the uppermost position as depicted in the drawing when 
the instrument 42 is to be used in connection with an 
instrument landing systems approach to an airport. As 
previously described, the pilot then perceives a 3D 
shadow image of a little airplane seemingly situated 
above a more distant airport runway. The apparent 
pitch, roll and yaw of the little airplane image change as 
necessary to always correspond with the attitude of the 
real aircraft while the apparent runway appears to shift 
to the right or left if the real aircraft is to the left or right 
respectively of the localizer course line to the real air 
port. If the real aircraft moves above or below glide 
slope to the real airport, the apparent inclination of the 
runway and glide slope depictions in the image change 
accordingly. As the real airport is closely approached 
the apparent runway enlarges and appears to become 
closer to the little airplane image. By using the controls 
of the real aircraft to fly the apparent little airplane to 
the apparent runway, the real aircraft is brought to the 
real airport. 
When the instrument 42' is to be used to follow a 

selected omni course during cross-country flight, hori 
zon line wire 404A may be manually lowered by turn 
ing knob 448 until the apparent horizon line in the image 
as perceived is coincident with the apparent little air 
plane. This removes the apparent runway and the glide 
slope indications from the depicted scene as the ele 
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ments which produce these images are now below the 
region which is shadow-imaged on the screen. The pilot 
may then fly the real aircraft along the selected course 
by using the controls of the real aircraft to fly the appar 
ent little airplane along the course line indication, which 
remains in the scene, towards the apparent distant hori 
ZO. 

While the navigation instruments have been de 
scribed above with reference primarily to usage in an 
airplane, the invention is equally useful for navigating 
other aerial vehicles such as helicopters, gliders, blimps 
or the like. Similarly, aspects of the invention may be 
adapted to the guidance of sea or land vehicles under 
conditions where visibility is poor and suitable sources 
of directional radio signals are present. Further, the 
instruments may readily be adapted to the training and 
evaluation of aircraft operators and may be utilized in 
combination with flight simulators. 

Thus, while the invention has been disclosed with 
respect to certain exemplary embodiments, it will be 
apparent that many other variations and modifications 
are possible and it is not intended to limit the invention 
except as defined by the following claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method for causing at least one viewer to per 

ceive an apparently three-dimensional shadow image of 
at least one object comprising the steps: 

positioning a screen for observation by said viewer, 
directing light having a first characteristic towards 

said screen from a first point, 
directing light having a second characteristic toward 

said screen from a second point which is spaced 
apart from said first point, 

disposing said object in the region between said first 
and second points and said screen in the path of 
light traveling from said first and second points 
toward said screen, 

preventing light having said first characteristic from 
reaching one eye of said viewer and preventing 
light having said second characteristic from reach 
ing the other eye of said viewer, 

polarizing the light directed toward said screen from 
said first point to have a first polarization plane 
whereby said first characteristic is polarization in 
said first plane, 

polarizing light directed toward said screen from said 
second point in a different plane whereby said 
second characteristic is polarization in said differ 
ent plane, 

preventing light polarized in said first plane from 
reaching said one eye of said viewer while prevent 
ing light polarized in said different plane from 
reaching said other eye of said viewer, and 

forming at least a portion of said object at least in part 
of a non-depolarizing first color filter material 
whereby at least a portion of said three-dimen 
sional shadow image is perceived as having a se 
lected coloration. 

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising the 
further step of introducing a non-depolarizing second 
color filter material into the path of light from said first 
and second points to said screen which second color 
filter material is of a different color from the first color 
filter material of said object whereby said three-dimen 
sional shadow image of said object is perceived as being 
in surroundings having the coloration of said second 
color filter and at least a portion of said three-dimen 
sional shadow image itself is perceived in the different 
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coloration that results from filtering of light by both 
said first and second color filter materials. 

3. A method for causing at least one viewer to per 
ceive an apparently three-dimensional shadow image of 
at least one object comprising the steps: 5 

positioning a light depolarizing screen for observa 
tion by said viewer, 

directing light having a first characteristic towards 
said screen from a first point, 

directing light having a second characteristic toward 10 
said screen from a second point which is spaced 
apart from said first point, 

disposing said object in the region between said first 
and second points and said screen in the path of 
light traveling from said first and second points 15 
toward said screen, 

preventing light having said first characteristic from 
reaching one eye of said viewer and preventing 
light having said second characteristic from reach 
ing the other eye of said viewer, 

disposing a first color filter material between said first 
point and said screen whereby said first character 
istic is a first light coloration, 

disposing a second different color filter material be 
tween said second point and said screen whereby 
said second characteristic is a second light color 
ation, and 

admitting said light having said first coloration to said 
one eye only of said viewer and admitting said light 30 
having said second coloration to said other eye 
only of said viewer. 

4. A method for causing at least one viewer to per 
ceive an apparently three-dimensional shadow image of 
at least one object comprising the steps: 35 

positioning a screen for observation by said viewer, 
directing light having a first characteristic towards 

said screen from a first point, 
directing light having a second characteristic toward 

said screen from a second point which is spaced 40 
apart from said first point, 

disposing said object in the region between said first 
and second points and said screen in the path of 
light traveling from said first and second points 
toward said screen, 45 

preventing light having said first characteristic from 
reaching one eye of said viewer and preventing 
light having said second characteristic from reach 
ing the other eye of said viewer, and 

projecting stereo pair images of a photographed 50 
scene onto said screen utilizing light having said 
first characteristic to project one of said stereo pair 
images while utilizing light having said second 
characteristic to project the other of said stereo 
pair images, whereby said three-dimensional 55 
shadow image of said object is perceived by said 
viewer as being situated within the three-dimen 
sional context of a stereoscopically filmed scene. 

5. The method of claim 4 further comprising the step 
of utilizing the spaced-apart dual projection channels of 60 
a three-dimensional film projector to define said first 
and second points from which light having said first and 
second characteristics respectively is directed towards 
said object and said screen. 

6. Apparatus for causing at least one observer to 65 
perceive a seemingly solid shadow of at least one three 
dimensional object comprising: 

a light depolarizing screen, 
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light source means for directing light coded in a first 
manner towards one side of said screen from a first 
point and for directing light coded in a second 
manner toward said one side of said screen from a 
second point which is spaced apart from said first 
point in a direction parallel to said screen, wherein 
said light source means includes a first light coding 
filter transecting the path of light from said first 
point to said screen and which transmits light hav 
ing a first characteristic, said light source means 
including a second light coding filter transecting 
the path of light from said second point to said 
screen and which transmits light having a second 
characteristic which differs from said first charac 
teristic, 

light-analyzing means for transmitting light coded in 
said first manner to one eye only of said observer 
and for transmitting light coded in said second 
manner to the other eye only of said observer, 

wherein said light-analyzing means comprises at least 
one analyzing element situated in the path of light 
to said one eye of said observer and which trans 
mits only light having said first characteristic, said 
light-analyzing means having at least one second 
analyzing element situated in the path of light to 
said other eye of said observer and which transmits 
only light having said second characteristic, 

support means for supporting said three-dimensional 
object in the region between said light source 
means and said screen to intercept light traveling 
from said first and second points toward said 
screen, and 

wherein said first light coding filter and said first 
analyzing element are similar color filters of a first 
color and said second light coding filter and said 
second light-analyzing element are similar color 
filters of a different color. 

7. Apparatus for causing at least one observer to 
perceive a seemingly solid shadow of at least one three 
dimensional object comprising: 

a screen, 
light source means for directing light coded in a first 
manner towards one side of said screen from a first 
point and for directing light coded in a second 
manner toward said one side of said screen from a 
second point which is spaced apart from said first 
point in a direction parallel to said screen, wherein 
said light source means includes a first light coding 
filter transecting the path of light from said first 
point to said screen and which transmits light hav 
ing a first characteristic, said light source means 
including a second light coding filter transecting 
the path of light from said second point to said 
screen and which transmits light having a second 
characteristic which differs from said first charac 
teristic, 

light-analyzing means for transmitting light coded in 
said first manner to one eye only of said observer 
and for transmitting light coded in said second 
manner to the other eye only of said observer, 

wherein said first light coding filter and said first 
analyzing element transmit only light having a first 
polarization plane and wherein said second light 
coding filter and said second analyzing element 
transmit only light having a second different polar 
ization plane, 

support means for supporting said three-dimensional 
object in the region between said light source 
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means and said screen to intercept light traveling 
from said first and second points toward said 
screen, and 

wherein said object is formed at least in part of a 
color filtering material whereby said observer per 
ceives at least a portion of said solid shadow as 
having a predetermined coloration. 

8. The combination defined in claim 7 further com 
prising color filtering means disposed in the path of 
light traveling from said first and second points to said 
screen whereby said observer perceives said three-di 
mensional shadow within a colored context and per 
ceives at least a portion of said shadow as having a 
different coloration determined by the combined filter 
ing effects of said color filtering means and said color 
filtering material of said object. 

9. Apparatus for causing at least one observer to 
perceive a seemingly solid shadow of at least one three 
dimensional object comprising: 

a SCreen, 
light source means for directing light coded in a first 
manner towards one side of said screen from a first 
point and for directing light coded in a second 
manner toward said one side of said screen from a 
second point which is spaced apart from said first 
point in a directional parallel to said screen, 
wherein said light source means includes a first 
light coding filter transecting the path of light from 
said first point to said screen and which transmits 
light having a first characteristic, said light source 
means including a second light coding filter tran 
secting the path of light from said second point to 
said screen and which transmits light having a 
second characteristic which differs from said first 
characteristic, 

light-analyzing means having a first light analyzing 
element material for transmitting light coded in 
said first manner to one eye only of said observer 
and having a second light analyzing element mate 
rial for transmitting light coded in said second 
manner to the other eye only of said observer, 

wherein said light-analyzing means comprises a light 
analyzing lenticular screen having first linear bands 
of said first light-analyzing element material dis 
posed in parallel spaced-apart relationship and sec 
ond linear bands of said second light-analyzing 
element material alternated with said first bands in 
parallel relationship therewith, and lenticular lens 
means disposed between said bands and said ob 
server for making said first bands visible only to 
said one eye of said observer and for making said 
second bands visible only to said other eye of said 
observer, and 

support means for supporting said three-dimensional 
object in the region between said light source 
means and said screen to intercept light traveling 
from said first and second points toward said 
Screen. 

10. Apparatus for causing at least one observer to 
perceive a seemingly solid shadow of at least one three 
dimensional object comprising: 

a Screen, 
light source means for directing light coded in a first 
manner towards one side of said screen from a first 
point and for directing light coded in a second 
manner toward said one side of said screen from a 
second point which is spaced apart from said first 
point in a direction parallel to said screen, wherein 
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said light source means includes a first light coding 
filter transecting the path of light from said first 
point to said screen and which transmits light hav 
ing a first characteristic, said light source means 
including a second light coding filter transecting 
the path of light from said second point to said 
screen and which transmits light having a second 
characteristic which differs from said first charac 
teristic, 

light-analyzing means having a first light analyzing 
element material for transmitting light coded in 
said first manner to one eye only of said observer 
and having a second light analyzing element mate 
rial for transmitting light coded in said second 
manner to the other eye only of said observer, 

wherein said light-analyzing means comprises a light 
analyzing lenticular screen having first linear bands 
of said first light-analyzing element material dis 
posed in parallel spaced-apart relationship and sec 
ond linear bands of said second light-analyzing 
element material alternated with said first bands in 
parallel relationship therewith, and lenticular lens 
means disposed between said bands and said ob 
server for making said first bands visible only to 
said one eye of said observer and for making said 
second bands visible only to said other eye of said 
observer, 

support means for supporting said three-dimensional 
object in the region between said light source 
means and said screen to intercept light traveling 
from said first and second points toward said 
Screen, 

means for causing said observer to perceive said 
three-dimensional shadow in conjunction with a 
photographed three-dimensional scene, said means 
comprising a photograph disposed at the opposite 
side of said lenticular lens means from said ob 
server and having parallel zones of anamorphically 
condensed stereo image data of said scene posi 
tioned to be perceived by said observer through. 
said lenticular lens means, said bands being posi 
tioned to cause one eye of said observer to perceive 
a photographed image of said scene taken from a 
first location and to cause the other eye of said 
observer to perceive a photographed image of said 
scene taken from a laterally displaced location. 

11. Apparatus for causing at least one observer to 
perceive a seemingly solid shadow of at least one three 
dimensional object comprising: 
a screen formed of at least partially light transmissive 

material whereby light directed towards one side 
of said screen may be perceived by an observer 
situated at the other side thereof, 

light source means for directing light coded in a first 
manner towards one side of said screen from a first 
point and for directing light coded in a second 
manner toward said one side of said screen from a 
second point which is spaced apart from said first 
point in a direction parallel to said screen, 

light-analyzing means for transmitting light coded in 
said first manner to one eye only of said observer 
and for transmitting light coded in said second 
manner to the other eye only of said observer, 

wherein said first and second points are right and left 
points from the standpoint of an observer facing 
said other side of said screen and wherein said 
light-analyzing means includes means for transmit 
ting light originated from said first point to the left 
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eye only of said observer and for transmitting light 
originated from said second point to the right eye 
only of said observer whereby said observer per 
ceives said seemingly solid shadow as apparently 
being situated beyond said screen, 

support means for supporting said three-dimensional 
object in the region between said light source 
means and said screen to intercept light traveling 
from said first and second points toward said 
screen, and 

means for moving said object laterally relative to said 
observer in response to a lateral position signal to 
cause said seemingly solid shadow to appear to 
move laterally relative to said observer, and distor 
tion-compensating means for turning said object 
during said lateral movement, about an axis which 
is normal to the direction of said lateral movement 
and which is parallel to said screen, through an 
amount of angular movement and in a rotational 
direction determined by the extent and direction of 
said lateral movement and by the angular orienta 
tion of said object relative to said screen. 

12. Apparatus for causing at least one observer to 
perceive a seemingly solid shadow of at least one three 
dimensional object comprising: 
a screen formed of at least partially light transmissive 

material whereby light directed towards one side 
of said screen may be perceived by an observer 
situated at the other side thereof, 

light source means for directing light coded in a first 
manner towards one side of said screen from a first 
point and for directing light coded in a second 
manner toward said one side of said screen from a 
second point which is spaced apart from said first 
point in a direction parallel to said screen, 

light-analyzing means for transmitting light coded in 
said first manner to one eye only of said observer 
and for transmitting light coded in said second 
manner to the other eye only of said observer, 

wherein said first and second points are right and left 
points from the standpoint of an observer facing 
said other side of said screen and wherein said 
light-analyzing means includes means for transmit 
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eye only of said observer and for transmitting light 
originated from said second point to the right eye 
only of said observer whereby said observer per 
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ceives said seemingly solid shadow as apparently 
being situated beyond said screen, 

support means for supporting said three-dimensional 
object in the region between said light source 
means and said screen to intercept light traveling 
from said first and second points toward said 
screen, and 

wherein said object is shaped to impart a predeter 
mined desired configuration to said seemingly solid 
shadow, the regions of said object which are clos 
est to said screen being of increased distorted pro 
portions relative to the corresponding regions of 
said desired configuration whereby perspective 
reversal effects are compensated for. 

13. Apparatus for causing at least one observer to 
perceive a seemingly solid shadow of at least one three 
dimensional object comprising: 

a Screen, 
light source means for directing light coded in a first 
manner towards one side of said screen from a first 
point and for directing light coded in a second 
manner toward said one side of said screen from a 
second point which is spaced apart from said first 
point in a direction parallel to said screen, 

light-analyzing means for transmitting light coded in 
said first manner to one eye only of said observer 
and for transmitting light coded in said second 
manner to the other eye only of said observer, 

support means for supporting said three-dimensional 
object in the region between said light source 
means and said screen to intercept light traveling 
from said first and second points toward said 
Screen, and 

means for projecting a three-dimensionally filmed 
scene toward said one side of said screen from 
behind said object whereby said seemingly solid 
shadow of said object is perceived as being within 
the context of said filmed three-dimensional scene. 

14. The combination defined in claim 13 wherein said 
light source means comprises a three-dimensional mo 
tion picture film projector with said first and second 
points being defined by the dual spaced-apart objective 
lenses of said projector. 

15. The combination defined in claim 13 wherein said 
light source means comprises a three-dimensional still 
image film projector with said first and second points 
being defined by the dual spaced-apart objective lenses 
of said projector. 

k is k 
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